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ABSTRACT 

QUEERING THE QUEER(ED): POMOSEXUAL READINGS OF 

SHAKESPEARE'S ADAPTATION OF ROME0 AND JULJET 

Jennifer L. Ailles 
University of Guelph. 2000 

Advisors: 
f rofessor Daniel Fischiin 
Professor Michael Keefer 

This thesis investigates Shakespeare's Romeo and Juliet, one of the exemplary 

heteronormative love stories in Western culture. By engaging in new queer or 

pomosexual readings of Shakespeare's text, in relation to various adaptations, including 

Shakespeare in Love, Trorneo and Jiilief, and Get Real, this thesis challenges the 

traditional heteronorrnative reading of the play and argues that the play itself is queer. 1 

argue that queering involves the non-normative and disruptive process(es) of reading 

texts. Adaptation, as a process of re-wnting/disrupting a normative, "originary," 

historically situated text, is by definition a queer process. Romeo and Juliet is a 

historical text that has been adapted, and thus queered, numerous times; Shakespeare's 

Romeo and Juliet is itself an adaptation and therefore is aiways already a queer text. 

Thus, adaptations of Shakespeare's text are necessarily involved in queering the 

queer(ed): a pomosexuai process that ultirnately leads to the breakdown of the 

normative signification system. 
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Preface 

PoMuSexual: the queer erotic reality beyond the boundaries of gender, 

separatism, and essentialist notions of sexual orientation. 

Carol Queen and Lawrence Schime1 eds. 

PoMoSexuals: Challenging Assumptions About Gender and Sexuality (Cover) 

In reading Shakespeare's plays, and to a certain extent in attending the2 

performances, the rnerely sensible procedure is to immerse yourself in the text and 

its speakers, and allow your understanding to move outward from what you read, 

hear, and see to whatever contexts suggest thernselves as relevant. That was the 

procedure fiom the tirnes of Dr. Johnson and David Garrick, of William Hazlitt 

and Edmund Kean, through the eras of A. C. Bradley and Henry IMng, of G. 

Wilson Knight and John Gielgud. Alas, sensible, even "natural" as this way was, it 

is now out of fashion, and has been replaced by arbitracy and ideologically 

imposed contextualization, the staple of our bad tirne. In "French Shakespeare" (as 

1 shall go on calling it), the procedure is to begin with a politicai stance d l  your 

own, far out and away from Shakespeare's plays, and then to locate some marginal 

bit of English Renaissance social history that seems to sustain your stance. Social 

fragment in hand, you move in from outside upon the poor play, and find some 

connection, however established, between your siipposed social fact and 

Shakespeare's words. 

Harold Bloom 

Shakespeare: The Invention of the H u ~ a n  (8-9) 



1 begin this thesis with a prolepsis. The preceding quote from Harold Bloorn's most 

recent book on Shakespeare is demonstrative of his views on contemporary 

Shakespearean scholarship. As the work of my thesis is to engage in pomosexuai 

"readings" of Shakespeare's adaptation of Romeo and ~uliet,'  1 believe that Bloom 

would argue that 1 am practising "the procedure" he derogatively calis "French 

Shakespeare." Specificaily, my completely non-"natural," "arbitrary and ideologicaliy 

imposed contextualization" of the "poor play" Romeo and Juliet is the result of a 

"political stance" situated in the postmodem world: that of queer theory. Queer theory 

is a recent development in the long line of literary and cultural theories that, in part, 

descend from and respond to "the procedure" of Dr. Johnson, A. C. Bradley, and their 

illustrious Company. Peter Dickinson States that "'queer,' as a literary-critical category 

of an almost inevitable def~t iona i  elasticity, [is] one whose inventory of sexual 

meanings has yet to be exhausted" (5). Tamsin Spargo adds that "'Queer' can fmction 

as a noun, an adjective or a verb, but in each case is defined against the 'normal' or 

normalising. Queer theory is not a singular or systemic conceptual or methodological 

framework, but a collection of intellectuai engagements with the relations between sex, 

gender and sexual desire" (9). The "queei' in queer theory is often promoted as being 

"more inclusive than 'gay-lesbian,' put] also encompassing bisexuai, transgendered, and 

transsexual persons" (Bennett 382); in practice, however, it is frequently equated and 

reduced to strict gay and lesbian sexualities that are in binary opposition to normative 

heterosexuality. The "new" queer theory-new considering that Teresa de Lauretis did 

not label the original queer theory as such untii 1990-blatantiy moves beyond discourses 

of traditional sexual binaries to the realm of pomosexuality, a reah where every one and 



every thing is disrupted including queer theory.' Q u e e ~ g  involves the non-normative 

and disruptive process(es) of reading texts where "text" is broadly defined to include any 

discursive practice. Disruptive process(es) include any which alter, adapt, destabilize, 

de-naturaiize, and/or challenge the 

hegemonic . 

To retum to Bloom, queer 

traditional, the canoniai, the normative, andor the 

theory does appear to be "far out and away from 

Shakespeare's plays," if only brcause it is nominaily nascent. 1 will argue, on the 

contrary, that the practice of queering is not "some marginal bit of English Renaissance 

social history" and that, in the early modem penod, it was central, as it is today in the 

postmodem world, to l i t e rq  and other cultural productions. To make my argument 

though I need to take my "[s]ocial fragment in hand" and establish "some connection" 

with "Shakespeare's words" through various pomosexuai "readingsW-such as looking at 

the homosocial bonds in the text, or how the stage reality of the boy piayen alten 

heteronormative readings of the play. These "readings," which 1 destabilize by the use 

of quotations, are as much constnictions as they are deconstructions; they are aiso 

multiple in that there is a multiplicity of possible readings of Romeo and Juliet that are 

inherent. if one c m  even use that word, in pomosexual or new queer reading practices. 

Queer theory is a new area of investigation in Shakespearean studies. There are 

only two books that have been published with both the words "Shakespeare" and "queei' 

in their title: Kate Chedgzoy's Shakespeare 's Queer Children: Sexual Politics and 

Conremporary Culture published in 1995 and Richard Burt' s Unspeakable 

Shaxxxspeares: Queer Theoty and Amerkm Kiddie Culture published in 1998. More 

has been written on Shakespeare and sexuality and gender, including Michael Shapiro's 



Gender in Play on the Shakespearean Stage: Boy Heroines and Female Pages 

(1994/1996); Gregory Bredbeck's Sodomy and Interpretation (1991); Stephen Orgel's 

Impersonations: The Performance of Gender in Shakespeare's England (1996); 

Jonathan Goldberg ' s Sodometries: Renaissance Texts, Modem Sexualities ( 1 992) and 

his edited collection Queering the Renaissance ( 1  994); Bruce Smith's Homosexual 

Desire in Shakespeare ' s  England: A Cultural Poetics ( 199 111 994); Valerie Traub's 

Desire and Anriety: Circulations of Sexuality in Shakespeareun Drama (1992); Pau1 

Hammond's Love Behveen Men in English Literature (1996). Gregory Woods's A 

History of Gay Literciture: The Male Tradition (1993), and the much earlier and often 

homophobic study by Eric Partridge in his Shakespeare's Bawdy (1947/1996). The 

study of sexuality in Shakespeare's works, particularly non-normative sexualities, is still, 

other than in Partridge's dictionary. a very recent phenomenon, as the dates of 

publication demonstrate. The current academic energy of the field is the continuance of 

the pnmary energy of Michel Foucault and Aian Bray, whose works, The History of 

Semtrility: An Introduction Volume 1 ( 1978/ 1990) and Homosexuality in Renaissance 

England (1982/1995), respectively, foliowed by the work of Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick's 

Benveen Men: English Literature and Male Homosocial Desire ( 198W 1 WZ), gave 

legitimacy and focus to the study of sexuality in the canonical works of early modem 

Much of the work on Shakespeare and sexuality focuses exclusively on 

homoeroticisrn to the almost total denial of femoeroticism.4 A large part of this body of 

work focusing on masculine sexual economies is on the S o ~ e t s  and emphasizes the 

homoerotic desire of the speaker in an attempt to posit a gay or bisexual authonal 



William ~hakes~eare.' Though this act of clauning6 is not the focus of my thesis 1 do 

think it needs to be addressed if only because my work on queering Shakespeare's works 

may too easily be constructed as positing a queer Wiiiiam Shakespeare. There is little 

documentary evidence of Shakespeare's life beyond the culturai and contextual traces 

captured in his works. Shakespeare the author, the man, is often conflated with the 

dominant masculine characters in his works, or as in the case of the Sonnets, with the 

speaker's voice. An author's choice of topic no doubt leaves a trace of an aspect of the 

author but it does not and cannot tell the whole story, even in an autobiography. That the 

majonty of the Sonnets are addressed primarily to a young man, with the remainder 

addressed to the Dark Lady, has raised the tiresorne question of whether Shakespeare 

was homo-, hetero-, or bi-sexud. This critical red hemng is punued in the 

heteronormative context of Shakespeare's marriage (esuanged) and his having fathered 

children. Harold Bloorn mentions that "By reading Shakespeare, I can gather that he did 

not like lawyen, preferred drinking to eating, and evidently lusted after both genders" 

(Invention, 8). That the Sonnets were influenced by the poetic style of Petrarch's great 

amorous declantions to Laura in the Rime Sparse and that they were not meant for mass 

public consumption also gives them a more personal-sounding edge and adds to the 

notion that a reader is accessing more "authentic" Shakespearean moments. 

But there are many elements that problematize a strict transference of a 

homoerotic text to a homosexual author, besides the now well-established "fact" that 

differentiated sexuai identities, such as the homosexual, the Iesbian, and the 

heterosexual, did not exist in the early modem period.' Fit, there is no evidence that 

Shakespeare wrote or numbered the Sonnets in the order in which we know hem; thus, 



any attempt to theorize a stable consistent love that is first attended on a young man and 

then redirected to the Dark Lady, based on a spurious numbering, as most if not al1 of the 

theories are, is purely hypothetical. It is more likely that the love of the young man and 

the Dark Lady, if autobiographical, overlapped and intemiixed as "Sonnet 144" 

explicitly demonstrates. The prevailing chronological ordering posits a potentially 

homophobic history for Shakespeare of moving from his normative heterosexual 

marriage in Stratford to a homosexual romance with a young man on the London stage to 

regaining a heterosexual, and hence more acceptable, sexual relation with the Dark Lady 

later in life. This sequence of relationships may have happened. But without proof the 

historidcritic cannot impose any such ordering. Second, poetic apostrophes to young 

males are a standard poetic feature of classicai Iyric writing pnctice, which was an 

adaptive genre in which Renaissance wnters, including Shakespeare, were firmly 

centred. As well, addressing works to other, higher-ranking men, was a part of the 

discourse of patronage. Mr. W. H., to whorn the Sonnets are addressed, may have been 

Shakespeare's patron? Third, a reader cannot confiate the speaking voice of a work with 

the voice of the author even though the work gives hints as to possible correspondences. 

In short. the tmth of Shakespeare's sexuality, if it could be Iabelled according to 

contemporary terms, can never be knownO9 

The employment of Shakespeare's name and works as a metonymy for 

polyvalent sexual desire has becorne a pervasive part of the Shakespearean topography, 

even if not always overtiy stated. For instance, the current "major Millenniurn 

exhibition" at The British Library (running from Mach 10 to October 15,2000) entitled 

Chapter & Verse: IO00 Years of English Literature, "explores the etemal themes of 



literature: Love and Loss, Time and Place, Humour and Imagination, Faith and Identity, 

Belonging and Conflict. . . . The sheer divenity of our Literary heritage is drawn together 

here for the fint time" (Exhibition pamphlet). The primary display for Shakespeare at 

the exhibit is under the theme of "Love." The display consists of two parts-a back wall 

section that displays the Droeshout engraving of William Shakespeare from the Title 

Page of the First Folio (the same portrait that is on the cover of The British Library's 

official pamphlets), a small painting displaying Romeo and Juliet kissing during the 

Balcony Scene, and a large print extract from "Sonnet 57";'O the Front section displays 

the texts of the two versions of "Sonnet 2"--the standard version and the "Spes ~ltera."' ' 
The caption card for the display States in its entirety: 

Apart from possibly one page in a collaboratively wrinen play (on display in 

the Treasures Gallery [at The British Library]) and a few signatures on legai 

documents, no manuscripts are known to survive in William Shakespeare's 

own hand. Important copies of his works have, however, corne down to us. 

This verse rniscellany dates from around 1630 and contains the playwright's 

second sonnet. One of those addressed to a handsome young man, it 

beseeches its subject to perpetuate his beauty by fathering a child. The 

manuscnpt varies interestingly from the standard printed text, shown here in 

a finely printed edition of 1982. 

Considering that The British Library is recognized as the archive of English literary 

culture and that Shakespeare is widely considered to be the heart of ail that The British 

Libnry and English canonicity represents, it is signiscant that the display representing 

Shakespeare's contribution to the "eternal theme" of 64hve" is one in which the 



serniotics clearly stress and authorize the homoerotic over the heteroerotic-especidy as 

"Sonnet 2," in either version and regardless of the arbitrary numbering of the Sonnets, is 

one of the most explicit of the Sonnets to express the speaker's homoerotic desires. That 

Romeo and Juliet, arguably the epitome of Shakespeare's heteroerotic love stories, is 

used as a metonymy between the heteroerotic and the homoerotic, as demonstrated in the 

Millennial display, is the focus of my thesis. 

* * *  

Chapter One: Romeo and Juliet are never considered to be anything but a 

heterosexual couple, despite potential homosocial bonding between Romeo and 

Mercutio. In this chapter 1 challenge the heteronormative readings of the play by 

examining the bond between Romeo and Mercutio as exemplified in the performance 

history of gay men playing Mercutio/playing Mercutio as gay. Linked to the 

homoerotic reading of Mercutio is the proposai that Shakespeare "processed" the 

memory and sensuality, including the sexuality, of Marlowe into the play via the 

character of Mercutio-a suggestion made explicit in the Hollywood movie Shakespeare 

in Lave. 

Chapter Two: Jonathan Goldberg, using Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick's theory of 

homosociality, argues that the play is based on homosocial and homoerotic bonds that 

triangulate through Juliet There is an underlying assumption in both Goldberg and 

Sedgwick's work that ai1 that is homosocial is redy homoerotic. 1 disagree and argue 

that it is just as dangerous to assume that everyone is hornosociai/homoerotic as it is to 

assume that everyone is heterosexuaüheteroet~tic. Any such examination, as my 

analysis demonstrates, rnust be grounded in the text and a character's intentionaiity and 



knowledge of the bond must be figured when uying to substantiate the bond as 

homoerotic, let alone as anything more than just circumtantial. 

Chapter Three: Juiiet is the centre of the tnangulations examined in Chapter Two 

and thus she is a crucial figure to re-examine. especially since Goldberg and Sedgwick 

maintain strict gender binaries in order to posit homosociaVerotic and femosociai/erotic 

bonds. Juliet is figured as both ferninine and masculine and 1 study her character in 

relation to the Elizabethan England stage practice that required Shakespeare to adapt 

Romeo and Juliet to an dl-male stage-a move which challenges the reading of Romeo 

and Juliet as strictly heterosexual. Shakespeare in Love again provides a useful case 

study where the circulations of sexuality at play on the cross-dressed stage can be 

analyzed, especially through Gwyneth Paitrow's character Viola De Lesseps. Paltrow's 

fictional performance as a femde Romeo b h g s  up questions of reai female Romeos, 

such as Charlotte Cushman, and the subsequent reversal of the relationship between 

Romeo and Juliet from heterohomoerotic to hetero/femoerotic. 

Chapter Four examines the fallout frorn the transgressive readings that occur in 

the previous chapters, especially in the context of the assumption that there are stable 

identities that over-ride the stage genders upon which examinations of circulations of 

sexuality c m  be based. Not only are the genders-and the subsequent erotic relationships 

based on those genders-of Romeo and Juliet not transhistoricaüy essentiai, but the very 

figures of "Romeo" and of "Juliet" are unstable. When Shakespeare adapted the play, 

sexual identities were stiU being differentiated, thus Rorneo and Juliet cannot even be 

figured in te- of heteronormativity. The ~therness" that occm in the play constitutes 

the lovers' familial identities (Capulet and Montague); it also presents exemplary Others 



on the stage from which the audience can differentiate themselves. The tragedy of the 

play, the lovers' transgression of their Otherness, operates didacticaily to maintain the 

tyranny of names and other fonls of ~ i ~ c a t i o a .  This same tyranny informs the 

contemporary queer and pomosexual desire for fieedom from the oppression inherent in 

systemic signification. Thus, 1 use Romeo and Juliet and the adaptation, Get Real, to 

explore the establishment of identity and the politics that surround signification. 

Finaily, Chapter Five studies adaptation, an alteration of a seeming histoncal 

original, as a queer process. Throughout the thesis I use various adaptations of Romeo 

and Juliet as case exarnples where others adapt, or queer, Shakespeare's works. These 

adaptations constitute a continuum of adaptations, ranging fkom seemingly normative 

stagings to non-normative productions, which stand in opposition to the Shakespearean 

Nom. Lloyd Kaufman's Tromeo & Jiiliet is an adaptation which is sirnultineously 

normative and non-normative; and which, through the notes of the authors, demonstrates 

the adaptive process. Sotalled "strict" editions of the play, particularly those produced 

by the academy, also adapt the play to various markets and reading audiences in ways 

that c m  significantiy alter the reading of the "original" play-Mercutio's "open-arse" 

speech being a significant case of editorial adaptation that in turn has led to queer 

readings of the play. My final area of examination retuns to Shakespeare and the fact 

that he adapted Romeo and Juliet from a variety of sources, thus destabilizing the play as 

an original, transcendentai entity and instead positing Romeo and Juliet as a queer play. 

The final question then becomes: what does it mean to adapt an adaptation or, as 1 posit 

in my theoretical reading of the relationship between adapting and queering, to queer the 

queer(ed)? 



Chapter One -- <'This Precious Book Of  ove'": Shakespeare% Romeo and Juliet 

1 think that 1 speak for more than myself when 1 assert that the love shared by 

Romeo and Iuiiet is as healthy and nomative a passion as Western literature 

affords us. 

Harold Bloom 

Shakespeare: The Invention of the Humnn (93) 

Shakespeare's Romeo and Juliet is an enormously popular play that has been staged and 

adapted innumerable times since its fmt production in 1593-1596.' G. R. Hibbard states 

that "Romeo and Juliet has been one of the most popular on the stage. Only Hamlet has 

been performed more often" (138). According to Douglas Brode, "Romeo and Juliet has 

been filrned more often than any other play, Shakespearean or otherwise" (42).3 The play 

has fostered a number of adaptations, covering a number of genres, including: theatre 

(James Howard' s Romeo and Juliet [A Tragicornedie] [ 16621, Theophilus Cibber' s 

Romeo and Juliet [1748], Federico Garcia Lorca's El Piblico [1930], Arthur Laurents's 

West Side Stoory [with lyrics by Stephen Sondheim] 119531, Am-Marie MacDonald's 

Goodnight Desdernona [Good Moming Juliet] [1990]); music (Hector Berlioz's Roméo 

et Jdiette [ 18391, Tchaikovsky's Romeo and Juliet [1880]. Sergei Prokofiev's Romeo 

and Jiiliet [1933], Indigo GirlsWs Rorneo and Juliet [1992]); fine art (James Northcote's 

A Fmeral Monument of the Capulet Family, Romeo and Paris Dead, Juliet and Friar 

Lawrence [1789], Eugène Delacroix's Les Adieux de Roméo et Juliette 118451, Milo 

Manara's Giulietto al balcone [1993]; story (Charles and Mary Lamb's "Romeo and 



luliet" from Tales From Shakespeare [1808], E. Nesbit's "Romeo and Juliet" from The 

Children 's Shakespeare [ lgOO], Patricia A. McKillip' s "S tar-Crossed" fiom 

Shakespearean Whodunnits [1997]); and cinema (George Cukor's Romeo and Juliet 

[ 19363, Franco Zeffirelli's Romeo and Juliet 119681, Disney's The Lion King II: Simba 's 

Pride [1998], John Madden's Shakespeare in Love [1998], and most recently Andrzej 

Brirtkowiak's Romeo Musr Die [2000]).' On top of the stagings and adaptations, Joseph 

A. Porter notes that "[tlhe play's prominence in the public consciousness stems in part . . 

. from its regularly being set as the introductory taste of Shakespeare for U.S. secondary 

schoolers, who may be assumed to thrïll especially to a tale of young passion" (1-2). In 

Queering the Renaissance, Jonathan Goldberg adds that "[olver the past twenty years, 

Romeo and Juliet has become the Shakespeare play assigned to more U.S. high school 

students thm any other" (218).' The popularity of the story goes beyond the realm of 

high school English classes as thousands of tourists visit the real Verona each year in 

search of the supposedly real sites behind the play. The courtyard waüs of the Casa di 

Giulietta are covered with elabonte *ti, which attest to the numben of lovers who 

have gone on a pilgrimage to see the Capulet house and luliet's famous b a l ~ o n ~ . ~  

Harold Bloom notes that "[tlhe permanent popularity, now of mythic intensity, of 

Romeo and Juliet is more than justified, since the play is the largest and most persuasive 

celebration of romantic love in Western fiterature'' (Invention, 90). Romeo and Juliet has 

been cailed "a breathtaking jewel among love stories" (Evans 2), "the most intense 

glorification of love, . . . [and a] pure romance" (Esteva 220).' It has also been stated 

that "the play conveys a universal legend of love representing elernental psychic forces 

of desire and fhstration common to every age and culture" (Halio Guide, 89). The story 



has thus been equated with the greatest and most intense of love affairs, the purest of 

desires, the most tragic of outcornes. h short, Romeo and Juliet has become a symbol 

for passionate and romantic love and "[ilts protagonists are now enshrined on the high 

altar of love's sanctuary" (Andrews ix). 

A recent example of the cultural confiation between the play and romantic love is 

the "Romeo@Indigo" page on the Indigo.ca online bookstore website that was created 

for the 2000 Valentine's Day season. The pnmary text of the page States: 

With Valentine's Day approaching, the bookish minds at 1ndigo.m couldn't 

help but spare a thought for those famous star-crossed lovers Romeo and 

Juliet. Talk about having a rough time of it. All that fuss with the famiiies, 

the endless rniscommunication. those hard-to-get-to balconies . . . [sic] 

Fortunately, we've made the art of love just a little easier. Now you cm send 

the very best in romantic books, penonahed notes and picture-perfect gifts, 

dl wrapped up at the click of your mouse. We've even got something for 

budding secret admirers. You'll soon see why this year, roses are blue plue 

being Indigo's trade colour]. 

Not only is Romeo and Juliet reduced to a trope for the ups and downs of romance, but 

in this exarnple the lovers and everything they represent, including the cultural capital of 

Shakespeare, are commodified to the extent that Romeo's name is incorporated directiy 

into the name of the webpage-thus allowing anyone to buy the lover's passion at the 

click of a mouse. As well, the text aivializes and negates the politics involved in Romeo 

and Juliet's transgressive star-crossed love, suggesting that had Romeo and Juliet only 

had intemet access their love would not have corne to such a tragic ending? 



Despite the cornmodification of Shakespeare's Romeo and Juliet, one thing that 

is never negated or questioned is the "passion" of Romeo for Juliet, which Harold 

Bloom, in my epigraph, classifies as "healthy and normative." Bloom does not dari@ 

what he means by "heaithy and normative" but his general discourse, and the overall 

discourse surrounding the play, is one in which the play is always aLready encoded as 

heterosexual. Regardless of whether heterosexuaiity existed in the early modem penod 

in the same way that it is often conceived of in the postmodem world, the story of Romeo 

and Juliet is a story of two teens, a boy and a girl, Ming in love. It is not the story of an 

older male playwnght loving a younger man. or of two warriors working out their sexual 

urges on the battle field (Coriolanus); there are no fairies or bestial asses (A Midsummer 

Night's Dream); nor are there any over-protective sailors or mistaken cross-dressed 

twins (Twe[lrh Night)-there is just "Juliet and her Romeo" (5.3.309). 

Bloom's need to qualifj the love as "healthy and normative" though, signais a 

certain anxiety-a worry that maybe the greatest marker of heteronormative love is not so 

hetero andlor not so normative. This amiety is demonstrated in only a few 

commentaries on Romeo and Juliet-most noiably Bloom's and in Jay Hûlio's 

paraphrasing of Joseph Porter in his Romeo and Juliet: A Guide to the Play. While 

paraphrasing Porter, Hdio, in 1998, felt the need to clarify that the love that Porter was 

referring to ten years earlier in 1988 when he caiied Romeo and Juliet "a canonical story 

of love" (Porter Mercutio, L54), was indeed heterosexud. Halio's paraphrase caiis 

Romeo and Juliet "a canonical story of heterosexud love" (86; my emphasis). This need 

to reinforce the supposed heterosexuality of Romeo and Juliet frames the extent of the 



growing discourse regarding sexuality in Shakespeare and how it is beginning to 

destabilize even the most solidified of canonical assumptions. 

As I note in the first part of rny Preface though, this destabiluing of Shakespeare 

and sexuality is still relatively nascent. Io fact. considerations of Romeo and Juliet's 

homoerotics and non-normative sexualities are significantly lacking. The vast majority 

of critical investigations of sexuaiity in Romeo and Juliet have focussed on the extensive 

bawdiness of the word play(s)? Halio notes that "Romeo and Julie? is one of 

Shakespeare's bawdiest plays" (Guide, 74) and the diaiogues of the Capulet and 

Montague men, especiaiiy when they have their swords in hand, are excessively 

lascivious. The Nurse and Mercutio are often figured as the cornic foils to Romeo and 

Juliet and their bawdy diaiogues are used to offset the poetic discoune of the lovers. In 

George Cukor's 1936 film version of the play, the Nune, played by Edna May Oliver, 

and Mercutio, played by John Barrymore, are prime exemplars of how jovial and bawdy 

these two charactes cm be. Brode notes that "Barrymore plays Mercutio as a 

renown[ed] lover; in his entrance, he woos a bevy of willing women [prostitutes]. This 

is far from Shakespeare's conception but proper for Barrymore's reputation . . . as an 

aging Lothario" (47). 

I am not interested in reexamining the bawdy wordplay of the play text as part of 

this thesis. What interests me is how almost al1 of the sexuai discourse in Romeo and 

Juliet is reduced to the bawdy and how that bawdy invariably remains coded as 

heterosexual. Eric Partridge in his virtuai bible of the bawdy, Shakespeare's Bawdy, 

states that his "apparentiy provocative title is merely a convenient abridgement of 

'Sexuality, Homosexuality, and Bawdiness in the Works of William Shakespeare"' (xi). 



What Partridge calls "merely a convenient abridgement" I call an erasure, a public denial 

of the homosexual that was a part of his original title. Partridge's essay in the book does 

include sections on the '~Homosexuai" and the "Sexual" dong with the "Non-Sexud 

Bawdy" but these elaborate listings and discussions of bawdy words from the plays end 

up primarily as part of an extensive argument about Shakespeare's sexuality rather than a 

discussion of the more complex issues surrounding circulations of sexuality. 

Even to openly gay critics, such as Paul Hammond and Gregory Woods, who 

have both written studies that briefly outline the "gay" moments in Shakespeare's 

works,'* Romeo and Juliet is thought to have little homoerotic or non-normative content 

beyond a general sense of homosocial bonding signalled through some of the bawdy 

wordplay , particularl y that of the servingmen and Mercutio. Jonathan Goldberg posits 

sorne more specific homosocial bonds in the play that I will investigate in Chapter Two 

of this study. But the only relationship in the play he considers as explicitly homoerotic 

is the friendship between Mercutio and Romeo, which is usurped by the heteronormative 

relationship between Romeo and Juliet. Woods posits that "the relationship between 

Romeo and Mercutio could be played as an erotic relation between post-adolescents who 

know that the future direction of their adulthood will involve marriage and the 

concurrent, perhaps consequent, weakening of such male-male bonds" (93). 

Mercutio has been the facus of several recent studies, most explicitly in the work 

of Joseph   or ter," which have begun to examine his character and sexuaiity îÏom a non- 

normative perspective to see how the homosocial and the homoerotic potentiaüy operate 

in the play. According to Bloorn, "Mercutio's incessant bawdiness is the mask for what 

may be a repressed homoeroticism" (Invention. 97). These new examinations of 



Mercutio's bawdiness and his fi-iendship with Romeo may offer an explanation for why 

The British Library uses Romeo and Julier as a bridge to the potentidy autobiographical 

homoerotic fnendship in the Sonnets. Porter notes that this "bawdiness subjects him 

[Mercutio] to extremes of censorship, cutting and other sorts of denial through the 

nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, and [that] Our present, more tolerant ciimate is 

allowing him to corne into his own again" (Porter Critical Essays, 6). One form of this 

"denial" has resulted in a stage history of actors portraying gay Mercutios and gay actors 

playing Mercutio--semioticaily reinforcing the homoeroticism of the character and his 

relationship with Rorneo-while simultaneously, via their being kiiled by Romeo's 

intervention in the fight with Tybait, maintaining the heteronormative reading of the play 

and the superiority of Romeo's love for ~uliet." 

Roger Allam played Mercutio on the stage in John Caird's 1983 Royal 

Shakespeare Company regional tour production in England. Commenting on the acting 

choices, including the character motivations, that he made for his performance of 

Mercutio, Allam notes, in the Players of Shakespeare series, that he "perceived Mercutio 

as being hurt and indeed jealous of Romeo's love for Rosaiine . . . . [and that] Mercutio's 

emotional pain is filtered and expressed through a series of rapid, cruel, witty, 

rnisogynistic jokes" (1 14). Allam figures Mercutio as a jealous ex-lover to Romeo. 

When Mercutio tries to conjure Romeo using Rosaline's body, after the BaU and before 

the "Balcony Scene," Allam states that "By violating the object of Romeo's love 

[Rosalinel, Mercutio can revenge himself on Romeo for leaving him, al l  in bitter jest, of 

course" (1 15). N a m  goes on to suggest that Mercutio 



is ironically aware that the only way he cm give Romeo an erection is by 

naming the physical attributes of Rosaline. Mercutio's dninkemess and 

sense of loss reveal confusion around the sexuaiity of his relationship to 

Romeo, a sexuality that neither he nor Romeo alIow: 

O, Romeo, that she were, O that she were 

An open-arse and thou a pop'rin pear! (lines 37-8)" 

Here Mercutio aimost pleads. If only Romeo's love for women were purely 

sexual, "an open-me" and "a pop'rin pear," then Mercutio would not feel so 

threatened. Women as sex objects he can cope with, as nvals for Romeo's 

love he cannot. (115) 

Franco Zeffirelli's Mercutio, played by John McEnery, is portrayed in similar manner to 

Allam's. Peter Donddson states that "Mercutio is ambivaient . . . [but] the play's 

homoerotic allusions coliect around him. In Zeffirelli's version he is played in terms that 

make him seem at times not merely Romeo's friend but his (former) lover, cast off when 

Romeo opts for women" (160). 

In Lloyd Kaufman's 1996 fdm Tromeo & Juliet Murray Martini (Mercutio), 

played by Valentine Miele, asks for a kiss from Tromeo, played by Wi11 Keenan, as he 

lies dying in his anns. He asks: "Will you do me a favour? Would you kiss me 

goodbye?" Tromeo is caught off guard and asks "What?" Murray says "It's my final 

fuck'n request, man." Tromeo then kisses Murray--a solid long kiss-after which Murray 

smiles and then dies. Bemy Que (Benvolio) is standing by and he says, bemusedly, 

"Fuck. Murray was a fag." In Baz Luhrmm's William Shakespeare's Romeo + Juliet, 

also released in 1996, Harold Perrineau plays Mercutio. Halio observes ''Though by no 



means effeminate, Mercutio wears drag to the Daii  and is highly protective-even 

possessive--of Romeo" (Guide, 114). Pemneau is not an openly gay actor but his 

Mercutio is marked, and sirnilady serniotically killed off, by his Blackness, and thus he 

is Othered in comparison to the White Montagues and the Latino Capulets. 

Tying into this erasure of Mercutio is the iiterai killing off of Marlowe, 

Shakespeare's rival playwright, killed in 1593 and known to be homosexual in the sense 

of a contemporary understanding of a man eroticdiy attncted to other men.l4 Porter 

siates in his "Introduction" to his Critical Essays that 

[Hlere in Romeo and Juliet Shakespeare f i t  outdistances his early rival 

Christopher Marlowe. The nature of that outdistancing, which entails 

declining the Marlovian trajectory and marking out directions untried by 

Marlowe, is currently much in view in Shakespeare study, in part because of 

upheaval and revision in the understanding of Marlowe, catalyzed by 

widesyread acknowledgement of his sexuality. The traditionai assessrnent of 

the particular facet of Romeo and Jidiet-that Shakespeare here bypasses 

Marlowe in giving rein tu his own distinctive sympathy for the naïve, the 

doomed, the idiosyncratic-whiie me, only begins, we now believe, to tell 

the story. (2) 

Halio sums up Porter's belief that "Mercutio is Shakespeare's means of 'processing' the 

memory of Christopher Marlowe, particularly Marlowe's sensuality" (Guide, 86). 

Al1 of these elements corne together in the 1998 Oscar-winning film adaptation 

Slmkespeare in Love, written by Marc Norman and Tom Stoppard and directed by John 

Madden." In the movie, Joseph Fiennes plays the reai WiU Shakespeare whose He 



replicates, and thus serves as a creative source for, the fictional Romeo's. Ben Affleck 

plays the famous actor Ned AUeyn who, in tum, plays Mercutio on the stage. Aileyn 
8 

ends up filling the reai-life role of Benvolio as he takes control of the stage rehearsals 

and beçomes a bridge between the players and WiU, just as Benvolio acts as a Link 

between Romeo and the Montague kinsmen. Rupert Everen plays Shakespeare's more- 

established and well-known rivai Chnstopher Marlowe. In the fdm, it is Marlowe who 

acts as Will's reai-life Mercutio, who is both Will's friend and his creative supporter 

who helps him with the plot of his new play, for which Will oniy has the bathetic title 

"Romeo and Ethel the Pirate's Daughter." In their only meeting in the film, at a pub, 

directly before Will is to audition actors for his play, Marlowe and Wili buy each other 

drinks and have the foilowing exchange: 

MARLOWE 

What is the story? 

WILL 

Well, there's a pirate . . . 

(con fesses) 

In tnith, 1 have not written a word. 

MARLOWE 

Romeo is . . .Mian. Always in and out of love. 

WILL 

Yes, that's good. U n d  he meets . . . 

MARLOWE 



Ethel. 

Do you think? 

MARLOWE 

The daughter of his enemy. 

The d aught 

WILL 

(thoughlfully) 

er of his enemy. 

MARLOWE 

His best friend is killed in a duel by Ethel's brother or 

something. His name is Mercutio. 

WTLL 

Mercutio . . . good nme. (30) 

The dialogue plays on the myth of Marlowe as the true writer of Shakespeare's works 

and suggests that they have an amiable relationship. More pertinently, the brief 

conversation aiso gives the basic plot for Romeo and Juliet and for Shakespeare in Love, 

since directly after, at the audition, WiU will meet Thomas Kent, acted by Gwyneth 

Paltrow. who is Viola De Lesseps (soon to be the real-life inspiration for EtheVJuliet) 

cross-dressed as a boy player.'6 Marlowe creates and names Mercutio and cails him 

Romeo's "best friend"; he also proposes that he will be "Wed in a duel" by one of 

Ethei's kinsmen. In the movie Marlowe is killed, as pet historically known facts, in a 

bar brawl in Deptford. But for several scenes the audience is left to assume that 

Marlowe has been mistakenly killed, à la Mercutio, by the real-life TybaltlParis figure 



(othenvise known as one of "Ethel's kinsmen"). Lord Wessex, played by Colin Fi, 

stands in for both Tybalt and Paris. Wessex symbolicaliy represents Paris, since he is the 

man that Viola is forced by her parents to marry. But Wessex also signifies Tybalt 

because he is jealous of Will's affection for Viola and threatens to kill Will to Save his 

own honour. Wessex, however, thinks that WiU is Marlowe, because Wiil calls himseIf 

"Christopher Marlowe" on several occasions. Until Will is told that Marlowe has been 

killed in "a tavem brawl" (120) he assumes he is responsible for MarIowe's death, in 

virtually the same way Romeo is made to feel when he realizes that he has been 

responsible for Mercutio's death. Will even cornes close to killing Wessex in a sword 

fight in a similar manner to the way that Romeo kills both Tybalt and, later, Paris. 

So Marlowe is Will's (Romeo's) Mercutio and arpably, untii Wi11 (Romeo) 

meets Viola (Juliet), Marlowe serves as Will's creative source of inspiration--his muse. 

Will even reveais to Viola. after Marlowe's death, that "Mariowe's touch was in my 

Titus Andronkus and my Henry VI was a house built on his foundations" (1 11). In the 

final scene of the movie, as Will and Viola are saying their goodbyes, the lovers recreate 

the pub exchange between Wili and Marlowe: 

VIOLA 

The Queen cornmands a comedy, Will, for Twelfth Night. 

WLL 

(harshiy) 

A comedy! What will my hero be but the saddest wretch 

in the kingdom, sick with love? 

VIOLA 



An excellent beginning . . . 

(a beut) 

Let him be . . . a duke. And your heroine? 

WLL 

(bitte rly ) 

Sold in rnaniage and half way to America. 

VIOLA 

(udjus f ing ) 

At sea, then-a voyage to a new world? 

[In the movie, Will inte jects 'A stom. . . al1 are lost']. . . she lands 

upon a vast and empty shore. She is brought to the 

duke . . . Orsino. 

WILL 

(despite himself) 

. . . Orsino . . . good narne. . . 

VIOLA 

But feiuful of her virtue, she cornes to him dressed as a 

boy. . . 

WTLL 

(Catching it) 

. . . and thus unable to declare her love . . . (15 1-2) 

Thus Viola becomes Wiil's muse and she helps him repeat and complete the cycle 

started by Marlowe in a way reminiscent of Mercutio's initiation of the tragic cycle in 



Romeo and Juliet through his solicitation of Romeo to attend the Capulet baii, where he 

fist  meets Juliet. Will's last words to Viola are "You will never age for me, nor fade, 

nor die. . . . Good bye, my love, a thousand tirnes good bye," to which Viola responds 

"Wnte me well" (153). To paraphrase Halio and Porter, Tweifth Night, Will's next play, 

thus becomes Will's way of sensudy processing the memory of Viola De Lesseps. 

The transference of Will's muse Erom Marlowe to Viola after Marlowe's death in 

Shakespeare in Love reinforces and replicates the move from the potentially homoerotic 

to the heteronormative that occurs in Romeo and Juliet once Mercutio has been killed. 

Tying back to the duplicitous reinforcement and effacement of Mercutio's 

homoeroticism, Marlowe's sexuality, which, as 1 state above, was known in 

Shakespeare's day, is not referred to or mentioned directly in Shakespeare in Love. 

Instead, Marlowe's sexuality, and that of the real-life Mercutio he represents, is signailed 

through the sexuality of the actor who plays him: Rupert Everett who plays Marlowe is 

an openly gay actor. A further erasure of Marlowe, Everett, Mercutio, and the 

homoeroticism they represent. occurs in the credits of the movie, as Everett's 

performance is unbilled. John Madden, in the "Commentary Track With Cast & Crew" 

that is only a part of the bonus materiais on the Deluxe edition of the DVD (the most 

expensive, and thus most exciusive, public version of the film), claims, in response to 

Everett's missing credit, that it was Everett's decision to "appear anonymously" in the 

film. 

The concems regarding Mercutio's homoeroticism, and particularly his potentiai 

desire for Romeo, whether in Shakespeare's original play or in an adaptation such as 

Shakespeare in Love, al l  have as a focusing question whether this eroticism posits a gay 



or homosexual Mercutio. That these same concerns hardly ever worry (and 1 do mean 

worry) about Romeo's sexuality shows the extent of the discourse that over-determines 

the play as heteronormative and thus non-threatening. If Romeo ever experiences any 

homoerotic feelings they are seen to be clearly evanescent pending his meeting of the 

right woman, his Juliet, to make him the heterosexud man he was always destined to be. 

That Juliet is a heterosexual woman waiting for her Romeo is never questioned. Hence 

the relationship between Romeo and Juliet is never considered to be anything but 

heterosexual. 



Chapter Two -- "Such Is Love's ~rans~ression''': Homosocial and Homoerotic 

Bonds in Romeo and Juliet 

The scenario of two male fiends set at odds by a woman cleady fascinated 

Shakespeare: he returns to it again and again in his plays, setting the dilemma up 

in different circumstances, changing the character of the friends and the woman, 

playing the plot out to different conclusions. 

Bruce S m i t h  

Homosexual Desire in Shakespeare's England: A Cultural Poetics (66-7) 

In Ronteo and Juliet Rorneo and Mercutio are, as Bruce Smith suggests, "two male 

friends set at odds by a woman" named ~uliet.' Jonathan Goldberg notes in his essay 

"Romeo and Juliet's Open Rs," following Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick, that Juliet is the 

"third term" (2 18-9) around which the homosocid "continually tnangulates" (2 18). But 

Goldberg does not initiaily position Juliet between Mercutio and Romeo, instead placing 

several of the other male characters in relation to her, as Smith posits, "playing the plot 

out to different conclusions": "Romeo and Paris as possible husbands, still fighting over 

the body of Juliet in the final scene of the play; Capulet and Paris as the patriarchal 

couple trading Juliet between theni; Romeo and Tybalt as enemies and yet as loven, 

joined and divided by Juliet" (220) and "the 'brotherhood' of Montague and Capulet 

[which is reestablished] at the end of the play" (220). Goldberg's only link between 

Mercutio and Romeo occun through a siippery tramference, what he cails "[tlhe circuit 

of desire [that] moves through the letter R, linking Romeo, the rose, Rosaline, rosemary, 



and Juliet" (229) via the bawdy speech that Mercutio makes to Romeo when he states "O 

that she [Juliet] were / An open-arse [RI and thou a poperin peaf' (2.1.37-8). This 

transference, or circuit, though interesting in ways, is not particularly convincing as it 

requires Goldberg to ground his homosocial and homoerotic readiags of the play in the 

Sonnets--which as 1 discuss in my Preface is not the most stable group of texts on which 

to base any comparative reading. In his reading, Goldberg equates the unseen Rosaline 

with both the youth and the dark lady of the Sonnets and then concludes that Rosaline is 

a "cross-gendered figure" (228) who makes Romeo hornoerotic/sexual via his love for 

"her-him." Juliet then becomes bbcross-gendered" as well, since she is the "open-arse," 

that Mercutio mentions and who "participates as Rorneo's substitute [but SU 

homoerotic] love, a new Rosaline with a different name" (224). In this chapter I will 

work through the various bonds that Goldberg h a  posited but 1 will ground my 

argument more thoroughiy in the play rather than basing the examination on external 

connections that are tenuous at best. 

The theory of homosociality that Goldberg uses as the ba i s  of his anaiysis was 

developed by Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick in her highly influentid 1985 text, Between Men: 

English Literature and Male Homosocial Desire. Sedgwick does not address Romeo and 

Juliet in her study but she does open her series of case studies with an examination of the 

Sonnets, which may explain why Goldberg thought it necessary to use the Sonnets as a 

bridge to understanding the homosocial and the homoerotic in the play. In bnef, her 

theory posits "a continuum between [the] homosocial and homosexual," where the 

homosociai "describes social bonds between persons of the same sex" ihat are 

"potentially erotic" (1) rather than the aiways erotic of the homosexual. As 1 mention in 



the notes to my Preface, Sedgwick considen the terrn "homosociai" to be neutrai and she 

uses the terms "male" and "fernale" to speciw the gender of those represented by 

homosocial bonds. The term "homosocial" and her theory, though, have quickly been 

reduced to representing only masculine, hence "homo," bonds, as even Sedgwick uses it 

almost exclusively to refer to male-male relations. Sedgwick posits the homosocial as a 

way of describing the relations between men within specific contexts. Moreover, she is 

particularly interested in the tnangulations formed through women-especially those that 

constitute patriarchal power relations as part of a system of compulsory heterosexuality- 

hence the applicability to Juliet and the male pairskouples of the play. As the binary 

terms of homosexuality and heterosexuality have been documented to refer to specific 

historical ranges of socially recognized and constructed identities beginning in the 

seventeenth and the eighteenth centuries in Europe, the term "homoerotic" has corne into 

use as a non-historicaiiy specific replacement of the term "hornosexuai" in the 

continuum of social bonding? 

Sedgwick's theory of homosociality is useful in emphasizing the "potentiaily 

erotic" that underlies all social bonds, but her theory becomes less useful when that 

eroticism is always already figured homoerotically as per Goldberg's rhetonc. The 

assumption that al1 sarne-gender bonds are homoerotic is as reductive and dangerous as 

the assumption that al1 binary-gender bonds are heteroerotic. Sedgwick's specific mode1 

of triangulation is also reductive since it assumes there are only ever three t e m  

involved in the bonding process. As 1 will elaborate below, her theory does not 

adequately represent a i i  relationships. Often it ignores a character's agency and assumes 

that circurnstantiai bonds are as important as mutuaily intended bonds. 



Smith believes that "the concatenation of aggression, male bonding, and 

homoerotic desire is perhaps the tightest in Coriolanus, Troilus and Cressida, Othello, 

and Romeo and Juliet" (59): Unlike the other three plays that Smith lists, issues of 

racial and citizenship difference, dong with class and religion, are not at issue for the 

'Two households, both alike in dignity 1 In fair Verona" (Prologue 1-2). The hatred of 

the Other informing those issues, however, does lie at the heart of the "ancient grudge" 

(Prolcgw 3) that separates the Montagues and the Capulets. Issues of religion, race, and 

class become prominent in adaptations where the citizens of Verona, paaicularly the two 

families, are acted or are re-written as different racial andlor religious groups, such as the 

French-speiiking Capulets and the Engiish-speaking Montagues in Gordon McCall and 

Robert Lepage's 1989190 Saskatchewan Festival production, or the fmt-generation, 

Euro-American Jets (Montagues) and the Puerto Rican Sharks (Capulets) in West Side 

Story, the Welsh Christian Gaenor (Juliet) and the Jewish Solomon (Romeo) in Solomon 

& Gaenor, or the Asian (Montagues) and the Black (Capulets) in Romeo Must Die. 

These reductions of factors in Shakespeare's play mdce it easier to use Sedgwick's 

mode1 to focus on the sexuai and gendered relations surrounding the families, 

particularly those that are constituted, as Goldberg posits, via Juliet's body. 

The first relationship that Goldberg lists is between "Romeo and Paris as possible 

husbands, [who are] still fighting over the body of Juliet in the final scene of the play" 

(220). The implication of Sedgwick's theory of homosociality would be that Romeo and 

Paris have consciously formed a bond with each other through their individual 

relationships with Juliet. The relationship between Paris and Rorneo does not exist 

directly at al1 except that they meet at Juiiet's tomb as Paris is mouming the bride he has 



lost to death and Romeo has corne to die beside his wife. The bond between Romeo and 

Juliet is well established. The bond between Juliet and Paris exists, but is forced: Juliet 

has no desire for any relationship with Paris, as the Nurse notes: "0, there is a nobleman 

in town, one Paris, I That would fain lay knife aboard; but she [Juliet], good soul, 1 Had 

as lief see a toad, a very toad, 1 As see him" (2.4.182-5). Paris and Romeo do not know 

each other though they do know of each other: Romeo is recognizable to Pans, at the 

tomb. as "that banished haughty Montague 1 That murdered my love's cousin, with 

which grief 1 It is supposèd the fair creature died" (5.3.49-51). But Romeo does not 

recognize the "Good gentle youth" (5.3.59) until after he has kiiled Paris and says "Let 

me peruse this face" (5.3.74). Importantiy, it is only upon seeing his face that Romeo 

names him as "Mercutio's kinsrnan, noble County Paris!" (5.3.75). Hence, even though 

Paris and Romeo are brought together over the "dead" body of Juliet, Romeo knows 

Paris in relation to Mercutio not iuliet. Either way, the bond between Paris and Romeo 

is tenuous at best while the bonds between Romeo and Juliet and between Romeo and 

Mercutio are surpassingly strong. 

The bonds are even stronger, than between Romeo and Paris, between "Capulet 

and Paris as the patriarchal couple trading Juliet between hem" (Goldberg 220). The 

relationship between Capulet and County Paris f d s  under the classic paradigrn of the 

trianguiar traffic in women. Juliet's father trades his daughter into marriage to establish 

a social link with Paris, the kinsrnan of Escalus, P ~ c e  of Verona--possibly as a way of 

ending the feud by gaùùng more politicai power than the Montagues. The problem with 

reading the play in this siraight patriarchai marner occurs when Capulet, in the k t  

instance, tells Paris that it is Juliet whom Paris must woo rather than Capuiet Capulet 



States: "But woo her, gentle Paris, get her hem: / My will to her consent is but a part, / 

And, she agreed, within her scope of choice / Lies my consent and fair-according voice" 

(1.2.14-7). Capulet later changes bis mind and forces Juliet to rnarry Paris. This change 

is more due to parental love for a heart-broken and moumfûl daughter than to a need to 

establish a trading bond--though Capulet comments on Paris being "A gentleman of 

noble parentage. / Of fair demesnes, youthful, and nobly lined, 1 Stuffed, as they say, 

with honourable parts" (3.5.179- 18 1). Paris tells Fnar Laurence that Capulet speeds the 

rnarriage because "her father counts it dangerous / That she do give her sorrow [for 

Tybalt] so much sway, 1 And in his wisdorn hastes our marriage / To stop the inundation 

of her tears" (4.1.9-12). In contrast, in Shakespeare in Love, Sir Robert De Lesseps 

expljcitly seeks to establish a bond with Lord Wessex via his daughter Viola, and 

Wessex, in return, explicitiy desires to establish the sarne bond with Sir Robert. Wessex 

tells Sir Robert "1 have an ancient name that will bnng you preferment when your 

grandson is a Wessex" (42). Wessex surns up the exchange of the "daughter's duty" (6 1) 

when he tells Viola of their impending marriage stating that "He [Sir Robert] has bought 

me for you. . . . Your father was a shopkeeper, your children will bear arms, and 1 wiil 

reçover my fortune. That is the only matter under discussion" (59-60). Unlike Juiiet, 

whose feelings are always considered by her father in his decisions, Viola is a piece of 

property whose humanity is negated and whose only role is to establish a homosocial 

bond through mamage and the production of heirs. 

Goldberg next places "Rorneo and Tybalt as enemies and yet as lovea, joined 

and divided by Juiiety' (220). Goldberg does not, as 1 state above, posit the relation of 

Romeo to Mercutio in ternis of Juiiet's body in the initial list but 1 would argue that it is 



an inescapable aspect of the relationship between Rorneo and Tybdt. That Romeo and 

Mercutio have a homosocial, potentidly homoerotic bond of friendship has aiready been 

mentioned. Rather than strengthening the relationship between Romeo and Mercutio, 

Juliet's relationship with Romeo ends up weakening their bond. The inclusion of Juliet 

in the homosocial realm of the friends causes a breakdown of their homosociality. In 

one sense the homosocial bonds among the Montague kinsmen are smngthened; as 

Hammond notes, "[tlhe bonds between men which flounsh in these dl-male worlds are 

frequently passionate and sometimes erotic. When Romeo's infatuation with Juliet 

removes hirn from the Company of his male friends, led by Mercutio, they rnock him in 

bawdy punning which seeks to re-establish a confortable male subculture" (59). But no 

triangle is possible among Juliet, Romeo, and Mercutio--only an eitherlor replacement 

seems ta be possible as the inclusion of Juliet will keep Romeo and Mercutio separate: 

even in death the bodies of Romeo and Mercutio will not be kept in the same tomb. 

Shakespeare's arrangement of the relationships among Romeo, luiiet, and 

Mercutio is significantly different fiorn that presented in Arthur Brooke's 1562 version 

of the story. In Romeus and Juliet Brooke has the three holding hands at the feast (Ball), 

though Mercutio and Romeo are not the fnends they are in Shakespeare's version. The 

relevant section from Brooke's poem is as foilows: 

The whilst our Romeus a place had warely won, 

Nigh to the seat where she must sit, the dance once being doae. 

Fair Juliet turnéd to her chair with pleasant cheer, 

And glad s he was her Romeus approachéd was so near. 

At th' one side of her chair her lover Romeo, 



And on the other side there sat one called Mercutio; 

A courtier that each where was highly had in price, 

For he was courteous of his speech, and pleasant of device. 

Even as a lion wouid among the lambs be bold, 

Such was among the bashf'ul mai& Mercutio to behold. 

With friendly gripe he seized fair Juliet's snowish hand: 

A gift he had that Nature gave him in his swathing band, 

That frozen mountain ice was never half so cold, 

As were his hands, though ne'er so near the fue he did them hold. 

As soon as had the knight the virgin's right hand nught, 

Within his trembling hand her left hath loving Romeus caught. 

For he wist well himself for her abode most pain, 

And well he wist she loved him best, uniess she iist to feign. 

Then she with tender hand his tender paim hath pressed; 

What joy, trow you, was grafféd so in Romeus' cloven breast? (249-268) 

In Brooke's version, Juliet has seen Romeus and faiien in love with him but just as she 

sits down beside him to start the equivalent of the "Palmer's Kiss" scene, Mercutio icily 

grabs her right hand and with her left, the hand connected to her heart, she holds 

Romeus's hand. Thus, the three of them have a moment where Romeus and Mercutio 

are homosocially bonded through Juliet. But like the situation 1 will address among 

Romeo, Juliet, and Tybak, oniy two of them, Juliet and Romeus, know of the bond that 

is in place for the three. 



Tybalt opens the play as the epitome of the Capulet "rage" (Prologue 10) against 

the Montagues. He "hate[s] hell, [and] al1 Montagues" (1.1.64) and he focuses his hatred 

in on the "villain Romeo" (1.5.62) after he fmt hem and sees him at the Capulet Bali 

"Corne hither, covered with an antic face, I To fleer and scorn at our solemnity" (1.5.53- 

5). When Tybalt comes to revenge Romeo's "intrusion" (1.5.88) at the Bali, he comes 

not to establish any bonds with Romeo but to sever di of Romeo's bonds with the worid. 

At that moment they have the following exchange: 

Tybalt: Romeo, the love I bear thee can afford 

No better term than this: though art a villain. 

Romeo: Tybalt, the reason that 1 have to love thee 

Doth much excuse the appertdning rage 

To such a greeting. Villain am I none. 

Therefore, farewell. 1 see thou knowest me not. 

Tybalt: Boy, this shall not excuse the injuries 

That thou has done me. Therefore turn and draw. 

Romeo: I do protest 1 never injured thee, 

But love thee better than thou canst devise 

Ti11 though shah know the reason of my love. 

And so, good Capulet-which narne I tender 

As dearly as mine own-be satisfied. (3.1.55-67) 

Tybalt is Juliet's cousin but he does not know of the relationship that develops between 

Romeo and Juliet a€ter the Ball. Romeo, however, is exceedingly aware of the 

relationship that already exists between Juliet and Tybalt, which is why Romeo will not 



fight with Tybalt. Romeo wishes to strengthen the bond between himself and Tybalt as a 

function of Romeo's marriage to Juiiet. The triangle in this case is asymmetricai, if it 

exists at dl ,  as it only flows from two axis points: from Juliet to both Romeo and Tybalt 

and from Romeo to Juliet and then to Tybait. The triangle is not fully formed in relation 

to Tybalt as he only really has a bond with Juliet; he is unaware of the new bond with 

Romeo via Juliet and he certainly is not interested in establishing a bond. 

1i is only dunng the fight between Romeo and Tybalt, after Mercutio's death, that 

the bonds between Romeo and Tybait could potentially be figured as broaching upon the 

homoerotic and that one could cd1 them, as Goldberg has, "lovers." The easiest way to 

try to establish that claim would be to step away from the play and to aiign the bnef 

sword fight between Romeo and Tybalt with the well-established, highly ero tic battling 

that occurs between the mutual enemies Coriolanus and Aufidius in Coriolanus. Any 

such alignment would quickiy reveal major discrepancies between the two plays, 

particularly since the long-term animosity and emotion that exists between Coriolanus 

and Aufidius leads to a relationship where the fighting becomes a trope for the passion 

that exists between them as metaphoncal, and later literal, lovers. The sword fight 

between Romeo and Tybalt, by contrat, is more akin to a rape void of any sense of 

romance and love. ZefireIli's version cornes closest, perhaps, to approximating 

Coriolanus, as he lengthens the duration of the sword fight between Tybalt and Romeo 

and includes them wrestling with each other in the Verona city square. But his version is 

the exception. One similarity between the two sets of relations is that neither fights with 

the other because of a woman. There is no wornan to make a homosociaYerotic triangle 

in Coriolanus, unless one argues that Rome is the feminine comection. In Romeo and 



Jiïliet Romeo and Tybdt do not fight over Juliet and, as mentioned above, Romeo in fact 

does not fight because of her. Instead, Romeo fights Tybalt because of Mercutio: 

Mercutio, the Prince's kinsmen, is the third term, the conduit, in the homosocial triangle 

with Romeo and Tybalt. It is Romeo's love and friendship for Mercutio that brings him 

to fight with Tybalt--even to risk his life to step unarmed between the two to stop their 

fighting.' Alternatively, it can be argued that it is Romeo who is the third term between 

Mercutio and Tybalt since Mercutio only fights Tybalt because of his love and fiiendship 

for Romeo--even if it is a part of what is reductively troped "the Elizabethan code of 

honor" (Limon 101). But neither Romeo nor Mercutio need Tybalt to form a homosocial 

bond as they are aiready in a direct one-to-one relationship-or at least they were at the 

start of the play. Juliet is the one who dters the one-to-one relation between Romeo and 

Mercutio and the homosocial triangle among Romeo, Mercutio, and Tybalt, so that 

Mercutio is permanently removed from the homosocial bond. The final alteration of the 

homosocial triangle occurs when Romeo and Juliet commit suicide in the Capulet tomb, 

"Where bloody Tybalt, yet but green in earth, I Lies fest'ring in his shroud" (4.3.4 1-2). 

The Zeffirelli version emphasizes this new relationship as Romeo moves from Juliet to 

Tybalt's body when he States: 

Tybalt, liest thou there in thy bloody sheet? 

O, what more favour can 1 do to thee 

Than with that hand that cut thy youth in main 

To sunder his that was thine enemy? 

Forgive me cousin. (5.3.97- 10 1) 



Romeo thus offers to kill for Tybalt in the same way that he killed for the sake of 

Mercutio by killing himself. When the last stage direction of the play occurs and "[tlhe 

tomb is closed" (5.3.309) it is Romeo, Juliet, and Tybalt who are enclosed in the tomb, 

not Mercutio. 

But does the closing of the tomb signal the closing of the configurations around 

Juliet? Though not mentioned by Goldberg, there is another "charactef' who is also in 

the tomb and that is the figure of Death. As Dr. Johnson avers "'Death has long been 

Romeo's rival and enjoys Juliet at the last"' (quoted in Bloom Invention, 93). When 

Juliet has taken the potion and is assumed dead, Capulet says to Pais: 

O son. the night before thy wedding day 

Hath death lain with thy wife. See, there she lies, 

Flower as she was, deflowerèd by him. 

Death is my son-in-law, death is my heir. 

My daughter he hath wedded. (4.4.62-6) 

Capulet is mistaken about who his "son-in-law" is at that moment as he does not know 

about Romen md Juliet's wedding nor does he know who has "lain" with her. But he 

does foreshadow the reality that Death will be in a homosocial relationship with him via 

M e t .  Even Romeo wondea, when he sees the false-dead Juliet, W h y  art thou yet so 

fair? ShalI 1 believe 1 That unsubstantial death is amorous, / And that the lean abhorrèd 

monster keeps / Thee here in dark to be his paramour?" (5.3.102-5). To augment Dr. 

Johnson's assertion, Death is more accurately a nvd  to both Paris and Romeo, who both 

seemingly lose out to Death. And in contrast to Dr. Johnson, Death actuaily "enjoys" 

both Paris and Romeo More he enjoys Juliet, since both men die a true death before 



Iuliet wakes fiom her fdse-death and commits suicide thus, entering into a real 

relationship with Death. Furthemore, Death is fîgured in relationship to ail of the 

characters in the play for they "[hlave all lost a brace of kinsmea" (5.3.294). As opposed 

to Mercutio and Lady Montague, whose bodies lay elsewhere, Death is in a "closer" 

arrangement with those in the Capulet tomb. Juliet is buried with her "dearest cousin" 

(3.2.66) Tybalt, her "dearer lord" (3.2.66) Romeo, and her two other potential husbands- 

Death and Paris, who was brought into the tomb by Romeo at Paris's request." This final 

arrangement with Death is altered in Zeffirelli's and in Luhrmann's versions where 

Paris's death is excised from both adaptations. Whereas Zeffirelli has Romeo, Juliet, and 

Tybalt in the tomb with Death, Luhrmann removes Romeo and M e t  from the tomb and 

has only the two lovers together in the church; their bodies do not even remain together 

as they are each removed in body bags by sepante ambulances at the end of the film. 

Even more removed from Death is West Side Story which ends in a schoolyard with 

Maria (Juliet), alive, and walking off alone after Tony (Romeo) has been killed; or, 

further still. Rorneo Must Die where Trish O'Day (Juliet) and Han Sing (Romeo) are 

seemingly the only ones left dive at the end of the film. Each of these productions thus 

results in new configurations among the characters that alter the readings of 

hornosociality. 

The 1st homosocial relationship Goldberg mentions in his essay is that of "the 

'brotherhood' of Montague and Capulet [which is re-established] at the end of the play" 

(220). Goldberg States that the find lines of the play, where Capulet and Montague 

"'give [eac h other] thy hand" (5.3.295) and where they propose to "raise . . . statue[s] in 

pure gold" (5.3.298) of Romeo and IuLiet as bbPoor sacflces of Our enmity" (5.3.303), is 



the spot in the text where the two families end the feud and restore the social order? 

Goldberg maintains that the order is usually figured as "the heterosexual order" (219) 

that posits the love of Romeo and Juliet as the ideal "bedrock of the social order" (219). 

and that "to speak more exactly, what the ending of the play secures is a homosocial 

order . . . that [is] continually triangulate[d through] the relation of Romeo and Juliet" 

(2 19). Goldberg does not totally negate Rorneo's role in the homosocial bonding of the 

two patriarchs but he does come close to effacing Romeo by maintainhg that it is 

Juliet's body around which ail of the homosocial relations of the play are primarily 

figured. The relationships that Goldberg posits ail seemingly fit the triangular mode1 

theonzed by Sedgwick; but the relations between Montague and Capulet do not. It takes 

both Romeo's and Juiiet's bodies to act as conduits between the two fathers, hence the 

two statues, and thus a square or rectangle, something with four points of axis. to map 

the homosocial relations among them di. To privilege Juiiet's body and to negate 

Romeo's, in this structure, is to maintain the sexist patriarchal discourse that posits 

Juliet's body as the page upon which the seminai social contract is written. Not only 

does this discourse deny any sense of agency on the parts of both Romeo and Juliet, it 

also ignores the reaiity that Romeo is required to provide the ink and to act as the pen 

that is held in the Patrimhs' hands. 

Another aspect of this fratemal bond that needs consideration is the role of the 

Prince, which is emphasized more in Cukor's film adaptation. At the end of the Cukor 

version there is a clear emphasis on the re-establishment of the brotherhood of Capulet 

and Montague as they are arranged in a symmetncal triangle with the Prince in the 

middle-standing in front of the closed tomb and thus standing in for the two lovers 



(since there are no statues or bodies in the film). From the Prince, Montague and bis 

wife, who does not die in this version, stand on one side with al1 of their kinsrnen behind 

them in a rough line, and on the other side of the Prince, Capulet and bis wife and their 

kinsrnen in a line. Capulet and Montague, however, are not holding hands at the end, 

and their relation is thus not as syrnbolicaily strong as it is in the play though the 

semiotics show the two families in positions of equal power and loss-arguably aimost 

the sarne spot in which they started the play. 

The "brotherhood" between Capulet and Montague, with or without the Prince's 

involvement, also challenges the applicability of Sedgwick's mode1 of homosociality. If, 

as Sedgwick purports, the erotic is implicit in al1 bonds dong the homosocial continuum, 

then the bond of "brotherhood" is necessarily an erotic one. If Sedgwick's theory is to 

be used by critics to figure al1 same-gender bonds as homosociaUerotic then these same 

citics need to apply the theory consistently. Goidberg presents and labels the 

"brotherhood" between the two patriarchs as homosocial, yet he does not explore the 

incestuous implications of this syrnbolic familial bond. Not only are the filiations 

between Capulet and Montague figured in ternis of a siblhg relationship (when, for 

instance, Capulet demands of Montague "O brother Montague, give me thy hand" 

[5.3.295]), but the father daughter bond between Capulet and Juliet and the father son 

bond between Montague and Romeo, as necessary constituents of the bond between 

Capulet and Montague, also have incestuous overtones.' Kaufman's Tromeo & Juliet 

explicitiy, and disturbingly, explores the incestuous aspects of Juliet's relationship with 

her father. Juliet, played by Jane Jensen, is beaten and sexuaily abused by her father 

Cappy Capulet, played by Maximillian Shaun. She is also locked into what Kaufman 



calls " the 'Time Out Box'-a large Plexiglas box where [Cappy] . . . put[s] his daughter 

when she ha[s] been 'naughty"' (Kauhan and GUM 60). 

Another incestuous element in Tromeo & Juliet occurs at the end of the movie 

when it is revealed that Juliet and Tromeo are actually brother and sister. hstead of 

committing suicide the two go off, knowing that they are in an incestuous marriage, to 

live happily ever d e r  with their "mutant children--'the dawn of the twenty-fmt age"' 

(Kaufrnan and Gunn 155). This incestuous ending, where the Romeo and Juliet figures 

are posited as siblings, recurs in another adaptation of an adaptation: George Lucas in 

Love. In the short 1999 film Joe Nussbaum merges Shakespeare in Love with some of 

the elements of George Lucas's life to explain how Lucas (in the Will 

ShakespearelRomeo role) created Star Wars; including failing in love with a Princess 

Leia look-alike (in the ViolaMiet role) who turns out, according to the Star Wars plot 

line, to be Lucas's (as in Luke Skywaker's) sister at the end of the film. As well, in 

Shakespeare in Love, the fmt plot outline that Will gives Thomas Kent (Viola) in his 

atternpt to get Thomas to play Romeo, calls for a similar relationship between family 

mernbers, though not necessady siblings, who do not know they are related. Viola reads 

out the letter addressed to Thomas: 

A comedy of quarrelling families reconciled in the discovery 

of Romeo to be the very same Capulet cousin stolen from 

the cradle and fostered to manhood by his Montague 

mother that was robbed of her own child by the Pirate 

King! (39) 



Regarding incest between mothers and cousins, Juliet's mother, Lady Capulet, is figured 

in the play in a very close relation with Tybalt, whom she calls "my cousin, 0, my 

brother's child" (3.1.141). It is Lady Capulet who is most upset when Tybalt is killed 

and it is she, not Capulet, who %eg[s] for justice" (3.1.174) stating that "Romeo slew 

Tybalt; Rorneo must not live" (3.1.175). In both the ZeKirelii and the Luhmrann 

versions this relationship is made explicit by Lady Capulet and Tybalt dancing together 

at the ball--even kissing passionately in the Luhrmann version. In the Zeffirelli, it is 

Lady Capulet, rather than Capulet. who has the most power over Tybalt; she calls him "a 

princox" (1.5.3) [a cheeky or saucy boy] when he wants to kill Rorneo at the baii and 

dismpt the guests and it is Lady Capulet Tybalt listens to nther than Capulet. 

The incestuous relationships, as shown in the play or in the adaptations, are only 

problematic to the extent that incest is seen as more taboo than the homo- or femoerotic. 

Incest is a sexual practice that has long been demonized. despite being a common world 

pnctice that occurs between same and opposite gendered f a d y  memben. Cntics who 

use their theoretical work to challenge normative exclusionary thinking in regards to 

homoeroticism and femoeroticism, in paaicular gay and lesbian sexualities, often draw 

an invisible line between acceptable and unacceptable non-normative sexual practices 

and sexualities. Recently, this line, as I mention in my Preface, has been drawn under 

the rubric of queer theory and it has involved the attempt to make gay and lesbian 

sexualities more acceptable to the heteronormative hegemony. Critics working to 

distance themselves from the realm of the generalized non-normative sexual Other, now 

figured as "the queer," are often hesitant to draw attention to any sexual discourse that 

will reinforce the rhetorical demonization of their own actions and sexuaüties? Thus, 



those whom critics consider to be more demonic, or involved in more unorthodox sexual 

practices, such as the incestuous, bi-sexual, trans-sexuai, tram-gendered, pederasts, 

sadomasochists, transvestites, inter-sexed etc. . . . are often excluded, from the world of 

normative gay or lesbian, homoerotic or femoerotic, theoretical cons ide ration^.'^ 1 

cannot state conclusively that Goldberg's effacement of the incestuous implications 

involved in his application of Sedgwick's theory of homosociality to Romeo and Juliet 

occurs for the exact reasons 1 have posited. I would argue, though, that the negation is 

infomed, if only unconsciously, by this conservatisrn implicit in radical academia, of 

which Goldberg is a part, which ultimately serves to maintain the heteronormative 

discourses informing the play. In contrast, new queer theoretical or pomosexual works 

strive to invoke that which has been excluded and ignored by the hegemonic hetero-, 

homo-, and fernonormative. 



Chapter Three -- bWnseemly Woman In A Seeming  an^^' or That Woman 1s A 

~ornan!"~: Effeminacy, Boy Players, and Other Gender Crossovers 

The prevalent well-infonned view is, on the one hand, that aii female passives and 

al1 male actives are, respectively, exaggeratedly female and exaggeratedly male 

(the latter impeiied by the perhaps sadistic appetence to possess somebody, the 

former by the perhaps masochistic libido to be possessed by somebody, even if it is 

only a woman); on the other, that the passive male homosexud is "a man with an 

undue"--i.e., unduly large-"proportion of fernale elements in him" and the active 

female homosexual is "a wornan with an excessive contribution of the male." 

Enc Partridge 

Shakespeare 's Buwdy ( 13-4) 

My examination of homosociai bonds in Chapter Two is based on triangulations that 

operate in a realm of strict binary genders where the homosociality of the masculine 

characters occurs in relation to Juliet's passive ferninine body. In her theory, Eve 

Kosofsky Sedgwick attempts to destabilize strict sexualities by positing continua of 

sexual social bonding but she maintains, problematicaliy. the strict gender categones 

upon which those continua are based. She States that "we may take as an explicit axiom 

that the historicaiiy differential shapes of male and female homosociaiity-much as they 

themselves may Vary over the-will always be articulations and mechanisms of the 

enduring inequality of power between women and men" ( B e ~ e e n  Men, 5). 

Furthemore, she suggests that it is a "brute fact that everyone gets categorized as either 



female or male" (Between Men, 11). But is gender in early modem England, and 

especially in Romeo and Juliet, that strict or that constant? 1s everyone categorized 

"brut[ally] as either female or male"? 

François Laroque argues that in Romeo and Juliet "Gender is . . . subverted, as 

Shakespeare plays at presenting an active, almost masculine Juliet against a weak, 

effeminate Romeo" (18). Laroque's assertion of gender subversion, where the 

characters' embodiment of gender is in opposition to the cultural Noms, foilows 

Sedgwick, as it depends on a normative binary gender system. His rhetorîc aligning 

Juliet with the masculine and Romeo with the ferninine, opposes Sedgwick by posithg 

that the gender categonzation is not as stable or as constant as she contends since the 

system is open to transmutation. In this chapter 1 will explore the presentation of Romeo 

and Juliet in Shakespeare's text and in several adaptations to better undesstand how the 

genden of the characters are "subverted." Ultimately, this exploration will reveal the 

artifice involved in the construction of the dual gendered system and the arbitratiness of 

attaching specific desires to fixed genders. 

At the end of Chapter One, 1 mention that Romeo's gender is over-determined, in 

cultural-critical readings, as masculine. and his sexuality as heteronormative. As 

mentioned above, though, Laroque figures Romeo as "effeminate." Eric Partridge, in my 

epigraph, posits that an effeminate man, "'a man with an undue'-Le., unduly large- 

'proportion of female elements in him,"' is a "passive male homosexuai." Thus, Romeo 

is not as heteronormative as he is usuaily understood to be. When Romeo £irst tells Friar 

Laurence that he has falien is love with Juliet, he states she has "wounded" (2.2.50) hirn 

and, later, after Mercutio "hath got this mortal hurt" (3.1.105). Romeo exclaims that 



"sweet Juliet, 1 Thy beauty hath made me effeminate, 1 And in my temper softened 

valour's steel" (3.1.108-10). Rather than making Rorneo more masculine and 

heterosexual, Romeo's love for Juliet registers his efferninacy, homosexuality, and his 

homoeroticism. 

Juliet, in the prothalamium, comments extensively on Romeo's effeminate 

nature. S he aligns Romeo with the night, which is traditionally troped as feminine since 

it belongs to the realm of the moon and the goddess Dianr Juiiet says 

Come, civil night, 

Though sober-suited matron all in black, 

And l e m  me how to lose a winning match 

Played for a pair of stainiess maidenhoods. 

S . .  

Come night, come Romeo; come, thou day in night, 

For thou wilt lie upon the wings of night 

Whiter than new snow on a raven's back. 

Come, gentle night; come, loving, black-browned night, 

Give me rny Romeo, and when I shall die 

Take him and cut him out in iittle stars, 

And he will make the face of heaven so fine 

That al1 the world will be in love with night 

And pay no worship to the garish Sun. (3.2.10-25) 

Friar Laurence chides Romeo for being effeminate after he is newly manied; asking 

ouuight "Art thou a man? Thy form cries out thou art" (3.3.108). He continues to berate 



Romeo by saying that: "Thy tears are wornanish" (3.3.109); "thou sham'st thy shape, 

thy love, thy wit" (3.3.121); that "Thy noble shape is but a forrn of wax, / Digressing 

from the valour of a man" (3.3.125-6); and that "like a mishavèd and sullen wench, / 

Thou pout'st upon thy fortune and thy love" (3.3.142-3). Friar Laurence's censure of 

Romeo supports Phyiiis Rackin's contention that in the early modem penod "[e]xcessive 

passion in either sex was condemned, but it was especially dangerous to men because it 

made them efferninate" (74). Rackin avers that: 

Despising lust as a mark of weakness and degradation. Renaissance thought 

gendered it ferninine, attributed more of it to women, and regarded excessive 

lust in men as a mark of effeminacy. Reduced to its simplest terms, it's the 

difference between seeing heterosexuai sex as the place where manhood is 

proved and affimed in a conquest of the female and seeing it as the place 

where manhood is contarninated and lost in congress with her. The danger 

was that husband and wife would become, quite literally, one flesh, a fmtasy 

that was expressed in fables and images of passionate lovers transformed into 

mons trous hermaphrodites. (74-75) 

Friar Laurence, picking up on this sense of dual singularity, observes how one being 

often is, or cm represent, two, noting that "Two such opposèd kings encamp them stU/ 

In man as well as herbs" (2.2.27-8) and that Romeo and Juliet "shall not stay alone / Till 

Holy Church incorporate two in one" (2.5.36-7). 

Before Romeo even meets Juliet, though, he is already feminized by his affection 

for Rosaline. Just as Juliet aligns Romeo with the night, Romeo, in his desire for 

Rosaline "locks fair daylight out, / And rnakes b e l f  an artifcial aight" (1.1.132-3). 



As Romeo becomes more effeminate in his association with and desire for Rosaline and 

then Juliet, Juliet, in response to her association with and desire for Romeo, is troped as 

more masculine. Similar to Romeo's effeminacy signaihg his homoerotic proclivity, 

Juliet's masculinity points to her femoerotic nature. As Partridge notes in the epigraph 

to this chapter, "the active female homosexual is 'a woman with an excessive 

contribution of the male."' Thus, Juliet, like Romeo, is not the heterosexud woman that 

she is always assumed to be, a clear subversion in Laroquian terms of traditional gender 

assumptions nested in the play. 

The disruption of Romeo and Juliet's normative sexuaiity is tied to the disruption 

of their genders-al1 of which is played out in the text and the staging of the Baicony 

scene. At the start of Act Two, just before the Bdcony scene begins, Romeo asks of 

himself "Can 1 go forward when rny heart is here? 1 Tum back, dull earth, and fmd thy 

centre out" (2.1.1-2). Juliet is Romeo's "heart" who is "as much in love" (2.0.11) with 

Romeo as he with her. Romeo must "tum back" to reach the Capulet daughter trapped 

behind the "stoney limits" (2.1.109) of the family walls whose "rneans [are] much less 1 

To meet her new belovèd anywhere" (2.0. L 1-2). In opposition to Rorneo's marginality, 

Juliet is positioned as the more powerfbl and hegemonic "centre," which in patriarchal 

societies is the masculine position. It is Rorneo, aiigned with the feminine "dull earth," 

who must "find thy centre," which turns out to be "Juliet [who] is the sun" (2.1.43.' 

Evans cdls "[tlhe balcony scene in Romeo and Juliet, surely the greatest love 

scene in the history of the theatre" (42). Romeo begins the scene, proper, with: 

But soft, what light through yonder window breaks? 

It is the east, and Juliet is the sun. 



Arise, fair Sun, and kili the envious moon, 

Who is already sick and pale with grief 

That thou, her maid, art far more fair than she. 

Be not her maid, since she is envious. 

Her vestal livery is but sick and green, 

And none but fools do Wear it; cast it off. 

It is my lady, 0, it is my love. 

O that she knew she were! (2.1.44-53) 

Laroque points out that "Juliet is placed above hirn [Romeo] and Romeo hears her from 

below, unseen in the dark. He is thus spatially dominated by Juliet and this places him in 

an inferior, passive position" (30). In accordance with her physical superiority, Evans 

notes Juliet's mental supenonty since "[b]y the doctrine of correspondence the Sun was 

rquated with the head, the seat of reason" (14). Rackin argues that for a woman "to 

become manlike was often constmed, especialiy in theological discourse, as an elevation, 

a transcendence of both flesh and femininity, while a man effeminated by passion for a 

woman suffered a double degradation: the enslavement of his higher reason by his base, 

bodily [ferninine] appetites, and the subjection of the superior sex to the infenor one" 

(70). In the conventional blocking of this scene on stage, and often in cinematic 

adaptations, Juliet is positioned in a balcony or gallery, and Romeo is placed directly 

below her on the main stage or ground level. With this arrangement, Juliet, LiteraUy, 

"transcend[s]" the common world that is represented by the proscenium and she is 

"elevat[ed]" to the more powerful and godly location of the balcony which is closer to 

the "Heavens" that covered the original Elizabeth stage. In contrast, Romeo is, 



appropriately, situated much closer to the stage trap door, which represents "Hel" and 

al1 "base bodily appetites" (Rackin 70). 

Rackin notes that a similar alteration of normative gender roles occurs during 

cross-dressing "which, then as now, constituted a dressing up for women but a dressing 

down for men" (70; my emphasis). Sumptuary laws defmed the social classes and 

genders in Elizabethan and Jacobean England. Lillian Faderrnan builds on the idea that 

violating sumptuary laws, via cross-dressing, results in gender subversion; she states 

"[elven the slightest sernblance of women (and men) rejecting their conventional 

garments was threatening because this implied that women ceased to be ferninine (Le., 

ruled) and men ceased to be masculine (i.e., ruling)" (481.~ Cross-dressing on the stage 

though, where boys played women's roles, was a normative stage practice in early 

modem England as wornen were not dlowed to act on the professional public stage until 

1660. 

During the time when Shakespeare wrote, adapted, and played on the stage from 

approximately 1590 to 161 1, boy playen learned their craft as apprentices to 

professional cornpanies, such as the Lord Admual's Men or the Lord Hunsdon's Men, 

Iater the Lord Chamberlain's Men, and then the King's Men. The boys would play 

women's parts until they reached mid- to late-adolescence when they would usuaily end 

their apprenticeships and switch to perfomllng men's parts. In other European couniries, 

particularly in Italy, women were allowed to enter ont0 the stage in the late sixteenth 

century. Michael Shapiro notes that the "Italian popular companies, the commedia 

dell'arte, introduced actresses in the 1560s" (32). Shapiro dso states that some of these 

actresses were seen in the courts of London, when the theatre companies occasionaily 



ioured to England, but that the commercial public theatre remained completely 

ma~culine.~ 

Cntics tend to ignore the reality of the boy players and how their existence 

affects readings of Romeo and Juliet. Often the transvestite stage is effaced or is reduced 

to an inescapable stage practice that has no effect on the reading of the gendered 

relations in the play. Shakespeare had to write and adapt his sources for an all-male 

stage. Even if he knew of the Italian and other continental actresses he could not have 

foreseen, with any surety, that women would ever be diowed on the English stage or that 

his plays, despite his rising success, would have had the longevity to be around to have 

wornen act the women's parts.6 In this latter regard, Jill Levenson argues that 

Shakespeare probably would not have known which actors would even perform the roles 

as he "probably began to wnte the play before the Chamberlain's Men incorporated . . . . 

It follows that he must have prepared it simply for an adult Company of twelve acton and 

a few extra. . . . Whoever they were, young male actors performed both leading roles. 

As their presence gave the characters physicality, their deliveries of the lines conferred 

more individual traits: imagination, sensuality, youth, impulse, and gendei' (1 3-4): 

Harold Bloom ad& another dimension that must be considered: not only was 

Shakespeare writing for unknown male actors, he was also writing to be read-for an 

audience that wanted to remember what they had seen and heard during the performance 

of the play. According to Bloom, 

Shakespeare had to choose to emphasize one perspective or another, the 

limitation of every director and every actor. With drarnas aimost infinite in 

their amplitude, Shakespeare (with whatever suffering, or whatever 



unconcem) had to reduce the range of possible interpretation. The critical 

reading of Shakespeare, not by academics but by the authentic enthusiasts in 

his audience, had to have begun as a contemporary concem, since those early 

quartos-good and bad-were offered for sale. sold, and reprinted . . . . The 

point is that Shakespeare knew he hud early readers, less numerous by far 

than his audience, but more than just a chosen few. He wrote primariiy to be 

acted. yes, but he wrote dso to be read, by a more select group. (7211~ 

Shakespeare was aware of his audience(s) when he wrote and adapted his works for the 

stage. Thus, I will argue that the allusions to Juliet's mascuiinity and to the boy playen 

in the play are purposely placed. authorially intended, rnetatheavical references that 

operate both to inform and remind the viewer and the reader of what they had seen on 

stage-that the Juliet presented on the stage is not the woman she appears to be. 

Shapiro states that "[e]xplicit verbal allusions in plays to cross-gender casting are 

rare, although any strong rnarker of gender, any verbal or nonverbal moment of 

reflexivity, rnight well have had the same effect" (46). In Shakespeare's Romeo and 

Jtiliet there are quite a few metatheatrical references to the artificiality of Juliet and to 

her dual-gendered reality-that she is a woman on the surface and a boy in her material 

core. 1 have already mentioned Juliet's masculine nature and her symboiic rhetorical 

positioning as the Sun. In addition, Juliet states that her face "is not mine own" (4.1.36). 

Similady, Romeo observes 'These happy masks that kiss fair ladies' brows, I Being 

black, puts us in mind they hide the fair" (1.2.223-4). Juliet again speaks of ber own 

mask to Romeo: "Though knowest the mask of night is on my face, / Else would a 

maiden blush bepaint my cheek" (2.1.127-8). AU of these h e s  suggest the mask of 



feminuiity that is "black" and part of the ferninine "night" and which must 'k- 

paint[ed]" on to the boy players. Juliet also signals the levels that incorporate the player 

and the character when she states that the Sun, which is herself, is "garish" (3.2.25), a 

word that means. according to the Oxford English Reference Dictionary, that she is "1. 

obtnisivel y bright ; showy. 2. gaudy ; [and] over-decorated" (572)? 

The moon and the night, the same images that are used to feminize Romeo, are 

also used to feminize Juliet. To retum to the start of the Balcony scene, Romeo wishes 

that Juliet would "cast off* the "vestal livery" of the moon that "none but fools do wear" 

(2.1.50-l), or in other words, that Juliet should take off the virginal clothing of chaste 

wornanhood that only fools or actors Wear. Later, Juliet asks the night to "Hood my 

unmanned blood, bating in my cheeks. 1 With thy black mantle till strange love grown 

bold" (3.2.14-5), a reference both to luliet's virginity and to the boy player playing Juliet 

who is not yet a man. In the latter case, the boy player is "unmanned," and, until his 

apprenticeship is finished and he takes on the role of a man on stage. must stay 

"Hood[ed]" in the "black mantle9* of the woman's part. These sarne lines also refer to the 

"strange love" of pederasty that the boy players were accused by the anti-theatricals of 

being engaged in with their older actor mentors. 

In a similar vein to the pederastic relation of the older masculine lover and the 

younger beloved, Romeo is figured as the beloved to Juliet's lover in the much-neglected 

second Chorus at the start of Act Two: 

Now old desire doth in his deathbed lie, 

And young affection gapes to be his heir. 

That fair for which love groaned for and would die, 



With tender Juliet matched, is now not fair, 

Now Romeo is beloved and loves again, 

Alike bewitchèd by the c h m  of looks; 

But to his foe supposed he must cornplain, 

And she steai love's sweet bait from fearful hooks. 

Being held a foe, he may not have access 

To breathe such vows as lovers use to swear, 

And she as much in Iove, her means much Iess 

To meet her new belovèd anywhere. 

But passion lends thrm power, time rneans, to meet, 

Temp'ring extremities with extreme sweet. (2.0.1-14) 

Not only is Romeo, dong with the audience, "bewitchèd by the c h m  of looks" of the 

boy player who performs Juliet, but Romeo is dso positioned in both an active and a 

passive position. Romeo is the active, masculine lover to Juliet as he "loves again," but 

he is also in the more passive position of the beloved in opposition to Juiiet the boy 

player. As well, Rosaiine, Romeo's "old desire" is troped as being, post-orgasmically, 

"in his deathbed" while the new "young affection," Juliet the young boy player, is "his 

[Rosdine's] heir." Laroque points to the same configuration of Juiiet being the lover 

and Romeo being the beloved in "[tlhe last lines of the play, which reverses the order of 

the appearance of the heroes in the tide--'For never was a story of more woe / Than this 

of Juliet and her Romeot-making Romeo the one who belongs to Juliet rather than the 

other way around" (3 1). He further notes that the arrangement "confirms the subversion 

of traditional sexual relations and the t a h g  over of initiative and authority by Juliet in 



the field of love and sex" (31). Retuming to Partridge, the homosexuality and 

homoeroticism of Romeo and Juliet is thus reinforced, literally and figuratively, by the 

material and textual presence of the boy player. 

Unlike in today's world, where an dl-male production of Romeo and Juliet, such 

as the 1998 New York Off-Broadway show Shakespeare's R + J,  is assumed to be 

queering the original play and thus making it necessarily transgressive and homosexuaI, 

in Shakespeare's time the dl-male stage was the socially ascribed and authorized Nom. 

Thus the circulation of homosociai and homoerotic energy on stage was not transgressive 

at al1 but was in fact homonormative. In contrast, on the Elizabethan and Jacobean 

stages women actresses and the strict circulation of heterosocial and heteroerotic energy 

rvould have been transgressive and socially disruptive. 

The transgressive energies embedded in Shakespeare's Romeo and Juliet continue 

to find their way into contemporary adaptations of the play. For example, an adaptation 

that plays on both the reality of the original homonormative stage and on the 

homophobia of contemporary heteronormative culture is The Reduced Shakespeare 

C o 3  The Compleat Worh of Wlm Shkspr (abridged), written and performed by Jess 

Borgeson, Adam Long, and Daniel Singer. In the play the three male actors perform al1 

of the roles in reduced versions of al1 of Shakespeare's works. The fmt work that is 

covered in Act One is Romeo and Juliet with one actor (Jess) namting and the other two 

playing Romeo (Daniel) and Juliet (Adam), dong with the rest of the characten, via 

quick costume changes. The audience is aware of the actors playing the parts at ail times 

during the performance (as is evidenced in the text of the play). Their cross-dressing is 

especially transparent, as the actors make no attempt to "naturalize" the performance of 



gender--breasts being fashioned nom baüoons that pop at various times both by intention 

and accident. During the "Palmer's Kiss" scene one of the actors breaks fiom his 

character and plays on the homophobic responses of the audience by refusing to  kiss the 

other male actor: 

DIROMEO: "Have not saints iips, and holy palmers too? 

A/JULIET: Ay, pilgrim. Lips that they must use in prayer. 

DIROMEO: O then, dear saint, let lips do what han& do. 

(ADAM has no wish to be kissed and struggles with DANIEL over the 

folIo wing lines.) 

AIJULIET: Saints do not move, though g a n t  for prayee' sake. 

DROMEO: Then move nos, while my prayers' effect 1 take. 

A/JULIET: Then h m  my lips the sin that they have took. 

DIROMEO: Sin fiom my lips? O trespass sweetly urged. 

Give me my sin again." 

ADAM (breaking character): 1 don't wanna kiss you, man. 

DANIEL: It's in the script. 

(ADAM knees DANIEL in the groin. He crumples to thejloor in pain.) 

A/JULIET: "You kiss by the book." Oh, corning mother! (15) 

Later on dunng the suicide scene, the situation is reversed: 

DROMEO: ". . .Here's to my love. 

(He drinks from his poison bottle.) 

O tme apothecary, thy dmgs are quick. 

Thus, with a kiss, 1 die. . . 



(This time it is DANIEL who has no wish to kiss ADAM. He 

struggles with the problem for a moment, takes another swig of 

poison, andfinally kisses him.) 

Thus with a kiss, 1 die." (24) 

These exchanges manipulate the contemporary fear of intimacy and passion between 

men for a comic end. The irony of the scenes, and the greatest signifier of the amount of 

play in the wnting and the performance. and perhaps its greatest sadness, is the fact that 

Daniel Singer, according to the authon' notes, is gay. Where the notes about Jess 

Borgeson and Adam Long mention their wives, Singer's entry States that he "Iives in Los 

Angeles with a handsome bearded gentleman. They are 'confmed bachelon"' (136). 

* * *  

Though the burgeoning heterosocial had yet to supplant the homosocial on the 

stage dunng Shakespeare's lifetime, and would not until after the Restoration, the 

heterosocial was not removed from the theatre itseif. Stephen Orgel suggests that 

"where the stage was a male preserve, as it certainly was in the commercial theatricai 

companies of Renaissance England, the theatre was not" (10). He hrther argues that 

'The theatre was a place of unusual freedom for women in the period; foreign visitors 

comment on the fact that Engiish women go to theatre unescorted and unmasked, and a 

large proportion of the audience consisted of women" (LO)." Rackin notes that 

"[a]ntitheatncai invective focused obsessively on the sexudy compting aiiurements of 

bawdy comedies, the immorality of boys in fernale costume, and the contaminahg 

presence of women in the theater audiences" (80). Shakespeare in Love plays out the 

fantasy of how one member of the theatre's ferninine audience (Viola De Lesseps, 



played by Gwyneth Paltrow), is affected by the world of the theatre, and partïcularly by 

the "bawdy comedy" of Shakespeare's plays (Two Gentlemen of Verona in particular), 

and how she in tum '%ontaminates" the homosocial world of the English stage, and the 

subsequent work of William Shakespeare, by cross-dressing as a boy actor and 

subsequentiy making the stage hetecosocial and heteroerotic. The original stage 

experience of cross-dressing, including audience reception. eludes direct examination by 

the contemporary critic. Thus, this f h  provides an excellent case study of circulations 

of sexuality and gender that are at play on the cross-dressed stage. 

The cross-dressing in Shakespeare in Love centres pnmady around Gwyneth 

Paltrow, who won an Academy Award for Best Actress for her four roles. As already 

mentioned, she plays Viola De Lesseps, the daughter of a wealthy merchant; Thomas 

Kent, a boy player and nephew to Viola's Nurse; Rorneo, and Juliet-often she is playing 

three of these roles simultaneously. Paltrow begins the story as Viola, a beautiful 

woman with long blonde hair who States that she "would stay asleep rny whole life if 1 

could drearn myself into a compmy of players" (21). When Viola auditions for Will 

Shakespeare's play as Thomas Kent she is dressed in boy's clothing and has her hair 

pulled up under a hat. The film viewer knows that Paltrow is both Viola and Thomas, 

but Will only knows her, according to the screenplay, as Thomas. "a handsome young 

man" (33). When Viola runs from the audition, Will shouts "Where's the boy?" (35) and 

runs after %m." Just in case the viewer had any doubts about who Thomas is, as he 

runs up the stairs of the De Lesseps's house, he takes his hat off revealing dl of Viola's 

long hair-hair being a major marker of gender-and suddenly he transforms back to 

Viola. Arguably though, as long as Viola, with hair let down, is still wearing Thomas's 



boy clothes, she is neither male nor female but is instead a full mixture-a real crossing 

over or transgendered person. In a similar transgendered move, Will later cross-dresses 

briefly as Miss Wilhelmina, a woman with a bearded face. 

Paitrow's reality as a star actress undermines any crossing-over though: to the 

audience, Thomas is always Viola. If Viola had been played by an unknown actresslactor 

in the same way that Jaye Davidson played a transvestite mdwornan in Neil Jordan's 

The Crying Game, then the reality of the actor playing Viola/Thomas might have 

allowed Thomas actually to be a boy to the audience. Instead, V i o l ~ o m a s  cannot 

escape the known gendered "womaness" of Paltrow." But even if the audience knows 

that ViolatThomas, and later Romeo and Juliet, is a woman, this does not mean that that 

same knowledge is sharedfknown by the chaacten in the story. To Will and the other 

characters, until her cross-dressing is revealed, Viola and Thomas are two compietely 

different people with different genders-one a woman and the other a young man. Ned 

Alleyn cornicdly demonstrates the different levels of awareness regarding 

ViolalThomas's cross-dressing when he furiously asks Thomas, who has turned 

de.-  stage .- dunng a dance, "Gentlemcn upstage! Ladies downstage! Are you a lady. Mr. 

Kent?" (6 1). 

Similady, until the tn~th is revealed, Will's attraction to Thomas Kent is based on 

Thomas's placing of Will, instead of Marlowe, as the "writer who commands the heart of 

every player" (33), dong with his marked ability to deliver Shakespeare's Lines with 

rneaning. As well, since WU implicitly understands his alignment with the character of 

Romeo, he looks for someone who can act the part as he would play it. In the letter he 

first sends to Thomas, Viola reads: "He sees himeif in me! Romeo Montague, a young 



man of Verona!" (39), a comment reminiscent of the narcissistic twinning so often 

figured in homoerotic relationships. 

The attraction of Will for Thomas is quickly supplanted by Will's attraction to 

Viola--though for a day or two he loves the actor in one and the beauty of the other. As 

well, both Will and Viola use Thomas as a conduit between each other-each giving hùn 

notes and letters to pass back and forth. Though Thomas and Viola are one and the 

same, Paltrow notes, on the DVD "Commentary Track With Cast Br Crew," that she tried 

to play Thomas Kent as a separate character-"as his own little guy." The arrangement 

arnong the "three" thus alters Sedgwick's homosocial tnangulation: instead of a woman 

being the third term between two men, a manhoy is the third t e m  between a woman and 

a man. But is the new formation heterosocial as it uses a homosocial bond and a 

heterosocial bond to f o m  a heteroerotic bond? Or is it just heteroerotic, despite 

Paltrow's intentions of separateness, as the third term is effaced? I would argue that to 

the audience Thomas is effaced and the circulation of sexual energy is oniy between WiII 

and Viola. To WilI, though, there are three people. On the boat just before their first 

kiss, Will is descnbing Viola's attributes to Thomas and he exclaims "Oh, if 1 could 

wnte the beauty of her eyes! 1 was bom to look in hem and know myself' (65). At that 

moment Will is looking into her eyes and yet he only sees Thomas, a male like himself, 

and not Viola. Hence his surprise when Thomas kisses him and the Boatman cals 

Thomas "my lady" (67). The Boatman easily sees through Viola's disguise since he 

knows her, as the audience knows Pdtrow: he reveds to WiU that Thomas is really 

"Viola De Lesseps. Known her since she was this high. Wouidn't deceive a child" (67)- 

-just as Paltrow '%vouldn't deceive" a member of the audience. Throughout the rest of 



the movie the femaleness of Viola/Thomas is fbrther signailed, and over-determined, by 

her nudity. l 2  

On the stage Thomas is seen only as the boy player playing Romeo in opposition to 

the boy player Sam who plays Juliet. It is only Will and the film audience who know 

that Thomas is a she. John Madden states on the DVD "John Madden Cornmentary 

Track" that he loved the idea of "a boy dressed as  a girl and a girl dressed as a boy- 

moustaches kissing r~oustaches" in the "Palmer's Kiss" sçene. Will, in a moment of 

passion, cannot handle watchuig Viola kissing Sam, so he steps into the "Palmer's Kiss" 

scene, into Sam's spot as Juliet, to kiss Viola as Romeo in demonstration. The other 

acton are surprised at the kiss not because it is two men kissing, as this is a 

homonormative stage, but because Will has jumped into the scene rather than writing the 

next one. Ned Aileyn sarcastically says "Well! It was lucky you were here! Why do not 

1 wnte the rest of your play while you-" (75). 

What follows through the next scene, which is the Balcony scene, is a montage of 

shots that move from the stage, with ViolalThomas as Romeo to Sam's Juliet. to Viola's 

bedroorn, where she is making love with Will, back and forth, in progressively shorter 

intervals, until time, space and gender seem to merge. This section of the movie relies 

on audience awareness of the original play and on which lines are origindy stated by 

Romeo and which by Juiiet so that the full impact of the gender-crossing can be 

understood. Throughout the scene, either on stage or in the bedroom, ViolalThomas 

speaks the lines of Romeo, changing in looks from short-haired boy player to long-haired 

nearly naked woman. The lines of Juliet are spoken first by the boy player Sam, dressed 

in a dress but without a wig on, and then by a nearly naked, and very masculine, WU. 



Literally, the scene cm be seen as an example of how love and passion effeminate a man 

but make a woman more masculine, with the irony that it takes a woman to make Romeo 

masculine while the playing of Juiiet makes two men effeminate. 

The real gender cross-over, though, occurs after Viola has been reveded as a 

woman on the rehearsai stage and Mr Tilney, the Master of the Revels closes the Rose 

theatre down and the show moves to the Curtain with Will in the role of Romeo and 

Viola, secretly, in the role of Juliet. As 1 mention eariier, a woman on the commercial 

stage would have been transgressive and sociaiiy disniptive. At the public performance, 

the Curtain audience "knows" that the stage is homosocial but the film audience, dong 

with the stage actors, know that it is actudly heterosociai. When Viola fmt takes the 

stage Richard Burbage, the owner of the Curtain, exclaims to Philip Henslowe, the 

owner of the Rose, "We will al1 be put in the clink" (138). To which Henslowe responds 

with a shmg "See you in jail" (138). For Viola and Will. though, the stage is 

heteroerotic as they live out their affair through the public medium. The end result of the 

contaminated, heteroerotic stage is that the play wins the wager "as to whether a play can 

show the very tmth and nature of love" (148). Viola subversively claims "not the artful 

postures of love, but love that over-throws life. Unbiddable, ungovemable, like a riot in 

the heart, and nothing to be done, corne min or rapture. Love like there has never been 

in a play" (21). And since the Elizabethan stage is and has been, up to Viola's 

performance as Juliet, ody homosocial "the very truth and nature of love" could not, 

according to this film's discourse, be shown untii a "woman is a woman" (146) on the 

stage. 



After the Master of the Revels tries to arrest the acton for having a woman on the 

stage, it takes a performative act of power by Queen Elizabeth to constitute Viola as a 

boy actor thus maintainhg the homosocial stage and negating the act of transgression. 

The Queen States: 

The Queen of England does not attend exhibitions of 

public lewdness so something is out of joint. Corne here, 

Master Kent. Let me look at you. 

Yes, the illusion is remarkable and your error, Mr Tilney, is 

easily forgiven. but 1 know something of a woman in a 

man's profession, yes. by God, 1 do know about that. That 

is enough from you, Master Kent. (147-8) 

This enactrnent of gender. via the Queen's discursive act of labelling and making Viola 

Masfer Kent, follows Judith Butler's model of perfomativity. Gender, in Butler's 

model, is constituted through signification that is independent of any essentiaiized 

material reality. The power of the Queen's speech ovemdes the testimony of the Master 

of the Revels and the physical markers of Viola's ferninine gender. such as her cleavage 

and her naturally long hair, which are clearly visible to the Queen when 

ViolalJulieüThomas does a deep masculine bow. Under Butler's system. the material 

and linguistic acts that people engage in determine their gender ascription rather than the 

gender label sanctionhg particular activities and modes of being. The range of actions 

that signal specific genders in any histoncal moment is limited and socially constituted. 

Thus, on the Elizabethan stage, when the corporeal Viola fulfills the sociaily scripted 

role of the boy player, by performing Juiiet. "she" becomes a "he" through "hep 



performative actions.13 In this situation the Queen's options are to either c o d i  the 

homosocial stage (oniy those who act publicly are male), as she does, or to reconfigure 

the allowable range of actions that si- b'woman" and disrupt the normative socid 

gender system. l4 

Paltrow's fictional performance as a femde Romeo in Shakespeare in Love 

brings up questions of real-life women on the stage who play Romeo, such as Charlotte 

Cushman, and how their gender alters the circulation of sexud energy on the stage. As 1 

note above, women were not allowed on the commercial stage until after the Restontion. 

By the eighteenth century, not only were women playing the women's parts but they also 

cross-dressed and played the men's d e s .  Faderman argues that "in Engiand it had 

becorne cornrnon for actresses to play 'breeches parts' on stage, a reverse of the 

Renaissance theater, in which boys played women's parts" (57). Thus, the range of 

actions that performatively signified the gender roles of "women" and "men" changed 

and the stage was no longer homonormative. 

Charlotte Cushman was an American actress who played the normative breeches 

part of Romeo on the heterosocial stage between 1837 and 1845, both in London and in 

the United States. Jay L. Halio suggests that Cushman was not "the fmt actress to 

undertake this 'breeches' role. Eiien Tree had played Romeo in London, and fifteen 

other actresses had done so in America" (Guide, 102) by the time Cushrnan debuted in 

London. Cushrnan played Romeo to another woman playing Juliet and thus, the stage 

relationship between Romeo and Juliet is reversed from the Elizabethan 

homo/heteroerotic to femoheteroerotic. There are dso incestuous overtones to 



Cushman's staging of Romeo since Juliet was often played by her sister, Susan. Halio 

quotes Charles Shattuck as observing that "Charlotte and Susan Cushman, sisters, played 

opposite each other, disturbing Edinburgh audiences but not those in London" (Guide, 

1 19). S hattuck's comments demonstrate that audiences were weli aware of the genders 

of the actors and actresses playing on the stage and that some audiences were more 

disconcerted by the incestuous elements than others. 

Returning to Partridge and my epigraph, the Elizabethan Juliet literaliy was "'a 

woman with an excessive contribution of the male,"' wheras Cushman's Romeo literaiiy 

is "'a man with an undue . . . proportion of female elements in him.'" Adding to this 

sense of transgendered "female homosexud[ity]"/femoeroticisrn in Cushman's case, is 

the fact that her ml-life "long-term relationships were dl with other women" (Faderman 

187). In a move that p d e l s  the effacement of Mercutio's homoeroticism lhat I discuss 

in Chapter One, it may be argued that the effeminate nature of Romeo, the incestuous, 

and the femoerotic that Cushrnan represents are al1 serniotically negated when Romeo 

comrnits suicide. As Halio notes, Cushrnan was lauded for her performaace because of 

"her interpretation of Romeo, a role she reorganized so that his rise and fall, rather than 

that of both lovers, becomes the central focus of the tragedy" (Guide,  IO^).'^ 

Though there are no overt lesbian or femoerotic moments in Romeo and Juliet- 

Partridge argues that "Shakespeare . . . does not speak of Lesbians: Lesbianism was an 

extremely rare deviation in Shakespearean England" (13)-several adaptations have re- 

figured the Nurse and Juliet as emtic partners. Most notably, Francesca Hayez painted 

two paintings in 1823 that position Juliet in identical kisses-one with Romeo as he is 

descending the balcony after their night together, L'addio di Romeo a Giulietta (The 



Farewell of Romeo and Juliet); and the other wiîh the Nune in Bacio tra Giulietta e la 

Nutrice (Kiss Between Giulietîa and the Nurse). As weli, Romeo and the Nurse are 

given almost identical treatments in the two paintings so that the one almost stands in for 

the other (Pesci 34-35). 

The alignment of Romeo with the Nurse fits into Sedgwick's mode1 of 

triangulation where the Nurse acts as a channel between Romeo and Juliet before and 

after their mamage. Romeo tells the "Nurse, commend me to thy lady and mistress. 1 

proiest 1 unto thee" (2.3.153-4) and Juliet tells her, later in the play, to "find him! Give 

this ring to my true knight, 1 And bid him corne to take his last fareweli" (3.2.142-3). 

Similarly, the Indigo Girls@, two contemporary lesbian singers, use the story and voices 

of Romeo and Juliet in their Song Romeo and Juliet to operate as a conduit between 

femoerotic loven. A much more blatant re-figuring of the Nurse and Juliet occurs in 

Tromeo di Juliet where Jane Jensen plays "Tromeo's pierced, bisexual, parriarchy- 

smashing Juliet" (Kaufman and Gunn 186) who has a sexud relationship with her Nurse 

equivalent, Ness the cook. Kaufman notes that %ne Jensen, the titular Tromette of 

Tromeo & Juliet, epitomizes modem feminist principles. Not coincidentally, she may be 

the ultimate  rome et te.'^ . . . As Juliet, Jane is far more intriguing and energetic than 

Tromeo, not to mention that she is capable of delivering a lesbian sex hissle with 

tattooed cook Debbie Rochon far better than he ever could" (Kaufman and GUM 187). 

Considering that a male actor would have played the Nurse, like Juliet, on the 

Elizabethan and Jacobean stage, the triangulation, following Sedgwick, would have been 

homosociaVerotic in its onginal configuration as opposed to the femosociaüerotic energy 

that informs performances acted by wornen or the heterosociaUerotic that inflects a dual 



gendered production. This alteration of the social and erotic energy is manipulated by 

the gendered bodies of the actors and actresses who perform the parts. Whether these 

circulations of erotic energy are transgressive and socidy disruptive depends on the 

particular historical moment that they are enacted in and the performative options of the 

day. Thus, the homosociaUerotic stage was normative in Elizabethan England, the 

fernosociaVerotic stage gained acceptance in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, and 

most recently, anything other than the heterosociaVerotic stage has been considered 

transgressive. 

Io line with the foreclosure of non-heteronormative sexualities, the dynamic 

history of the circulation of erotic energy surrounding Romeo and Juliet has been 

negated and the genders of Romeo and Juliet reified. In the courtyard at the Casa di 

Giulietta in Verona, the statue of Juliet has become an erotic signifier for both genders as 

anyone, male or fernale, who wants to wish for "truc love" is supposed to stand beside 

the statue and nib Juliet's breast. So many tourists have rubbed her breast that it is 

noticeably a different colour than the other breast. The statue, though, to retum to 

Sedgwick, "brutally" categonzes Juliet as ferninine. The fixing of Juliet's gender as a 

woman effaces the historical existence of the boy player on the Elizabethao stage and in 

Shakespeare's text and negates the reaiity that gender and desire are anything but stable. 



Chapter Four -- "'Tis But Thy Name That 1s My ~ n e r n ~ ' ~ ' :  Narning, Identity, and 

the Queer's Queer 

What if you can't avoid sexuality, guilt, peer pressure, lies, bigots, rumon, 

misunderstanding, parents, teachers, nerds, jocks, romance, loneliness, sharne and 

insecunty? Your only choice is to get real. School's out. So is Steven Carter. 

Promotional tag line for Get Real (1998) 

The boy player on the Elizabethan stage, and the theatrîcal act of cross-dressing as 

evidenced in Paltrow and Cushman, reveai that gender is anything but stable. Men can 

play and be women and wornen can play and be men and both can be masculine and 

feminine simultaneously causing the stage to be a polyvaient site, at once homosociai, 

heterosocial, ancilor fernosocial. Even though different social and erotic combinations 

cm overlap and the same relationship, such as Romeo's and Juliet's, can be considered 

under each term concurrently, each of these combinations assumes a specific object- 

affection relation that is dependent on distinct gnderings evident in the various 

characters and in the actors and actresses who enact them. Thus, in the figuring of the 

layers of gender and sexuality that occurs through the multiple foms of cross-dressing 1 

have described in adaptations of Romeo and Juliet and in the play itself, there is an 

assumption of stable identities and material beings at the core of al1 those layers. The 

readings of Paltrow as Viola, Thomas, Romeo, and Juliet, or the boy player playing 

Juliet, or of Cushman as Romeo, aii depend on there being a stable, recognizable, 

nameable, gendered identity that is signified as "Gwyneth Pdtrow," "the boy player," 



"Charlotte Cushman," or even, by extension, "William Shakespeare." Moreover, these 

beings, these signifieds, are transcendently gendered markers that signal originary, 

cohesive essences used to posit social and erotic relations and identities. 

To augment the argument 1 make in Chapter Three, regarding the over- 

determination of the boy player ThomaslPaltrow as a woman and hisher relation with 

Will as heteroerotic, not only is Paltrow over-determined as a "woman," just as the boy 

actor is assumed to be "male," but the viewing audience's assumption that gender is a 

constituting factor in naming sexual desire and ascribing sexud orientation is also over- 

determined. Today we assume, by relying on contemporary Western cultural markers of 

gender such as breasts and genitals, that 'Gwyneth Paitrow" is a "woman," or that the 

boy player is "male." But, as 1 discuss in the previous chapter, the epiphenornenal 

materid body did not constitute gender in Elizabethan England to the extent it seerningly 

does today. In addition, there is the current assumption that if one is gendered a 

"woman" then the only sexuai options avdable run the fernosocial continuum between 

normative heterosexudity/heteroeroticism and non-normative lesbianismlfernoeroticism, 

with bisexuality/bieroticism wavering in the middle. Or, if one is gendered a "man" then 

the homosocial continuum runs, similarly, Born normative 

heterosexuality/heteroeroticism to non-normative homosexuaiity/homoeroticism with the 

bisexuaI/bieroticism again sitting somewhere between the two extremes. And, 

convenely, if one labels oneself Iesbiao/femoerotic, homosexuaVhomoerotic, 

bisexu~'bierotic, or heterosexuaVheteroerotic then one's gender must follow the 

ascription that only "women" can be a part of the continuum that starts with the 



lesbian/femoerotic and that ody "men" can be a part of the continuum that begins with 

the homosexua~homoerotic.' 

This reductive and restrictive alignment of sexuality to gender, though, no longer 

necessarily follows once either category has been destabilized. For instance, generaiized 

viewing audiences have no formal understanding of how Paltrow classifies her gender 

and/or her desires, or of how her mental and emotional state may have been in flux 

throughout the f ~ n g  of Shakespeare in Love and how that flux might have effected her 

performance of the heteroerotic. If one cannot conceive of "Gwyneth Paltrow" as 

anything but a heterosexual wornan then it confirms my point about how over- 

determined gender and sexuality are and how over-determined the relationship between 

the two categories i ~ . ~  Similarly, we have no way of knowing the extent to which a boy 

player, playing Juliet, conceived of hirnself as male andlor female. Or if, in a particular 

performance. this same boy player had any reai-life erotic attachmcnt to the actor playing 

Romeo, or another actor such as the one playing Juliet's father, that migut have 

influenced the performance and made it more or less erotic in intensity or more or less 

normative and/or pederastic. The "unknowableness" of people's inner lives, of how they 

conceive of their gender, undennines any attempt to base relations of object-affection on 

gender. That performative gender is not attached to essentialized material bodies, as 

demonstrated through the stage history of Romeo and Juliet, coincides with the reality 

that differentiated sexualized identities, such as the homosexual, the lesbian, and the 

heterosexual, did not formally exist in the early modem period. 

The work of Alan Bray and Michel Foucault, and numerous studies built on their 

work, have demonstrated that the t e m  and identities of normative and non-normative 



sexuality, primarily homosexuality, lesbianism, and heterosexuaiity did not fuily exist in 

their current Western Anglicized f o m  until the seventeenth century! The lack of a term 

and of a culturdiy constructed identity does not necessarily mean that the behaviours 

associated with the homoerotic, the heteroerotic, and the femoerotic did not occur in the 

early modem period, or before. What this lack of sexual signifien meaos is that 

Shakespeare's Romeo and Juliet is not defuiable in the same political and social terms of 

contemporary hetero- and homonormativity. As Bruce Smith notes, "the Renaissance 

was a period of transition, a time when sex as a moral preoccupation was changing into 

sex as a subject for self-reflection and intellectual analysis" (10). Sexual and erotic 

identities. dong with identities and subjectivities in general, were in the process of 

formdization during the time that Shakespeare adapted Romeo and Juliet for the stage. 

Stephen Greenblatt cornments extensively in Renaissance SelfFashioning on the social 

process of differentiation that was occumng in the Elizabethan ern. He States: 

Perhaps the simpiest observation we can make is that in the sixteenth century 

there appears to be an increased self-consciousness about the fashioning of 

human identity as a manipulable, arthl process. . . . As a term for the action 

or process of making, for particuiar features or appearance. for a distinct 

style or pattern. the word fashion seems to corne into wide currency as a way 

of designation the forming of a self. . . . But, more significantiy for our 

purposes, fashionîng may suggest the achievement of a Iess tangible shape: a 

distinctive personality, a characteristic address to the world, a consistent 

mode of perceiving and behaving. (2) ' 



Greenblatt posits a number of elements that must be present for "self-fashioning" or 

individual differentiation to occur; most notable for my purposes in this chapter, he 

argues that "self-fashioning occurs at the point of encounter between an authority and an 

alien. that what is produced in this encounter partakes of both the author@ and the alien 

that is marked for attack, and hence that any achieved identity always contains within 

itself the signs of its own subversion or loss" (9). Thus, the most important element in 

self-fashioning is an Other from which to differentiate the self. Since sexuai Others were 

not formally recognized when Shakespeare adapted Romeo and Juliet, the Othemess in 

the play is established through a variety of aliens. Most importantly, the Montagues and 

the Capulets constitute each other's Other. 

The two families, "though alike in dignity" (Prologue L) and homologous, use 

their names and "ancient grudge" (Prologue 3) to fashion thernselves as "foes" (Prologue 

5). h addition to dividing the families dong racial or linguistic lines, as 1 discuss in 

Chapter Two, productions often symbolicaily reinforce the constmcted heterogeneity of 

the family identities through uniforrn costumes in a manner sirnilar to the sumptuary 

laws 1 discuss in Chapter Three, which served to constitute gender and class. The 

Prologue in Trorneo & Juliet blatantly emphasizes the differences between the families, 

making them more essential, by opening the film with the line "Two households, as 

diff rent as dned plums and pears." 

Tybalt, who as previously noted, "hate[s] . . . di Montagues" (1.1.64) rather than 

just Romeo, assumes that dl Montagues share the same basic nature. For instance, at the 

Ball, Tybalt overhears Romeo making his first comments about Juliet and he States: 

'This, by his voice, should be a Montague" (1.5.51). Since the Ball is a masque, the 



characten are not wearing their prescriptive clothing markers. Romeo's voice is thus 

exposed as an essentialized familial element that betrays his disguise. The 4bsound" of 

the Montagues overrides the sound of the individual, since Tybalt does not know that the 

voice belongs to Romeo until Capulet asks him "Young Rorneo, is it?" (1.5.61). Tybalt 

agrees and automatically categorizes Romeo as "that villain" (1.5.61). In a move that 

parallels Tybalt's, both Romeo and Juliet express the same essentialized hatred of the 

Other when they learn each other's names. After the Nune states that Juliet's "mother is 

the lady of the house" ( 1 S. 1 10) Romeo exclaims "1s she a Capulet? / O dear account! 

My life is my foe's debt" (1.5.1 14-5). in a similar manner, also afier the Nurse's 

revelation that "His narne is Rorneo, and a Montague, / The only son of your great 

enemy" ( 1 S. 133-4), Juliet states that "My oniy love sprung from my only hate! / Too 

early seen unknown, ai:d known too late! / Prodigious birth of love it is to me / That I 

must love a loathèd enemy" (1.5.135-8). 

As much as Romeo and Juliet participate in the construction of Otherness that is 

established between the two families, the two lovers also demonstrate that the Otherness 

is far from essential. Since Romeo and Juliet have met, "palm to palm" (1.5.97) without 

any names or labels, the two have a "real" understanding and knowledge that there is a 

reality beyond their familial names-their material bodies and their love. This 

recognition of a reality beyond the labels prompts Juiiet to ask the most famous question 

in the play "O Romeo, Romeo, wherefore art thou Romeo?" (2.1.75).6 She continues to 

demand "Deny thy father and refuse thy name, / Or if thou wilt not, be but sworn my 

love, / And I'll no longer be a Capulet" (2.1.76-81, thus hùiting that their names can be 

separated from their matenai selves. The opening exchange of the Balcony scene, when 



Juliet asks "What's Montague? It is nor hand, nor foot, / Nor arm, nor face, nor any other 

part / Belonging to a man" (2.1.82-4), instantiates questions about the space between the 

signifier and the reality that is signified and about the extent to which the reality is 

defined and constituted by the sigdîer. Juliet posits a reality that transcends names as 

she ponders: 

What's in a name? 

That which we cd1 a rose 

By any other word would smell as sweet. 

So Romeo would, were he not Romeo called, 

Retain that dear perfection which he owes 

Without that title. (2.1.85-9) 

If only Romeo were "some other narne" (2.1.84) then their love would not be a problern; 

Juliet summarizes 'T is  but thy name that is my enemy. / Thou art thyself, though not a 

Montague" (2.1.80-1). Romeo reinforces the non-essential nature of the names when he 

later asks the Friar: "O tell me, friar, tell me, / In what vile part of this anatomy / Doth 

my name lodge? Teil me, that I may sack / The hateful mansion" (3.3.104-107). Romeo 

thus attempts to locate the materid aspects of his signification so he can destroy the 

name and escape the evil associated with it. 

The love shared by Romeo and Juliet substantiates Greenblatt's contention that 

"any achieved identity always contains within itseif the signs of its own subversion or 

loss" (9) since the hatred that informs the fashioning and the maintenance of the 

Othemess, and the family identities, is destroyed by the love of the young couple. The 

Prince concurs when he propounds 'Where be these enemies? Capdet, Montague, / See 



what a scourge is laid upon your hate, / That heaven finds means to kiil your joys with 

love" (5.3.290-2). Furthemore, when the 'parents' strife" (Prologue 8) is "bur[ied]" 

(Prologue 8) the separation of the families becomes futile and they can no longer fashion 

each other as the Other. Hence, Montague and Capulet assert their "brother[hood]" 

(5.3.295) at the end of the play. recognizing that their supposedly essential differences 

are completel y arbitrary and subject to "artful" culturai construction. 

The play of Othemess between the two families in Romeo and Juliet is replicated 

by the relations between the stage and the audience where the audience is the Nom and 

the stage represents its Other(s) (conversely. the audience is the stage's Other). The 

Elizabethan and Jacobean stage was a location where social energies could be explored 

vicariously. defusing negative energies and reinforcing positive paradigms, thus enabling 

the fashioning, or construction, of society--in Foucauldian terms, the containment of 

culture. The theatre itself represented the world in rnicrocosrn, with, as 1 mention 

previously, the "Heavens" above in the canopy and "Hell" positioned below the stage. 

Literally, Shakespeare's stage was "The Globe." The scenarîos presented to the 

audience were often didactic, even if seemingly escapist and shown for entertainment 

only. For instance, in Romeo and Juliet, the multiple deaths, both on and off the stage, 

stress the repercussions of not maintainhg civil order. As well, the stage reflects issues 

of concern in the larger society. Throughout the play there are numerous references to 

the sickness of the plagues that ravished London in 1592 and 1593-the most famous 

being Mercutio's thrice-exclaimed death curse "A plague O' both your houses" (3.1.87). 

In Shakespeare in Love the connection between the macro and the micro is made explicit 

as the anti-theatncal marketplace preaching of the Puritan, Makepeace, is overheard by 



Will and is subsequentiy transmuted into the text of Rarneo and Juliet. Makepeace 

proclaims: 

. . . and the Lord shall srnite them! Yea, harken to me. The 

theatres are handmaidens of the devil! Under the name of 

the Curtain, the players breed lewdness in your wives, 

rebellion in your servants, idleness in your apprentices and 

wickedness in your chiidren! And the Rose smells thusly 

rank by any naine! 1 say a plague on both their houses! (8) 

To the Puritans. the theatres were sites where the evils of the generalued Other could 

literally infect the viewing audience, and by association, the society at large. in Romeo 

and Juliet there are a variety of Othea, piimanly foreignea and religious heretics, who 

are presented to the Engiish audience as exemplars from which to differentiate 

themselves.' 

In the fint instance, everyone in the play is figured as foreign, as Italian. Murray 

J. Levith notes that "[fJor Renaissance Englishmen Italy was an exotic place, a fabled 

land. On the one hand, it was [derogatively] the home of Machiavelli and the Pope; on 

the other, it was thought the most advanced civilization of the time, the most progressive 

society. In politics and warfare, science and technology, finance, banking and 

commerce, art, music, and literanire, Italy was the leader" (4-5). Verona, in particular, 

as the setting of the play, was an exotic location. A border town that was a sub-set of the 

Venetian terra firma, Verona was part of the literal gateway to the trading route to the 

East and the Orient. Until the New World was "discovered," the East represented the 

ultimate foreign Other. Juliet is figuratively positioned as the Oriental Other when 



Romeo asks "But soft, what light through yonder window breaks? / It is the east, and 

Juliet is the sun" (2.1.44-5). With her dual-gendered nature as the boy player, Juliet is 

thus both a gateway between genders and, dong with Verona, a gateway between the 

East and the  est: 

In the second place, tied to the representation of the Italian Other is Catholicism 

and its worldly leader, the Pope-the religious enemy of the English nation. The early 

modem period was one in which the Catholic Church was fngmented and differentiated 

into a multitude of individual religions, especially in England, just as the Church's 

followers were likewise being differentiated. The Protestant Reformation, the early 

modem interest in classical Pagan religions, the cosmological shift from Ptolerny to 

Copemicus, the witch hunts, and King Henry Vm's establishment of the Church of 

England, al1 contributed to the breakdown of the normative order of the Catholic Church 

and to the creation of a variety of religious Others who fell under the rubnc of the 

heretical. In the play, Romeo tropes his "love" of Rosaline in terms of religious faith and 

States that 

When the devout religion of mine eye 

Maintains such falsehood, then turn tears to fxes; 

And these who, often drowned, could never die, 

Transparent heretics, be bumt for iiars. 

One fairer than my love!-the ail-seeing sun 

Ne'er saw her match since fmt the world begun. (1.2.88-93) 

When Romeo is later "bewitchèd by the charm of [Juliet's] looks" (2.0.6) at the Bali, bis 

"hereticai" words corne back to haunt him for though he will not be "burnt" he will 



surely suffer and die as his "devout religion" proves Yaise." The message to the 

audience is simple: avoid the nsk of social repercussions such as 'bburn[ing]" through 

not becoming "bewitchèd by the cham of '  the hereticai Other represented on the stage. 

Witchcraft is also subsumed into the "heretical" and it subsequently constitutes 

one of the primary figures of Othemess that Shakespeare incorporates into the play. 

According to Brewer's Dictionary of Phrase and Fable, "[w]itchcraft was made a felony 

in England in 1542, causing death by witchcraft became a capital offence in 1563, and in 

the same year witchcraft became subject to the death penalty in Scotland" (1 183). When 

the Nune tries to intervene and stop Capulet from raging on Juliet after her refusai of 

Paris. Capulet tells the Nurse to "Srnatter with your gossips, go! / . . . / Utter your gravity 

o'er a gossip's bowl" (3.5.171-4). to which the Nurse responds "1 speak no treason" 

(3.5.172). The Nurse's comments assume an alignment between the witchcraft of the 

"gossips" and "treason." "Gossip," derived frorn the Old English word "godsibb" 

meaning "a kinsman in the Lord" (Brewer's, 491). originally referred to "a sponsor at 

baptism" (Brewer 3, 49 l), hence "godparents." Though the word originally applied to 

both men and women it eventudly became applicable only to women. Barbara G. 

Walker states that "[iln Christian times, 'gossip' came to mean any godmother; [for 

example,] Queen Elizabeth I was the gossip at the baptism of her godson James VI of 

Scotland" (350). As well, Walker notes that "[a] group of elder women were called 

'gossips' as a term of respect at fmt, &ter the peasant habit of calling any older woman 

'mother' or 'grandmother.' The modem meaning of 'gossip' arose from the 

conversation of 'gossips,' or old wives' tales" (350). Alexander Schmidt thus relates 

that the lines in Romeo and Juiiet refer to "a sipping and tanling woman" (Vol. 1, 487). 



The "gossips" though, are comected to "treason" because the majority of those accused 

of witchcraft were older women, especially those who were wise women, healers, and/or 

midwives--women like the Nurse whom Juliet later c d s  "Ancient damnation! O most 

wicked fiend!" (3.5.235). 

Mercutio is also presented as a "conjurer" who has intimate knowledge of Pagan 

figures such as "Queen Mab . . . I . . . the faines' midwife" (1.4.54-5) and Venus. whom 

he calls "my gossip" (2.1.1 1). Clifford Leech notes "Mercutio has something daemonic 

in him, in the sense that his quality of life transcends the normal level of being" ( 18). He 

adds that Mercutio's "Queen Mab" speech "pub Mercutio outside the general Christian 

frarnework of the play. He is surely a pure Pagan: his last cal1 is for a surgeon. not a 

priest" (21). In many ways, it is the earthly embodiment of the Catholic faith, Fnar 

Laurence, who is the most heretical figure in the play. Douglas Brode notes that 

"Shakespeare's Laurence is a decent man; he believes in the need for order, hoping to 

end the feud while ensuring that the teens do not engage in premarital sex. However, he 

uses his ce11 as a place to experiment with forbidden arts" (55). 

informing al1 of the forms of Otherness presented to the audience in Romeo and 

Juliet is the figure of the sodomite. In the early modem period the "sodomite" was an 

amdgamation of a multitude of sins and non-normative behaviours that consisted more 

in a variety of deviant acts then in any concrete, specifiable identity. As Smith avers, 

"sodomy is not so much a species of sexual activity as a species of crime . . . . For 

sixteenth- and seventeenthcentury speakers of English the words 'sodomy' and 

'buggery' sent the mind spinnhg toward heterodoxies of aU sorts: sorcery, religious 

heresy, treason" (3-11). "Buggery" and bcsodomy" were not coterminous with 



"homosexuality/homoeroticisrn" as they are often assumed to be today. Buggery, 

according to William Stewart, refen today to "[alnal sex between men. The term derives 

frorn the name of the country of Bulgaria, and refers to the heresy and sexual impropriety 

that the rest of the Christian world associated with the Eastern Orthodox Church which 

was practised there. The English word is a version of the French term bougre" (36). 

Non-normative sexuality is stiil Linked to the foreign Other today. For instance, 

"bourgeois decadence," according to Stewart, is a trope for 

[tlhe way in which communist regimes have chancterized homosexuality. 

This means that, "corne the revolution," there will be no homosexuals. This 

is interesting for two reasons. First it links homosexuality with capitalism. 

Second. it is an example of how homosexuality has been constructed as 

"foreign"; for the French, homosexuality is the vice anglais, while for the 

British it was seen as oriental and exotic-in workingtlass circtes it was seen 

as posh, in upper-class circles it was seen as common, and so on. (32) 

in 1599, in what could be considered a summary derived from the plot of R o m a  and 

Juliet, King James VI, soon to be James 1, wrote about sodomy, which could engaged in 

by borh men and women, ii? the Basilikon Doron. James wams his son, Prince Henry, 

that when he is the leader, as Prince Escalus was in Verona, that there WU be "some 

homble crimes that ye are bound in conscience never to forgive, such as witchcraft, 

willful murder, incest (especialiy within the degrees of consanguinity), sodomy, 

poisoning, and false coin" (117). Richard Burt and John Michael Archer assert that 

"[slodomy signified a generalized evil figured as diverse and outside the social order 

rather than perverse and peculiar to deviant subjects within it. The accusation of sodomy 



was the vehicle for two processes: displacement, in which an array of subaltem figures- 

witches. rebels, papists-were linked through a chah of corruption and othemess, and 

condensation. whereby one figure is made to stand in for the entire chain" (5). The 

sodomite is thus the marker for a multiplicity of Otherness(es). 

Writting almost 300 years before Shakespeare's Romeo and Juliet, Dante, in his 

great sumrnation of universal order, the Divine Comedy, includes two direct references to 

sodomites. The sodomites appear, expectedly, in Heu in a position that c o n f m  the 

diversity of their evil associations and unexpectedly, in Purgatory, as differentiated 

sexual Others. Dante describes the sodomites in Hell as: 

Those men do violence to God, who curse 

And in their hearts deny Him, or defame 

His bounty and His Naturai Universe; 

So the third ring sets its sed on the double shame 

Of Sodom and of Cahors, and on the speech 

Of the froward hem, dishonouring God's great name. ( H e l ,  Canto XI 46-5 1) 

For Dante, sodomy is neither the least nor the greatest sin-fraud is the worst since oniy 

humans c m  engage iri it (supposedly). Sodomy belongs to the Seventh Circle of 

Violence, specifically, the third ring of the "Abominable Sand," which is the ring of 

"violence to God" (Hell, Canto XI 46). Dorothy L. Sayen States in her cornmentary on 

the images of the Seventh Circle that: 

Dante's classification of sins is based chiefly on Aristotle [Ethics], with a 

little assistance from Cicero. Aristotle divided wrong behaviour into three 



main kinds: (A) Incontinence (uncontroued appetite); (B) Bestial@ 

(perve rted appe tite); (C) Malice or Vice (abuse of the specificall y human 

faculty of reason). Cicero declared that al1 injunous conduct acted by either 

(a) Violence or (b) Fraud. Combining these two classifications, Dante 

obtains three classes or shs: 1. Incontinence; II Violence (or Bestiality); III 

Fraud (or Malice). (Hell, Canto XI "Commentaries" 139) 

Sayers also notes that "the double shame I Of Sodom and of Cahors" (Hell, Canto XI 50- 

1) refers to: "Sodomy (homosexual vice) [her insertion] is so named from Genesis XIX. 

The 'shame of Cahors' is Usury-so caiied from Cahors in the South of France, notorious 

for its many usurers in Dante's time. Ring iii thus punishes three sorts of violence 

against God: Sodomy, Usury, and Blasphemy" (Hell, Canto XI "Commentaries" 140). 

Thus, in the beginning of the early modem penod, sodomy was associated with 

perversion, bestiality, un-Godliness, violence, and was not that far removed from usury 

and blaspherny. Sodorny, though, was not as deviant and sinhl as fraud-based sins, such 

as those comrnitted by sorcerers and traitors, which Dante placed in the lowest part (m) 

of "Nether Hell." Sayen also notes that: ' m i e  Sodomites are chosen as the image of al1 

perverse vices which damage and compt the natural powen of the body. (It is hem, for 

instance, that Dante would probably place dmg-takea and the vicious type of 

alcoholics.)" (Hell, Canto XV "Commentaries" 165). 

The second group of sodomites in Dante's realm are encountered in Purgatory in 

the seventh Comice of the Lustful-"the Penitents of Natural and Unnaturd Lust," Dante 

describes them as foilows: 

Lo ! through the highway's heart of fire there flies, 



But in the opposite direction bent, 

A quite new throng, which halts me in surmise. 

1 see each shade, on swiftness ail intent, 

Kiss one from out the other troop, and go, 

Not pausing, with this bnef salute content. 

(Thus, as their black bands scurry to and fro, 

Ant nuzzles ant, belike to verify 

The route, or swap the news-1 do not know.) 

This friendly greeting done, and ere they fly 

One foot, each party shouts as though it must 

S hout down the other; loud the new folk cry: 

"Sodom! Gomorrah!" and their rivals, just 

As Ioud: "Into the cow Pasiphaë 

Leaps, that the buîi may hasten to her lust!" (Purgatory, Canto XXVI 28-42) 

Sirnilar to Greenblatt's assertion that the Other contains the seeds of its own 

deconstruction, Sayers notes in her commentary that "love is the root of virtue and vice 

alike" (Purgatory, Canto XXVI "Commentaries" 276). She States that the "quite a new 

throng" (30) are the shades of %e Sodomites. and they, alone among the souls in 

Purgatory, circle the mountain fiom West to east (against the sun). This doubtless 



because they had sinned against the rule of nature. The two sets of spirits thus meet and 

exchange kisses as they pass each other" (Purgatory, Canto XXVI "Commentaries" 

276). 

The appeannce of sodomites (male and fernale) in the seventh cornice 

complicates and problematizes the stigmatizing of sodomy as inherently and essentialiy 

evil in the eariy modem period, since the seventh comice is the lastlhighest comice 

before spirits enter the Earthly Paradise. Realiy the only sin that these sodomites have 

engaged in is excessiveness of love to the point of lust. The choice of their object of 

affection only results in their moving in the opposite direction (t?om West to east) to the 

other (heterosexual) lustful sinners (who run east to West with the sun). These 

sodomites, then, are still eventually going to go to heaven and are closer than the rest of 

the spirits in Purgatory to doing so. Furthemore. the fact that the Otherness of the 

second group of sodomites is reduced to a specificdy sexual Othemess also challenges 

the pandigms of sexuai identity, such as Bray's and Foucault's, which posit sexual 

differentiation as beginning in the seventeenth century. For Dante to place the sodomites 

in both Hel1 and Purgatory demonstrates that the identity of the sodomite was already 

beginning to formalize at the "start" of the early modem period. By extension, since the 

fashioning of identities requires Others frorn which to differentiate, other sexual 

identities, such as the heterosexual, may have also been undergoing formalizing much 

earlier than is generaliy theorizedO9 

Clearly, then, sexual identities, in the early modem period were in the process of 

being constructed and merentiated. Now, in the postmodem period, those identities are 



being challenged and deconstmcted, as many of the original influences have 

arnalgamated or merged, shaped by such forces as giobalism; the rise of multi-national 

corporations; the internet and the world wide web; the breakdown of national borders for 

the sake of developing econornic trade zones; global tourism; space travel; religious 

indifference; artificial intelligence and other constructed mechanical subjectivities; 

genetic engineering; cosmetic surgery; sexual gender re-orientation surgery; cloning; and 

the scientific recognition of more than two biological categories of sexlgender that 

undermine al1 dualist systems, including the Othemess that self-fashioning relies on.'' 

Shakespeare's time was one of moving fiom the undifferentiated to the differentiated, 

whereas ours is a time of moving beyond the differentiation to a place where the very 

systems of signification and differentiation are undone. In many ways the lack of 

definitional categories, and the normative behaviour ascribed to each category, which 

was a part of the relatively undifferentiated early modem reality, is an example of the 

emergen t freedom from social restriction, the tyranny of signification, that contemporary 

queer and pomosexual movement(s) are aiming for in the postrnodern world. 

The tragedy of Romeo and Juliet occurs because of their names, their 

signification, and the oppressive assumption that the rational lives behind the family 

names, and ail that the narnes represent, are coterminous and inescapable. The two 

lovers are victims of the tyranny of signification. Signification, the alignment of signs 

and signifieds, is tyrannical and oppressive because it imposes artificial Lunits on the 

potentially uniimited. Whenever a label, a sign, is designated it necessarily restricts and 

contains that which is labelled. Like self-fashioning, signification relies on the binary 

system of NodOther  for dinerentiation. Similarly, signification implies valuation 



since that which is considered worthy to a culture is given power and classified as 

normative and that which is deemed unworthy is seen as Other and demonized. Though 

signification is a process of continual social construction, signifieds are often assumed to 

be concrete, essentialized, and immutable. When the signified applies to a "rock" or a 

"piano" this essentializing may not be harmfLZ1, but when the saine assumptions are 

applied to individuals as part of their identity, especiaiiy in relation to gender and 

sexuality, the results can be, and often are, tyrannical. Romeo and Juliet is both a 

celebration of the love that attempts to transcend al1 containment and it is a reminder of 

the redity that society does not allow any real transgression of its socially constructed 

borders. In other words, Romeo and Juliet never escape their narnes, their signifiers. 

Thus, Shakespeare, working four hundred years ago, foreshadows the politics of identity 

that is so central to contemponry issues crucial to queers and pomosexuals. 

That which is queer also has its origins in binaristic systems of oppositionai 

signification that posit and constitute differentiation. As 1 state above, in the early 

modem period the historical Other, the sodomite, was being differentiated, dong with 

the rest of society, into a more limited and specific figure-what would eventually 

become a strictly sexualized Other. The contemporary sexualized Other, which now 

incorpontes sodomy under a very strict interpretation, is the homosexual, and its 

ferninine equivalent, the 1esbian.l l The binary systern thus has normative heterosexuality 

on one side and the marginalized non-normative homosexuals and lesbians on the other. 

Within the contemporary system of sexual signification dl is assumed to be heterosexuai 

until proven otherwise: the heterosexual is the Norm, the rest Other or queer. Hence, 

anything that disrupis the Norm is also Otherîng or queering the Norm. This systemic 



assumption that forecloses alternative circulations of sexual energy is known as 

"compulsory heterosexuality." According to William Stewart, "compulsory 

heterosexuiility" is: 

A concept originaily developed by lesbian feminists [particularly Adrienne 

Rich] to refer to the complex and multifaceted ways in which women have 

been steered towards heterosexuality. For lesbian feminists, women have 

been literally forced into compulsory heterosexuality where their role is to 

service men sexuaily, physically (via housework and childcare), and 

emotionally. Histoncally it cm be argued that the impossibility of women 

supporting themselves economically made autonomous lesbian lifestyles 

almost impossible and heterosexuai mariage almost a necessity. Moreover, 

owing to the suppression of the history and of images of lesbians and women 

who lived without men. and owing to verbal and physical attacks on these 

women, heterosexuality has been presented as the only option. The concept . 

of compulsory heterosexuality has been important in lesbian feminist theory, 

particularly in analysing the workings of patnarchy. Since the rnid-1980s. 

the term compulsory heterosexuality has been used more by gay men and 

Lesbians to describe the automatic assumption that everyone is, and will 

continue to be, heterosexual--specifically, the way that images in the media 

and expenences in houshg, jobs and heaithcare assume that everyone is 

heterosexual. (56) 

Alternative ways of labelling this same assumption of heteronorrnativity are 

heterosexism and heterosoiipsisrn. 1 would add, fÎom a pomosexual understanding, that 



men, as traditionaliy gendered, have been just as much victims of compulsory 

heterosexuality as those who are gendered as wornen. The position of the man. the 

patriarch, may look like that of the ''winner,'' the one with aU the privileges, and in many 

ways it is the supposedly preferred position of power and freedom. But in reality the 

systernic assurnption of sexuality tyrannizes heteronormative men by limiting their 

sexual practices and desires. via reduced performative options, to the same extent that 

the desires of the non-normative are restricted by the assumption of compulsory 

heterosexuality. 

Adaptations often employ Rorneo and Juliet as a forum for discussing (and 

containing) contemporary social issues in a marner similar to the Elizabethan and 

Jacobean stage. As I mention in Chapter One, the play is usually assigned to High 

School students who are the same age as the protagonists in the play. Thus the issues 

that are often focussed on are the repercussions of teenage sexuality, suicide, and the 

consequences of disobeying parents and other authority figures. In the epigraph for this 

chapter, I quote the tag line for the 1998 film Get Real directed by Simon Shore. Based 

on the play Whar's Wrong With Angry? by Patrick Wilde, Get Real is a subtle adaptation 

of Romeo and Juliet, which uses Shakespeare's play overtiy (the students are studying 

the play in their High School English literature class) to foreground issues surrounding 

sexuality, communal acceptance, and the tyranny that occun when one's Me is at odds 

with hegemonic N o m .  

The film foilows sixteen-year-old student Steven Carter, pIayed by Ben 

Silverstone, as he tries to find other gay men, iike himself, with whom to have erotic 

encounters. In the opening voice-over, Steven narrates "Sex. Simple realiy. Just fhd 



someone to do it with. Find somewhere to do it. And, do it. Thing is, when you're my 

age it just isn't that simple. And, as for f a h g  in love, weli, nothing prepares you for 

that" (shore). " Steven does fall in love and his love is passionately returned. His lover 

ends up being Head Boy John Dixon, played by Brad Gorton, an Oxford-bound 

"sporting superstar, acadernic achiever and d-around dreamboat" ("Production Notes") 

who, until he meets Steven, presumes himself to be straight. While Steven accepts his 

sexuality. and "wants to shout their love from the rooftops, John insists on keeping it 

firmly in the cioset" ("Production Notes") as he figures out how to reconcile his new 

sexuality with the compulsory heterosexual life he Ieads. 

The film is a subtle adaptation of Romeo and Juliet where John is figured as 

Romeo to Steven's Juliet. John is blatantly troped as Romeo when one of the girls, 

Wendy (coincidently played by the daughter of John McEnery who played Mercutio in 

Zeffirelli's version of the play), refers to him, adminngly, with "Romeo, Romeo, cover 

me in honey and suck it off with a straw." Though Steven is the more sexually assured 

(he has known he was gay since he was eleven), he must wait till John cornes to h h ,  to 

his "balcony," literally his bedroom, after the school Bail to consummate their 

relationship. Steven is never referred to as Juliet in the film but he is semioticdy 

aligned with her character's inability to declare her love for Romeo publicly. In a scene 

that directly follows Steven's refusal to answer his father's demand to know "What's 

your problem?" (Steven is pining for John), Steven is shown sitting in class staring 

intently out the window at John practising track while the students have the foiiowing 

discussion: 

Wendy: Ya, but if they hadn't lied to their p r e .  . . 



Jessica: (intejects) But they had to lie. 

English Teacher: You donTt think being up fiont about it would have been 

better? 

Jessica: What? Like, mum, you know that bloke Rorneo, well, 1 know I'm 

only fourteen and that, and 1 know he's just savagely murdered your 

cousin, but I thought he was a bit of alright, so I married him. 

English Teacher: Well, what would you guys have done in that situation? 

S teven? 

S teven: (confised) Sir? 

English Teacher: What would you have done? 

Steven: (more confirrsed) Me? When Sir? 

Despite the comicai overtones of the classroom discussion, Steven is in a panllel 

situation to Juliet's. Like Romeo and Juliet, Steven and John cannot declare their love 

since it transgresses against their families and the noms of their society. The film ends 

up exploring the path Steven takes as he tries to answer the English Teacher's question. 

For instance. after their first weekend together, John becomes upset about lying to his 

parents regarding where he has spent the weekend. Steven, who has only told Lynda, the 

girl next door, about his sexuaiity, claims: 

We're only lying to protect other people. 

John: Ya, but when Kevin cded  you "queer" the other day you denied it. If 

you really do not. . - 1  mean . . .How cm you reaiiy lüce yourself if you 

deny what you are? 

Steven: All right, let's tell everyone! 



John: No! Don't you dare! 

. . .Look, I'm sorry. I'm so scared. I feel like everyone's watching. 

John's comrnents reinforce the idea that his transgression, his sexual Othemess, is 

somehow visibly marked on his body. John is afraid to name and publicly acknowledge 

his newfound desires. His fears, as rny epigraph notes, are informed by "guiit, peer 

pressure. lies. bigot[ry], nimon. misunderstanding, . . . loneliness, shame, insecurity," 

among other elements. Though John loves Steven "more than anyone," he has a bard 

time reconciling hirnself with being what he calls "dodgy." 

John's feus of the Nom, unfortunately, are weil founded. The repercussions of 

transgression, of being Other. and "Of disobedient opposition" (4.2.18) are, sadly, not so 

different today from those revealed in Romeo and Juliet, culrninating in violence as the 

deaths resulting from the feud between the Montapes and the Capulets demonstrate. 

Violence surfaces in the film through the threat of queer bashing, which the "Jocks," 

fnends of John's, engage in, throughout the film, as they pick on Steven. The other 

repercussion of transgression involves exclusion-being banished, like Romeo, from the 

centre and forced/exiled/exco~~llllun.icated/ostracized to the margins, to the land of the 

Other, because there is no ailowance for difference within the hegemonic centre. The 

only place where John and Steven cm go to be together when both of their parents are 

home is to the local woods, which have been enclosed by a brick wall-a place the police, 

the authorities, have labelled as one to be wary of since it is "fded with perverts." When 

Steven is caught by the police in these woods and taken home to his parents, after an 

evening there with John, Steven's father demonstrates the fear that the Nom has, in 

retum, for the Other when he exclallns "How could you have been such a stupid sod? . . . 



Well, use your imagination, [you] could have been molested by some dirty old queer! 

God. the thought of it makes me sick. What on God's earth possessed you?" Steven, 

knowing he is one of the "dïrty queers" can only respond: "Weli, where else are we 

supposed to go?" 

The lack of acceptance within society of those who transgress the artificial 

borders that are imposed by that society, as part of its self-fashioning signification, has 

created a need and a desire for freedom from the Limitations of hegemonic society. This 

desire to change the outcome of Romeo and Juliet, thus ending the tyranny of the 

Otherness that results in the feud, is capitdized on in several adaptations of the play. In 

Luhrman's Romeo + Juliet, the quest for this freedom is emphasized by the soundtrack 

of the film. While Friar Laurence performs the marriage service for Romeo and Juliet, 

the church choir, with a solo by Quindon Tarver, sings the song "Everybody's Free (To 

Feel ~ o o d ) . " ' ~  Sirnilarly, in Get Real, after Steven outs himself because he is "sick of 

not being [his] real self and of not living [his] real life," he drives off with Lynda 

listening to the "Freedom Chorus" from Aretha Franklin's "Think." In West Side Story, 

the desire to escape the tyranny, and its subsequent violence, is made even more explicit 

as the lovers, Tony (Romeo) and Maria (Juliet), sing of a Utopic land in Stephen 

Sondheim's Song "Somewhere"-after Tony has killed Maria's brother Bemardo (Tybalt) 

and Bernardo has kilied Tony's best fnend Riff (Mercutio). Tony telis Maria 'Tl1 take 

you away, take you far far away out of here, / Far far away till the walls and the streets 

disappear, / Somewhere there must be ê place we c m  feel we're free, / Somewhere 

there's got to be some place for you and for me" (Laurents and Sondheim 97). Tony and 

Maria sing: 



There's a place for us 

Somewhere a place for us. 

Peace and quiet and room and air 

Wait for us 

S omew here. 

There's a time for us, 

Someday a tirne for us, 

Time together with time to spare, 

Time to learn, time to care 

Someday ! 

Somewhere 

We'll find a new way of living, 

We'll find a way of forgiving 

Somewhere, 

Somewhere . . . 

There's a place for us, 

A time and place for us. 

Hold my hand and we're halfkay there. 

Hold rny hand and I'll take you there 

Someday, 



Somehow, 

Somewhere ! (Laurents and Sondheim 97-8) 

Barbra Streisand has made "Somewhere" one of her trademark songs and during her 

histonc 1994 concert tour, marked by a double CD recording of her New York 

performance at Madison Square Garden, she sang the song as her third and h a 1  encore. 

Streisand's introduction to the Song builds on aii of the issues of difference 1 have been 

discussing, particularly in relation to Amencan society. She exclaims: 'There are so 

many people here tonight, just imagine how bonng life would be if we were al1 the same. 

My idea of a perfect world is one in which we really appreciate each other's differences: 

shodtall, Democrat/Republican, Blacknniite, gaylstraight. A world in which dl of us 

are equal; but, definitely NOT the 

The politics of signification, as I suggest above, is a major concem of both old 

and new queer theory and it is also, as 1 argue in my Preface, the "defining" marker 

between the old and the new theoretical modes. Tne old queer theory is interested in 

chailenging normative systems only to the extent that the queer, those who figure or 

fashion thernselves as gay or lesbian, can be socially recognized and affumed, aiongside 

heterosexuals, as valuable material beings with alternative sexuai identities and 

lifestyles. Lisa DeBoer sums up the politics involved in identity: 

Ln an ideal world, each individual would choose loves based on their own 

individual preference, and there would be no need for labels. But in this 

world, people are judged by their sexuai orientation. Lesbians, gays, and 

bisexuals suffer fiom many f o m  of discrimination; they are denied jobs, 

housing, and child custody, are beaten and sometimes even killed. We need 



to be able to organize politically and fight for Our rights as lesbian, gay, and 

bisexual people. Labels can be persondiy and politically liberating, as a way 

for someone to publicly Say, 'This is who 1 am and who 1 love," despite 

society's hatred. As individuals openly speak about homosexuaiity and 

bisexuality, they challenge bigotry and homophobia by making others aware 

of Our existence and our need for society to acknowledge and defend our 

civil and human rights. Labels aiso serve social and personal f'unctions, by 

giving people a shorthand method of communicating preferences and 

potential avilability. We can recognize each other and fom communities 

more easily by using standard terms to describe our sexual orientation. (140- 

1) 

The new queer theory, designated as pomosexuality, goes beyond the old in that it posits 

al1 terms, al1 labels, ail names, sexuki or otherwise, including the pomosexual, as 

arbitrary and socially constructed signifiersi that have no essential transcendentd relation 

to that which they s ip iS .  Thus. new queer theory seeks to break down the very 

categories that those under the old revel in." Once an identity has been established it is 

difficult to challenge the very categorizations, limitations, and exclusions of thought that 

define identity and that, as DeBoer notes, give that identity a community and the 

voice/space to speak in the fmt place. Either version of "queer," though, deals with 

those who are currently troped as Other or non-normative, just as the sodomite 

represented a multiplicity of non-normative Othemess in the early modern period. 

Though seemingly dien to the current Western system of logic and differential 

signification, pomosexual critiques actuaily developed from within the binaristic system 



of Othemess that constitutes sexually identity Carol Queen and Lawrence Schimel. who 

coined the term "pomosexual," state that it "references homosexuality even as it 

descnbes the community's outsiders. the queer queers who can't seem to stay put within 

a nice simple identity" (20). The fust sexual identity that chailenged the binaristic 

heterolhomo boundary, while seerningly constituting it, was the bisexuai. The bisexual 

stands, like Prince Escalus between the Montagues and the Capulets, on the border 

between the hornosexual and the heterosexud. The bisexuai constitutes the continuum 

between the two normative extremes and yet remains distinct fiom either one. Freud's 

original bisexual meant two sexes in one body, rather than one desire for two sexes or 

genders, to which the term refers today.I6 It is the refusai of the bisexuai "to stay put 

within a nice simple identity," to follow the rules of strict gender-object affection, the 

refusai to be subsumed into either normative compulsory heterosexuality or, more 

particularly, into normative, almost compulsory, homosexuality or lesbianism that leads 

the bisexual to be one of the fmt queer's queers. 

If one adds to the category of the bisexual, tram-gendered and trans-sexud 

people who further challenge the essentialized binaristic gender system of male and 

femaie, just as the boy players on the early modem homonormative stage did, then even 

the category of the bisexud begins to disappear as a viable category. Queen and Schimel 

note: 

Pornosexuality lives in the space in which aU other non-binary forms of 

sexual and gender identity &de-a boundary-free zone in which fences are 

crossed for the fun of it, or simply because some of us can't be fenced in. It 

challenges eitherfor categorizations in favor of largely unmapped possibility 



and the intense charge that cornes with transgression. It acknowledges the 

pleasure of that transgression, as wel1 as the need to transgress Limits that do 

not make room for ai i  of us. (23) 

Ultimately, the realm of pomosexuaiity leads to the transgression of the very limits of 

pomosexuality, to the transgression of the transgression and the breakdown of ail 

boundaries. It is important to rernember, especially when thinking of the repercussions 

of breaking down categorical divisions, that both sides of the hegemonic coin are 

dependent for al1 of their privileges and their very identity (and there are privileges to 

being marginal and élite, if in a different f o m  to the dominant) on the very existence of 

the oppositional binary structure that allows self-fashioning. That dependency is one of 

the reasons why new queer theory is so threatening to both the dominmt Nom and the 

traditional Other, since both are threatened by the "queer's queer" who attacks and 

challenges the very notions of what sexuality. gender, sex, and identity are all about. 

The "queer's queer" signals the threatening breakdown of political categories, the lack of 

signifiable, containable identity, and the disruption of the basic binary structure that 

signification is dependent on. 

The quest to go beyond the labels, to escape the tyranny of signification, to have 

the freedom to choose whom one loves, as both Romeo and M e t  and John and Steven 

desire, without having to worry about familial responsibiiities and social n o m  and 

regulations is the ultimate quest of pomosexuaiity. Tromeo & Juliet offers up an 

adaptive view of the future that is fiee from the t y r a ~ y  of normative systems and where 

the lovers triumph over ail that has ever opposed them. During the "Epilogue" the story 

projects to 'Tromaville, New Jersey, in the New World" six years later, when Tromeo 



and Juliet are having a farnily BBQ. The last visual shows Juliet and Trorneo holding 

their baby son, Murray, with their two mutant daughters and the rest of their family aii in 

a loving portrait of the new-age extended family. Lemmy, the narrator, sums up the 

movie with the following iines: 

So this is the dawn of the twenty-first age. 

Where love ever mies and ait is insane. 

And al1 of our hearts fiee, to let al1 base things go, 

As taught b y Juliet and her Tromeo. 

The love of Romeo and Juliet, despite their deaths, thus stands as an expression of the 

willingness to stand for what one beiieves in, to celebrate one's Othemess, to never 

surrender to the tyranny of the Nom. 



Chapter Five -- That  In Thy Likeness Thou Appear To US"': Adaptaüon as a 

Queer Pomosexuai Process 

Whatever it was that Shakespeare knew (and it seems not less than everything), he 
b 

had generated most of it for himself. His relation to Ovid and to Chaucer is 

palpable, and his contamination by Marlowe was considerable . . . . Except for 

those three poets, and for a purely allusive relationship to the Bible. Shakespeare 

did not rely on authonties, or on authority. 

Harold Bloorn 

Shakespeare: The Invention of the Human (732) 

Tromeo & Juliet, coming on the heels of a lot of other, senous-minded 

Shakespeare adaptations, had more hooks than a tackie box: "The most extreme 

Shakespeare adaptation of al1 t h e "  hook; the hooks of its rnany current and 

popular subjects, including tattoos, body piercing, and sex CD-ROMs; the 

"alternative soundtrack" hook that put us on MTV. I'm not even mentioning the 

Penis Monster and the lucky stroke of debuting during the 4 0 0 ~  anniversary of 

Romeo & Juliet. 

Lloyd Kaufman and James GUM 

A11 I Need To Know About Filmmaking I Leamed From The Toxic Avenger (141) 

In Shakespeare's Romeo nnd Juliet Mercutio tries to "conjure" Romeo in the "likeness" 

of Rosaline; likewise, since at least 1634, numerous adapton, working in seemingly aU 



artistic fields, have tned to "conjure" the 'blikeness," the images, stories, and success of 

Shakespeare and his play through the process of adaptation. Daniel Fischiin and Mark 

Fortier debate the nature of adaptation extensively in the "General Introduction" to their 

Adaptations of Shakespeare: A Critical Antholagy of Plays From the Seventeenth 

Centicry to the Present. Fischlin and Fortier de fine adaptation as "a process rather than a 

beginning or an end . . . . [that] includes almost any act of alteration performed upon 

specific cultural works of the past . . . . [Often adaptations] radically alter the shape and 

significance of another work so as to invoke that work and yet be different from it - so 

that any adaptation is, and is not, Shakespeare" (3-4). Adaptation thus involves the 

social process of re-writingldisrupting a normative, "originary," histoncally situated text 

in a manner that signals both the new creation and the histoncai original from which it is 

derived. Graham Holdemess and Chnstopher McCullough in their "Shakespeare on the 

Screen: A Selective Fiimography" state that their "filmography is a reference List of 

'complete, ' straightfomard versions of Shakespeare's plays in film, television and 

videotape form. It specifically excludes fiee adaptations" (18).' These classifications 

rely on the notion that there is a "specific" histoncally situated text, Romeo and Juliet, 

against which various artists have worked to produce their distinctive re-Wings of the 

tale. 

Following the discussion of self-fashioning differentiation in Chapter Four, 

Shakespeare's Romeo and Juliet serves as the original, authontative, transcendentai 

normative text (the Shakespearean Nom), from which ai l  others work to differentiate 

and fashion thernselves and their adaptive visions. AU adaptations stand as alien Others 

in an oppositional binary relation to the Shakespearean ~ o r m ?  Queering, which I aiso 



examine in Chapter Four, invoives any process which Othen a hegemonic Nom. Since 

adaptation involves the disruption and alteration of normative texts, the various 

adaptations of Romeo and Juliet therefore Other or queer the Shakespearean Nom. 

The Shakespearean Nom, is over-determined as a continuum similar to the 

continuum of cunently assumed sexuality identities (running from normative 

heterosexuality/heteroeroticism to non-nomative lesbian/fernoeroticism and 

hornosexuality/homoeroticism with bisexuality/bieroticism wavering in the middle) 

which 1 discuss in Chapter Four. The continuum of non-normative, queer Shakespeare 

ranges from "straightfomard venions" (seemingly normative productions such as 

Cukor's or Zeffirelli's) to "free adaptations*' (decidedly non-normative versions, and 

thus normative in their own non-normativity, such as Get Real or Shakespeare in Love). 

A film such as Tromeo & Juliet would, despite Lloyd Kaufman and James Gum's 

assertion in my epigraph of being "[tlhe most extreme Shakespeare adaptation of ail 

time," arguably be situated somewhere in the middie like the bisexuai, the histoncal pre- 

curser of pomosexual's queer's queer. 

Tromeo & Juliet sits in the midst of the queer Shakespearean continuum because it 

is a blatantly recognizable version of Shakespeare's Romeo and Juliet that makes no 

aitempt to efface its source text and that instead celebrates its "lucky stroke of debuting 

during the 400" anniversary of Romeo & Juliet." And yet, Tromeo & Juliet also queers 

Shakespeare's text in some unique ways that are thoroughiy grounded in late 20' century 

Western sensibiiities, or "hooks" as my epigraph refers to hem, such as "tattoos, body 

piercing . . . sex CD-ROMs . . . [and] W." Thus, while Tromeo & Juliet's content 

mny be "extreme" and of a marginal nature, its disruption of the Shakespearean source 



text is not as radical as some other adaptations where the audience has to be very famiüar 

ancilor very liberal with the textual connections to Romeo and Juliet. For instance, in 

Romeo Must Die, which I mention briefly in Chapter Two, if the movie did not include 

"Romeo" in the title it would be very easy to overlook it as an adaptation and to assume 

ihat it was a generic "inter-racial gang-war" story, especiaily as the Romeo- and JuLiet- 

equivalent characters do not die, let alone even kiss to acknowledge their love. 

Kaufman and Gunn's comments on their adaptive process in Ail 1 Need To Know 

About Filmmaking I Leamed From Toxic Avenger reveal the extent to which Tromeo & 

Jidiet "is, and is not, Shakespeare" (Fischlin and Fortier 4). Kaufman notes that the first 

draft, written in 1992, 

was pretty faithful to the original play, written entirely in verse. Most of the 

dialogue was directly from Shakespeare, although set in the modem day. 

There were, of course, Tromatic elements (the occasionai fart and Toxic 

vomit, a lesbian situation between Iuliet and the character of the Nurse). In 

this original drafi, the role of Benvolio was replaced with The Toxic 

Avenger, and Mercutio with Sgt. Kabukiman NYPD. . . . F 19941 The 

script was stili a spattering of vowels and consonants without much of a 

center. 1 wondered how it was that I could plunder the work of history's 

greatest writer so directly, while filleting it of its soul. (287-8) 

Kaufman hired Gum as CO-screenwnter in order to make the adaptation more 

relevant to Troma Studio's Generation X audience- Kaufman notes "1 sent a draft 

to my oId hiend and mentor, John Avildsen. . . . John said that he didn't think the 

iambic pentameter was so bad, but using the original Shakespearean Language 



didn't work. He thought that 1 should 'get a young kid, and write how he or she 

speaks"' (289). According to Kaufman, 

Gunn's first draft [clame in a week later. It was a shock. . . . this was . . . 

[sic] obscene. He had changed everything-very Little of the original plot had 

survived. Although it was in strict iarnbic pentameter, there was no original 

Shakespeare. And he had changed the ending ! me attached footnote States: 

"Gunn had a c ~ d l y  written three endings: the one we used, which has 

Trorneo and Juliet having a backyard barbecue with their deformed, inbred 

children; a second one, which had them dnving away into the sunset, smiîing 

while happy music played, whereupon they are hit by a truck and killed; and 

finally, Tromeo and Juliet committing suicide after finding out they couldn't 

make it without Juliet's father's money. This last one was transmuted into a 

dream from which Juliet would wake into the happy ending. Although we 

shot it, audience reaction to it in the marketing screenings was poor, so we 

removed it and just had the happy ending."] Also, he had fired Toxie and 

Kabukiman, and added a lot of wife beating, incest, and scatological humor. 

(29 1) 

Kaufman surns up by stating that "Although cenainiy not the breakthrough into the 

mainstrearn that Trorna has sought for so long, Tromeo & Juliet found its own niche in 

the communal mindscape of oddballs and rebels" (30). Romeo and Juliet thus ends up as 

a bridge, in a manner similar to The British Library's Minenniai display, to larger and 

different markets for a Company that specializes in a certain "trash aesthetic." 



Despite Kaufman's comments about Tromeo & Juliet being a breakthrough film, 

the production resulted in a breakthrough of another kind with Kaufman's Troma Studios 

and the film entering into cult status for the art and acadernic crowd. The film's 

"cornparatively wide release was almost singularly at art houses" (260), and the 

Shakespearean aspect has led to Troma's inclusion in several academic works beyond 

this t hesis, particularly Richard Burt' s Unspenknble ~haracs~eares .~ Others, however, 

such as Douglas Brode, who has published the most recent book on Shakespeare In The 

Movies, totaily ignore adaptations Iike Tromeo & Juliet and focus, instead, on only the 

most normative adaptations-thus pnvileging and maintaining the Shakespearean Norm. 

Retuming to the continuum of queer Shakespeare, Fischlin and Fortier argue that theatre, 

which is the bais for the more normative venions or stagings of the play, "is always a 

form of reworking, in a sense the fgst step towbd adaptation" (7). They note, "every 

drama text is an incomplete entity that must be 'translated' by being put on stage. 

Adaptation is, therefore, ody an extreme version of the reworking that takes place in any 

theatrical production" (7). Thus, maintaining artificial divisions between different 

adaptive forms as part of a continuum, as Brode and Holdemess and McCullough do, is 

erroneous since al1 productions, including seerningly normative ones like Cukor's or 

Zeffirelli's, queer the original source. Since al1 adaptations are Other, whether or not 

productions are more or less normative, or closer in content to the Shakespearean Norm 

is irrelevant. 

Shakespeare was dso involved in this process of adapting or queering his own 

work for the stage. Jay L. Halio argues that Shakespeare adapted Romeo and Juliet and 

that QI is derived from 42. Halio notes that "QI is based no more (or no less) on a 



mernorial reconstruction that 4 2  is. . . . [and] that Q1-so far fiom being a 'bad' quarto- 

is, rather, a version of the play that was shortened and revised for performance fiom the 

form in which Shakespeare originally wrote il, as represented on the whole by 42" 

("Introduction" Texts, 16-7). Haüo continues "Although I cannot prove that Shakespeare 

was the reviser and adapter, and indeed at least one scene (2.6) as it appears in QI seems 

to be the work of another playwright, much else points to the conclusion that 

Shakespeare at least has a hand in adapting his play for the stage" ("Introduction" Texts, 

17)! In a sirnilar vein, by v h e  of the stage being heteronormative today every non- 

homonormative production of Shakespeare's Romeo and Juliet is necessarily an 

adaptation and thus, necessarily, queer. 

Adaptations such as Tromeo & Juliet are criticized because of the extent to which 

they seemingly queer the original play. Kaufman comrnents on the difficulty of 

distributing Tromeo & Juliet to the viewing public stating that "We did run into trouble 

marketing the film, however. Because of its extreme nature, we released it Unrated, so 

some theaters wouldn't take it. . . . Blockbuster Video refused to stock even the R-rated 

version of the film. And, as of this date [1998], HBOKinemax and Showtirne are afraid 

to play the film because of its sex and violence quotient" (305). But, he also notes that 

Tromeo & Juliet "has played in theaters around the world, breaking house attendance 

records in Seattle and San Francisco and playing for almost a year in Los Angeles. It has 

. . . won Best Film at the Rome International Festival of Fantasy and Science Fiction and 

the Audience Award at Raindance in the U.K. . . . [Critics] saw it as a groundbreaking 

film in terms of toneshifi and genre. . . . [and] the fans seemed to love it" (305-6). 



The need to escape the f h  rating system by leaving the film "Unrated," is 

another example of the tyranny of signification that 1 discuss in Chapter Four. Similar to 

the Master of the Revels's role in relation to the Elizabethan and Jacobean stage, the 

ratings dictate who wili be dowed to have access to the film. Hence, ratings work to 

contain subversive elements via more restrictive ratings ("R," "NC-17," and the old now 

unofficial "X" that now only signifies pomography) and to promote culturally 

"acceptable" elements via less restrictive ratings ("G," PG, and "PG- 13") that d o w  

greater audience viewings.' Regarding the tyranny of ratings, Kaufman exclaims, 

"Here's where the MPAA gets their gmbby little mitts on the work of art you've been 

toiling over, putting every 1s t  ounce of your soul, breath, and sweat into for over a year, 

and they decide to give it A LETTER that will be stamped upon it till the end of time" 

(135; my emphasis). Once again, someone else, a hegemonic cultural body, ascribes a 

categoncal label that restricts potentidity by assigning seemingly permanent 

transcendental qualities based on an extremely limited and crude classification system. 

Jack Valenti, President of the MPAA, claims that: 

No one is forced to submit a film to the [MPAA] Board for rating, but the 

vast majority of producers/distributoa do in fact submit their films for 

ratings. Any producer/distributor who wants no part of any rating system is 

free to go to the market without any nting at ai i  or with any description of 

symbol they choose as long as it is not confusingly similar to the G, PG, PG- 

13, R, and, NC-17. The ratin[g] syrnbols are federally-registered 

certification marks of the MPAA and may not be self-applied. 



Though the MPAA does not "force" fh-maken  to subscnbe to the "Voluntary Movie 

Rating System" it does presume to authonze film-makers to go outside of the system and 

even to self-label themselves. Valenti's rhetoric, though, reinforces the reality that the 

label gives one access to the market, to the capital that drives the system in the fïrst 

place, and that without one of the "federally-registered certification marks" one's access, 

hence one's capital, is going to be limited. By distrîbuting Tromeo & Juliet "Unrated," 

Troma Studios engage in a more pomosexual queenng of the system where they are, as 

much as possible, side-stepping and escaping the normative signification system. The 

irony is that "Unrated" has become a significatory label where "opting-out" is subsümed 

into the linguistic system and differentiated into a legitimate option. In short, "Unrateci" 

is real!y the MPAA's "unwritten" sixth rating. Though used by those, like Troma, who 

strive to defy containment, the use of the label "Unrated" actually constitutes a 

recognizable marker, a normative container, for a particular realm of films and 

circulations of subversive energy. Thus, the very desire to escape "the gnibby little 

rnitts" (Kaufman 135) of the hegemonic MPAA by fashioning itself as Other, as 

"Unrated," results in Troma's continued incorporation in the normative rating system. 

* * *  

Throughout this thesis 1 have used examples fiom various adaptations to support 

my arguments and to comment on the queer relations in the play. Several of these 

adaptations have built on, and in their own way, cornmented on the adaptations that have 

corne before them through the elements that the various adaptors have chosen to 

emphasize, add, or excise. Lloyd Kaufman states that Tromeo & Juliet was influenced 

by George Cukor's 1936 adaptation. He states: 



The Cukor version is definitely my favorite Nm adaptation, and one of the 

inspirations for Tromeo. At Troma, we gave video copies to each of the 

actors for study. I enjoyed the stylized perfomances of Leslie Howard as a 

forty-four-year-old Romeo, and especidiy John Barrymore as a flamboyant 

and effeminate sixty-year-old Mercutio. From this fh, T & J stole the 

opening montage announcing the cast of characters (only we improved it by 

inserting pieces of gore and a lizard eating a mouse). Willie Wisely also 

updated the music used in Cukor's dance scene for Our own Tromeo & Juliet 

love theme. (Kaufman and Gunn 297) 

In contrat, Kaufman states that "Not much has been taken from [the 1968 Franco 

Zeffirelli] version" (Kaufman and Gunn 297) beyond a lust for women who have bodies 

such as Hussey's. Regarding Baz Luhrmann's 1996 version, Kaufman states that 

"Luhrmann's movie was probably good for us. We got mentioned in a few more 

articles, and we sold more videos than we would have otherwise. Still, aithough we 

finished shooting before Luhrmann even started, some of the media thought we were 

piggybacking" (Kaufman and Gunn 298). 

Regarding Cukor, Brode notes that "By self-consciously working in 'awe' of 

Will [sic], Thalberg [Cukor's producer and Norma Shearer's (Juliet) husband] was the 

first (many would foliow) to be cnticized for 'framing an old picture rather than 

executing a new one'; defemng to Shakespeare, aLiowing the movie medium to service 

him, rather than actudiy devising a movie fiom the Bard's work" (45). Brode. if he 

chose to consider Tromeo & Juliet, as he does not, would have to concede that Kaufman 

and Gunn have "execut[ed] a new" picture of Shakespeare's Romeo and Jutiet while still 



keeping it recognizable as a version of the play. Kaufman States: "1 felt some debt to 

Shakespeare. 1 was bored with the baby-food adaptations that were being released. 

Shakespeare was a shit disturber. His plays had sex and gore [the attached footnote 

reads: "In the same way men played women on the Elizabethan stage, animal enhails 

played the roles of human entrails."] and risqué humor. They may be tame today but 

back then they weren't; it was even illegal for his plays to be perfomed within the city 

limits of London. The Bard was a regular 2 Live Crew" (Kaufman and Gunn 286). 

In a similx fashion to other adaptations, so-called bbstrict" editions of the play, 

particularly those produced by the academy, aiso adapt or queer Romeo and Julier for 

various markets and reading audiences in ways that can significantly alter the reading of 

the "original" play. More so than stagings, editions adhere to the rhetonc of being 

closest in content and form to the Shakespearean Norm. Editions, particularly those 

published with the authority of Norton, Arden, Cambridge, Oxford, and Riverside, 

among others, are ostensibly successful at clairning normative authority since they are 

the versions read in high schoois and universities and, more often than not, they are 

referenced, and thus pnvileged, in advanced studies of Shakespeare's works. In 

addition, these same editions serve as the source(s) from which various adaptors work to 

queer the plays. But, these same editions also reveal, by their very multiplicity, the 

reality that none of them is closer to the Shakespearean Norm than any other edition. 

For instance, the older titles of the collected works, such as The Works of Mr William 

Shakespear; in six volumes Adom 'd with cuts. Revis 'd and Correcteà, with an account of 

the life and writings of the author. By N[ichold Rowe Esq. (1709), The Worh of 

Shakespeare in seven volwnes. Collated with the Oldest Copies, and Corrected; with 



Notes, Explanatory and Critical By Mr. [Leww nteobald (1733)' or The Works of 

Shakespeac in Eight Volumes, the Genuine Tex? (Collated With Al1 the Former Editions, 

and Then Corrected and Emended) Is Here Settled: Being Restored From the Blunders 

of the First Edirors, and the Interpolations of the Two Last; With a Comment and Notes, 

Critical and Explanatory, by Mr. Pope and Mi-. [William] Warburton (1747), explicitiy 

reveal the quest for authenticity that feeds the need for more and more revised, more 

"true," editions. Criticai commentary and edition notes, dong with editorial changes and 

decisions regarding modernization, puncniation, or the inclusion of stage directions, alter 

and re-create the normative original which, in the case of Shakespeare's Romeo and 

Juliet, would be Q1 and Q2--with 42 being taken as the more original source from 

which Ql and al1 other adaptations derive! Ace G. Pikington quotes Peter Haii as 

statinp '"In a sense any production or even any criticism of a play is an adaptation of the 

original"' (163). An adaptation that plays with many of the texiual issues related to 

editorial decision-making is The Reduced Shakespeare Co.'s previousIy discussed The 

Complent Works of Wlm Shkspr (abridged). Not only is there an authoritative narrator 

sitting in "a 'Masterpiece Theatef-style narrator's chair" (1) who comments on stage 

throughout the play, but the script of the play is peppered throughout with editorial notes 

and real and pseudo-critical commentary about the emendations made in various 

SC holarly editions. 

In Romeo and Jiiliet there is a very specific case of editorial queering that has 

resulted in substantially different readings of the play-particularly queer readings, in the 

old sexuai sense of reveahg the sexuaiiy non-normative in the text. As 1 note in 

Chapter One, regarding performances of Mercutio as homoerotic, and in Chapter Two. 



regarding Jonathan Goldberg's homosocial circulation via the letter W'arse," Mercutio's 

"open-me" speech is particularly contentious. At the start of Act II, afler Mercutio has 

tried to "conjure" Romeo via Rosaiine, he exclaims: 

If love be blind, love cannot hit the mark. 

Now will he sit under a medar tree 

And wish his mistress were that kind of fmit 

As maids cd1 rnedlars when they laugh alone. 

O Romeo, that she were, O that she were 

An open-me, and thou a popp'rin pear. 

Romeo, good night. I'U to rny truckle-bed. 

This field-bed is too cold for me to sleep. 

Corne, shdl we go? (2.1.33-4 1) 

In this exchange, as presented in the Norton edition, Mercutio is refemng to the "open- 

me" of Romeo's "mistress;" in whose "name" (2.1.28) Mercutio has tried to "conjure" 

Romeo. Mercutio begins to "conjure thee momeo] by Rosaline's bright eyes, / By her 

high forehead and her scarlet lip" (2.1.17-8). By the second conjuring, however, 

Rosaiine's narne has been replaced by "his mistress" (2.1.28), which she is still referred 

to as in line 37 when Mercutio wishes 'Viat she were 1 An open-me." This distancing 

from a specific name ailows the "open-arse" to refer to both Rosaline, the mistress that 

Mercutio knows, and to Juliet, the mistress about whom Mercutio does not know. 

Mercutio's speech is highiy contentious since it is a blatant reference to the ass, 

the anus, the podex, which conjures images of sex, particularly buggery and sodomy. 

Goldberg notes correctiy that "[tlhe locus of anal penetration, of course, is available on 



any body, male or female" (Open Rs, 230). But there is a refusal on the part of critics 

and commentaton of the play to refer to anal sex, let alone attach the reference to Juliet. 

The reluctance begins with the fact that the "open-arse" "appears in no quarto nor in any 

early edition of the play" (Goldberg Open Rs, 229) and that the text was ody  altered 

during the twentieth century by Richard Hosley. Shakespeare's original line(s) are 

recorded in Q1 as "An open Et caetera, thou a poprin pear" and in 4 2  as "An open, or 

thou a Poprin Peare." Hosley's Yale edition was published in 1954 and Goldberg quotes 

Hosley as stating that he b'would rather have open-arse than allow his text to be 

'contaminated' by the 'bad quarto,' Q1" [Open Rs 233). 

In 1947, seven years before Hosley's edition was published, Partridge wrote 

about the bawdiness of Mercutio's iines and his entries for the words "et cetera," 

"medlar," and "poperin pear" illuminate the scholarly contention surrounding their 

reading. Regarding "et cetera," Pamidge contends that it refers to the "Pudend": 

[Plrompted by the reproaches of severa. friends and scholars, 1 conclude that 

the pun on medlar, slangily known as "an open-arse," and a poperin pear, 

shape-resembling penis and scrotum, is so forcibly obvious that "an open et- 

caetera" must here mean "an open me." Yet rny interpretation of 

Shakespeare's "open et-caetera" as "pudend" is correct, for the opening 

clearly refers to the female cleft, not the human anus. With the human 

bottom regarded as involving and connoting the prirnary sexual area, 

compare the slangy use of tail for the human bottom in general and for the 

femde pudend in particular. "Open et-caetera" therefore suggests "open 

cuntY'-admissive organ-desirous girl. ï?ze Shorter Oxjiurd Dictionary 



defines medlar as "the fmit of the rnedlar tree, resembling a srnail brown- 

skinned apple, with a large cup-shaped eye between the persistent caiyx 

lobes." As a disthguished scholar has rernarked, "1 thought the medlar had 

exactly the same symbolism as the cut pomegranate for the vagina, a 

tradition which Rossetti so openiy employed in his painting Proserpine. . . . 1 

think the association of medlar with the tradition of the cut pornegranate may 

be histoncally a real one." 

Note also, of course, that "open et-caetera" fits the metre; "open me" 

does not. (101-2) 

Halio agrees with Partridge and thus uses the "open et cetera" and suggests, in an 

endnote, that "This is the Q1 reading. The modem emendation most editon adopt, 

'open-arse.' emended from Q2/F 'open, or,' destroys the innuendo" (Guide, 64). 

Conflicting with both Partridge and Halio, Alexander Schmidt, in the 1902 edition of his 

Shakespeare Lexicon, does not have an entry for "open et cetera" instead he has a listing 

for "open-arse" which is "the vulgar name of the medlar; not spoken to the end, but 

broken off in the middle in Rom. II, 1.38: 0, thar she were an open, or thou a poperin 

penr! ( M .  Edd. following the surreptitious Ql,  an open et cetera)" (Vol. II, 810-1). 

"Medlar," according to Schmidt, refen to "the tree Mespilus Germanica, and its 

fruit (quibblingiy coafounded with medder): [which means in] Rome. II, 1, 34 (i. e. 

open-arse)" (Vol. 1,709). Parnidge elaborates to state that "medlar" 

means either pudend or podex or the pudend-podex area (the lower 

postenors and the cmtch). . . . where r o m  medlar apparently = a professed 

whore. . . . The word-as Professor Oswald Doughty has noticed-'seems 



curiously ambiguous, and suggestive of . . . [sic] homosexual, but it might 

perhaps as well, or better, mean a wornan'; but then, ai l  Shakespeare's 

mature work is characterized by a deliberate ambiguity and a deliberate 

ambivalence. Old Fr. medler (ex L. ex Gr.). There is probably a pun on 

meddle. (147-8) 

"Popenn pear" continues the sarne set of allusions: 

Poperin (generdiy poperine) pear by its shape makes it clear that 'penis + 

scrotum' is meant, cf. the pun on Pistol (likewise allusive to 'penis + 

scrotum'). Shakespeare often delighting in a treble innuendo, may be-- 

indeed, probably he is--punning on pop her in, especially as the old folk- 

song pop goes the weasel! refers to the ernission-explosion of a penis 

erectrts, a weasel being allied to a ferret, which brirrows. [The word also 

refers to] Poperin = popperin = poppering = Poperinghe (the township in 

West FIanders). (Partndge 1 64-5) 

With the words' contexts and histories in rnind, Paul Hammond argues that "When 

Mercutio imagines Juliet as a medar he chooses the fruit's dialect name and says: 'O 

that she were / An open-me and thou a poperin pear,' simultaneously evoking both 

vaginal intercoune and sodomy" (59). Bruce Smith asserts that "[wlhat most cntics 

have not noticed is the specific object of Mercutio's sexual and verbal interest. It is not 

luliet's pudenda that Mercutio jokes about but Romeo's. . . . Mercutio's lewdest verbal 

jab, the immediate foi1 to Romeo's 'But soft, what light through yonder window breaks?' 

(2.1.44, is an image of anal sex, and it climaxes a whole series of earlier jokes to which 

Romeo's member supplies the point" (64). There is a misogynistic and homosexist 



assumption on Smith's and on Partridge's part, namely, that anal sex c m  only be 

engaged in between males and thus Mercutio must necessarily be referencing Romeo. 

And yet there is another way of thinking about the lines, besides acknowledging 

that the "human anus," as Partridge c a s  it, is not just a male orifice, which none of the 

editions or critical works 1 consulted consider, and that is to contextualize the Iines to the 

original performance situation of the play. As 1 discuss in Chapter Three, Juliet, and 

Rosaline if she were on stage, would have been acted by boy players and thus the line 

could refer to both Rosaline and/or Juliet, and, in either case, the "open et cetera/arse" 

line could specificaily refer to both the ferninine character of Juliet and the actud 

masculine body that plays Juliet-both of whom have "open et-ceteras" that allow for a 

simultaneous heterohomoerotic reading. 

According to the notes of The New Varioruna Edition (1871) edited by Horace 

Howard Furness. the two lines preceding the "open-me," or in his edition "open et 

cetera" line ("As maids cal1 medlars when they laugh alone. O Romeo, that she were, O 

that she were"), "constitute the oniy passage in the original eds. which has been omitted 

by modem edd [sic]. With this exception there is not a passage in Sh[akespeare] which 

is not reprinted in every ed. except that of Bowdler's" (91). Twenty years after The New 

Vnriorum Edition, Kenneth Deighton, in his 1893 edition, cut Mercutio's speech 

severely. The lines "By her fme foot, straight leg, and quivering thigh, I And the 

demesnes that there adjacent lie" (2.1.19-20) are excised fkom the c o n j u ~ g  section. The 

other excisions in Deighton's version read as foilows: 

Mer. This cannot anger him: [4.5 Lines cut] my invocation 

1s fair and hooest, and in his mistress's name 



I conjure only but to raise up him. 

Ben. Corne, he hath hid himself among these trees, 

To be consorted with the humorous night: 

Blind is his love and best befits the dark. 

Mer. If love be blind, love cannot hit the mark. 

[The five lines of the medlarlopen et ceterdarse cut] 

Romeo, good night: 1'11 to my tmckle-bed. (2.1.21-8) 

Cukor makes aimost the same cuts as Deighton when he excises Mercutio's lines from 

2.1.22 to 2.1.39. This excision does not make sense, though, as Barrymore's Mercutio is 

extremely bawdy and goes through an elabonte pantomime of "conjuring" Romeo. 

David Garrick's adaptation, written in 1748 (published in 1750), altered this section of 

the play as well, cutting d l  of Mercutio's speech from 2.1.33-8. 

Theophilus Cibber's 1744 adaptation, published in 1748, among other major re- 

writes, completely cuts the exchange between Mercutio and Benvolio as does Zeffirelli 

in his version. Zeffirelii cuts almost the entire scene and only really shows the Montague 

kinsmen, dong with Mercutio, cailing for Romeo. Moreover, Zeffireiii does not have 

Mercutio do any of the b'conjuring" let alone the "open-me" speech. Luhmann, who 

includes quite a lot of Mercutio's bawdy speeches, cuts most of the "conjuring" but does 

include the "open-arse" line in the movie-though it is removed fiom the published 

screenplay where Mercutio, in a voice over, says only "Romeo! Humors! Madman! 

Passion! Lover!" followed directly by Romeo: "He jests at scars that never felt a wound" 

(Pearce and Luhrrnann 62). The full transcript from the "Contemporary Film" is as 

follows: 



Mercutio (stiil in drag afier the party): Romeo! Humors! Madman! Passion! 

Lover! 

1'11 conjure thee by Rosahe's bnght eyes, 

By her high forehead and her scarlet Lip, 

By her fine foot, straight leg, and quivering thigh. 

(Mercutio turns away from the Capulet wall and look back at Benvolio and 

the other Montague boys in their car making a sound that could be "Fuck" 

and then turns back) 

O Romeo, that you were 

An open-ass and thou a popp'rin peu. 

Romeo (who is hidden above them): He jests at scars that never felt a 

wound. 

Mercutio: Romeo, good night. 1'11 to my truckle-bed. 

This field bed is too cold for me to sleep. 

Mercutio is now calling Romeo directly and explicitly both an "ass" and "a popp'rin 

peu." The text from the film may have been cut as the book screenplay is published by 

Bantam Doubleday Del1 Books for Young Readers. In the corresponding "Classic Play" 

the lines also avoid the "ass/arse" reference by using the Q1 "open et cetera." The 

attached notes by John Bettenbender give the following information and evaluation: 

"medlar: the huit of the Mespilus germanica, which cm be eaten only when it is slightiy 

rotten. A rnedlar is a play on 'medde,' which rneant 'to have sexual intercouse.' The 

fruit tums out to be a poperin pear. AU of this is a part of Mercutio's obscene fi,- of 

speech" (Pearce and Luhmiann 129). Bettenbender adds that "et cetera: can be read 'so 



and so"' and that "poperin pear a pear from the Flernish t o m  of Poperinghe, but a 

slang term for the male genital organs" (Pearce and Luhrmann 129). In cornparison, the 

Harcourt Brace Jovanovich High School Edition edited by Ken Roy does include the 

"open-use" line, but the adjoining textual note limits the reference so that it only 

mentions "An open-arse: the common naine for the fmit of the medlar tree" (82), though 

the note for "medlar-tree" does mention that "There is aiso a pun on the word meddle 

which has sexual connotations" (82). The Stntford Festival, which is f~quent iy  attended 

by high school students, published its 1984 stage production starring Colm Feore and 

Seana McKenna: the version includes ai1 of Mercutio's and Benvolio's lines. In short, 

stage productions of Shakespeare's works are consistently changed, dong with the other 

adaptations, by the textual decisions of scholarly adapton. Such transformation 

undermines the concept of the scholarly edition as being anything but another adaptation, 

another queenng, of Shakespeare's original text. 

As well, the derivations in the supposedly authonal texts that constitute the 

Shakespearean Nom reinforce the arbi t ra~ess  of the Shakespearean queer 

"continuum." If the scholarly editions are adaptations of Shakespeare and the other 

adaptations use the scholarly adaptations as their source from which to produce their 

queer works. are not the non-scholarly adaptations involved in queerïng the queexfed)? 

And, if ail of the editions queer Shakespeare's original Romeo and Juliet, and it is 

debatable as to whether the onginai QI is a q u e e ~ g  of 42 or 42 is a q u e e ~ g  of QI, or 

if both Q1 and 42 are mernorial reproductions of a stage production that was altered 

with every single performance, is there actuaiiy an original Shakespearean text to queer? 

* * *  



1 wish to conclude by arguing that there is no original authoritative, 

transcendental Shakespearean text to queer. The binary that underlies the opposition 

between the "continuum" of queer Shakespeare and the Shakespearean Nom is 

fashioned in exactly the same manner as gender and sexual difference, which are 

artificially constructed and maintained through the tyrannical process of signification. 

Similar to the àifference between fiction and science, the Norm, dong with science, 

depends on the rhetonc of presenting the play in a fonn that is as close to the original 

source (the real reality) as possible, whereas the queer, dong with the blatantiy fictional, 

makes no attempt to hide the artifice involved in "its" construction. Ultimately though, 

as 1 discuss in relation to pomosexual queering, the Norm is just as fictional as the 

categories of gender and sexuality are since there are no original sources or "reai" 

realities that are not constmcted and contained within language. Without a 

Shakespearean Norm to stand in opposition to, the nomative queer bbcontinuum" of 

Othemess that is adaptation becomes open to subversion, resignification, and re- 

evaiuation as the duality that constitutes both sides of the binary is effaced. Thus, not 

only is there no onginal Shakespearean text, there are also no adaptations without an 

original text to queer. 

Going further, even if one wants to posit QI, and especially 42, as historically 

situated texts that stand in for the irrecoverable Shakespearean original, as most 

schoiarly work assumes, one still has to deal with the fact that Romeo and Juliet is not 

Shakespeare's creation. In Chapter Four 1 questioned the stability of an entity called 

"William Shakespeare." In this chapter, 1 have challenged the assumption that 

Shakespeare's being, his signined, dong with his work, is a transcendental marker that 



signals an originary, cohesive essence that can be used to figure the social practice of 

queenng. In contrast to Bloom's highiy erroneous assertion in my epigraph that "Except 

for th[e] three poets [Ovid, Chaucer, and Marlowe], and for a purely ailusive relationship 

to the Bible, Shakespeare did not rely on authorities, or on authority," the final focus of 

my thesis now returns to Shakespeare and the fact that he adapted, and thus queered, 

Romeo and Juliet in the same manner that others have adapted and queered, via editions, 

plays. movies, paintings, music, among other adaptive forms, his version of the tale. 

Going beyond the potential adaptation to the stage of QI from 42, Shakespeare 

queered a variety of sources: real and fictionai, when he adapted Romeo und Juliet to 

the Elizabethan homonormative stage. Shakespeare was thoroughly embedded in early 

modem culture and Fischlin and Fortier note that "Shakespeare's wnting practice was 

based on borrowing from earlier rnaterials. . . . [and that his] borrowings were typicai of 

Renaissance compositional practice, which was based on a mastery of imitation: 'One 

leanied to write by imitating the 'bbest" authors, that is the most admired classical 

writers"' (9). Thus, while Bloom is correct in noting Shakespeare's debt to Ovid, 

Chaucer, and Marlowe, Bloom effaces the multitude of "authorities," each seemingly 

normative in their own right, that Shakespeare "borrow[ed]" fiom as part of the 

normative early modem practice of adaptation. In relation to Romeo and Juliet, the text 

that Shakespeare queered most explicitly was Arthur Brooke's 1562 poem entitied The 

Tragicall Historye of Romeus and Iuliet. Brooke's poem, in tum, is a queer version of a 

variety of historicaiiy intersecting texts that link back f'urther to BandelIo, Salernitano, 

Dante, and Ovid, among others. 



Critics who attack various adaptations, dong with the idea that Shakespeare was an 

adaptor, often "contend that Shakespeare is not some minor storyteller but the greatest 

playwright ever. Shakespeare's sources, rough and crude, begged for a great artist to 

improve on them. Shakespeare's play is a finished work, deserving the respect due a 

masterpiece" (Brode 50). Shakespeare's designation as "the greatest playwright," 

ihough, arguably has more to do with his socio-historical location, which aiiowed his 

popularity to be sanctioned by the rnonarchy. As a member of the Lord Chamberlain's 

and then the King's Men at a time when the printing press could capture and reproduce 

his works en masse. Shakespeare's socio-historical location enabled his works to be 

circulated amund the world as colonial explorers circumnavigated the globe. One of the 

most important elements for perpetuating the definitive evaluation of Shakespeare as 

"the greatest" is the extent to which queering has occuned in relation to his works. The 

number of adaptations, editonal or otherwise, that have been produced sustain the 

illusion of the originary Shakespearean N o m  while sirnultaneously exposing new 

audiences to contemporary versions of his works, and in reality, the works of those 

Shakespeare queered. 

In the case of Romeo and luliet it is hard to tell where the adaptation becomes its 

own source, as the Casa di Giulietta, the actuai house of the Capelletti in the reai Verona, 

demonstrates. Cukor fümed his adaptation of Shakespeare in the mid-1930s, releasing 

the film in 1936. To make his adaptation as sumptuous as possible, Cukor and MGM 

invested a lot of money in researching the sources Shakespeare drew koom including the 

Italian settings such as the Capelletti house in Verona (which Shakespeare never visited). 

They d s o  examined artwork for ideas regarding costumes of the period when the 



fimilies were fmt hown to exist as referenced in Dante's Divine Comedy. Both the 

Capulets and the Montagues were famous enough, and presumably real enough families, 

to be included in Dante's "Denunciation of Italy and Florence" in The Divine Comedy: 

Purgatory Canto VI where he denounces the feuds and stnfe extant in Italy. The 

relevant iines are: 

Corne, see the Capulets and Montagues; 

See, heedless man, Monaldi's house made poor, 

The Filippeschi shaking in their shoes. (Purgatory, Canto VI 106-8) 

Dorothy Sayers notes in her comrnentary that "As examples of intemal dissension in 

Italy Dante points to the feud between the Capulets [Capelieni] and Montagues 

[Montecchi] of Verona, made familiar to us by Shakespeare" (Dante, Purgatory Canto 

VI "Comrnentaries" 1 16).1° Verona is "made familiar to us" today through the work of 

Shakespeare, while the city, and its families, were made familiar to Shakespeare 

pnmarily through the sources he adapted. Sirnilarly, when the Casa di Giulietta 

underwent a major refurbishment to capitalize on the legend of Rorneo and Juliet during 

the 1930s, the architects used Cukor's vision of Verona (filmed on set in Hoi.lywood) as 

one of their prime sources for how the Casa di Giulietta should look. Since then, when 

people research the Verona settings for various adaptations of Shakespeare, such as 

Zeffirelli's famous version, which was fdmed in Italy, they actudy find the adaptation 

of an adaptation of a potential source, itself based on other sources. Or, in Demdean 

terms, the displacement of normative source to adaptation, which in turn becomes a 

source for another adaptation, results in an endless chah of queering that is only marked 

by the différance, the traces of Othemess, signded from version to version. 



When an adaptation is assumed to be real, and priviieged as an originary source, 

the histoncal chah of différance is effaced. The promotion of the reai Verona as the 

source for Shakespeare's text, works to reinforce the reality that Shakespeare's Romeo 

and Juliet is a queer text since it signals the story that precedes Shakespeare's, while 

sirnuItaneousIy erasing the histoncal redities of the Elizabethan homonormative stage 

that 1 discuss in Chapter Three, which significantly informed Shakespeare's adaptive 

process. Similarly, the privileging of Q I  and 42 as originai normative texts of 

Shakespearean genius denies the queerness (the history of adaptation) implicit in his 

work by making the source texts, such as those of Brooke, Bandello, and the others 1 

mentioned previously, seemingiy invisible even to Shakespearean scholan such as 

Bloorn. 

Once again, though, the chah of différantial queemcsses ultimately requires an 

originary transcendentd source from which to differentiate and to begin the sequence of 

displacements and alterations involved in the normative process of adaptation. In 

Shakespeare's tirne, the process of adaptation, the process of queering and Othering, was 

the Nom: the normative was queer. When the terms no longer stand in opposition there 

is no valuation, no privileging of the Norm, no demonization of the queer Other. And, as 

1 discuss previously, without a Nom, the Other, the queer, no longer exists. Conversely, 

without the Other, the queer, the Nom dso ceases to exist. Like Montague and Capulet, 

who no longer constitute each other's Other by the end of Shakespeare's Romeo and 

Juliet, the Norm and the queer Other are revealed as one and the same, as siblings, 

neither "normal" nor "other." The breakdown of the signification system that is implicit 

in the stlategies of reading deployed in this thesis thus signals the advent of the 



pomosexual, a space of non-categorical alternatives to an ongoing process of adaptive 

queenng always aiready embedded in the Shakespearean "nom." 



Notes 

Preface 

I UnIess otherwise noted, di references to Shakespeare's works wiil be to The Norton 

Shakespeare (Bosed on the ClMord Edition). Eds. S tephen Greenblatt et al. New York: 

W. W. Norton & Company, 1997. 

' Steve Hogan and Lee Hudson in their Completely Queec The Guy and Lesbicuz 

Encyclopedia, note that Lauretis "coined the term [queer] when she used it to narne an 

academic conference that convened in February 1990 in Santa Cruz after having 

participated on October 21, 1989, in another conference entitled 'How Do 1 Look? 

Queer Film and Video Conference"' (467). See Chapter Four for more on queer and the 

process of queenng. 

A further marker of the acceptability of looking at non-normative sexualities in 

Shakespeare's works is signded by the listing of "Gay and Lesbian Theory, Queer 

Theory" as one of twelve "major movements in Shakespearean criticism" (82) of the 

Twentieth Century according to Laune Rozakis's The Complete Idiot's Guide@ to 

Shakespeare published in 1999-though the equivalent is effaced in the competing text 

Shakespeare For Dummies@ which was also published in 1999. 

4 Femoeroticism, dong with fernosocial, is, to my knowledge, my own neologism. 1 use 

the terms to differentiate exclusive ferninine gendered desire and erotic economy £rom 

homoaffectionality, homoeroticism, and Sedgwick's "male and female homosociai," 



which despite claims of universal same-sex desire are, in practice, exclusively masculine. 

This separate nomenclature is needed to combat the erasure of femoerotic desire in 

examinations of the circulations of erotic energy in the early modem penod when the 

culturally recognized identity of "lesbian" had yet to be established. See Chapter Three 

for an examination of femoeroticism in Romeo and Juliet. See Chapter Four for a more 

detailed discussion of the politics of identity and of naming desire. 

For more on the debate, see Joseph Pequigney's Such Is My Love: A Study of 

Shakespeare's Sonnets (1985)' Steve Hogan and Lee Hudson's entry on Shakespeare in 

Completely Queec nie Gay and Lesbiun Encyclopedia (1998/1999), Bruce R. Smith's 

entry on Shakespeare in The Gay and Lesbian Literary Heritage: A Reader's 

Companion to the Wders  and Their Works, From Antiquiry to the Present (1995/1997) 

edited by Claude J. Surnmers, Shakespeare's Sonnets (1977) which Stephen Booth 

edited, and the text that is the supposed source of this debate, Oscar Wilde's The 

Portrait of Mr W. H. ( 1889). 

Claiming has been a major project of both feminists and gay and lesbian historians. 

Regarding claiming, William Stewart notes in Cassell's Queer Companion that "One of 

the traditional ways lesbians and gay men have sought to demonstrate the worth of their 

sexuality has been to document the wealth of great histoncd figures who have also 

shared their sarne-sex desires. Often this has meant going against the smokescreen sent 

up by heterosexual historians who have tned to remove ali trace of queerness in order to 

'protect' (misrepresent) their subject" (50). 1 would add that this erasure or amnesia has 

not always been a hinction of conscious homophobia though often that is the case. 



' See Chapter Four for more on the differentiation of sexual identity in the early modem 

period. 

See John Barrell's analysis of the discourse of patronage in his Poe@, Language, and 

Politics ( 1988). 

1 would argue that a better source for positing a homosexual or a bisexual Shakespeare 

(as the man, the author), though still problernatic for the sarne reasons of conflation and 

lack of distinct sexualities, would be the seemingly source-less, and hence seemingly 

"original," Shakespearean moments in Coriolanus. The fifty or so lines in the middle of 

Act 4, scene 5 (lines 100-46) where Shakespeare's play suddenly stops quoting from the 

Plutarch source, where Aufidius ernbraces his enemy Coriolanus, is arguably one of the 

most blatantly homoerotic moments in early modem literature, let done Shakespeare's 

works. 

I O  The lines quoted from "Sonnet 57" are: "Being your slave, what should 1 do but tend I 

Upon the hours and times of your desire? 1 I have no precious time at al1 to spend, 1 Nor 

services to do, till you require" (1-4). 

" The two manuscripts are: WS, "Sonnet 2." Additional MS 10309 ff142v-143 and 

WS. The Sonnets. London. 1982. X.95511684. 

'' Throughout this thesis I have capitaiized "Other," "Othemess," and "Othering," dong 

with the "Nom," as part of a writing practice that seeks to render the differentid 

signification process more visibie. Traditiondly, only the ''Othe? is marked with a 

capital letter thus emphasizing "its" ciifference frorn the normative. The Norm, since it is 

seemingly everywhere, is Wtudy invisible; therefore, 1 have chosen to mark the Norm, 



removing some of its hegemonic privilege and sigaalling "its" relational dependency on 

the "Other." 

Chapter One -- ''This Precious Book Of Lovey': Shakespeareys Romeo and JuZiet 

1 Romeo and Juliet, 1.3.89, 

' There is some debate as to when Shakespeare wrote the play and when it was fmt 

staged. The fint Quarto is dated 1597 but it is considered a bad quarto-the prllnary 

quarto being the second one dated 1599. What is known for sure is that the play was 

well-known enough to be recorded, dong with seven other of Shakespeare's plays, in 

Francis Meres's cornmonplace book Palladis Tamia. Wits Treasvry: Being the Second 

Part of Wits Common Wealth, published in 1598, in a section entitled "A comparatiue 

discourse of our English Poets, with the Greek, Latine, and ItaIian Poets" (279-287). 

3 Neil Taylor argues that, as of 1994, "No Shakespeare play has generated more films 

than Hamlet" (180). Brode's account is fiom 2000. The Intenter Movie Database's 

(IMDb) online catalogue lists 74 movies for "Hamlet" and 36 for "Romeo and Juiiet," 

but there are 125 movies that have "Romeo" and 59 that have "Juliet" as part of their 

title (search done July 29,2000). Not aii of the films included in these totals have a link 

to Shakespeare's Hamlet or Shakespeare's Romeo and Juliet. As well, these listings do 

not include many of the adaptations which use the plays but which do not explicitly 

signal Shakespeare's works as one of their sources. For instance, Shakespeare in Love, 

the film adaptation that 1 employ most extensively in this thesis, is not included on the 



IMDb list. The absences and elisions demonstrate the difficulty in conducting work on 

adaptations. Not only is the category of "adaptation" subject to debate but the archives 

collected under the term, and the subsequent labels used in their cataloguing (and which 

enable their searching), are in constant flux. There is a need to establish a "canon" of 

adaptations to enable more detailed study; hence, the inclusion of my archive of 

adaptations of Romeo and Julier in Appendix ITI. It is important to note that AppendUt 

III, while extensive and more inclusive than any of the archives that it is built upon, is far 

from complete. 

4 1 will only be dealing with a few of the adaptations in this thesis. 

See Appendix II for an extensive, yet not exhaustive, list of editions of Shakespeare's 

Romeo and Juliet. 

6 See Chapter Five for more on the Verona tounst sites as both sources for and 

adaptations of Shakespeare's adaptation of Romeo and Juliet. 

' fisteva also argues from a highly psychoanatytic perspective that the "love [of Romeo 

and luliet] is supported by hatred" (220). 

% point which may have some currency if Lloyd Kaufman's adaptation Tromeo & 

Jtiliet is anything to go by: both Tromeo and Juliet have cornputers and both survive this 

version of the story because of their ability to "use" a computer. Though it is not shown 

whether or not the two lovers have intemet connection, Tromeo is seen masturbating to a 

CD-Rom entitled "As You Like It," with which he chooses the woman who represents 

"True Love" and who is partially dressed as a bride. Juliet also has a computer and 

though she uses the phone, and "1-900-HOT-HUM<" to masturbate, she does use the 



- - -  

cornputer monitor to kill her father-she smashes the monitor on Cappy's head and then 

later plugs the monitor in to make bis head explode ailowing the two loven to escape 

death and live happily ever after. 

9 See M. M. Mahood's Shakespeare's Wordplay (1957) and Eric Partridge's 

Shakespeare's Bawdy (1947/1996) for detailed discussions of the bawdy word plays. 

'O See Hammond's Love Between Men in English Literature (1996) and Woods's A 

Hisrory of Gay Literature: The Male Tradition ( 1998). 

' ' See especiaily Porter's Shakespeare 's Mercutio: His History and Drama (1988). 

'' 1 am indebted to Ric Knowles for pointing out this aspect of Mercutio's performance 

history in relation to Nicholas Pennell's performance of Mercutio in the 1976 Stratford, 

Ontario production of Romeo and Juliet directed by Robin Phillips. 

I 3  See Chapter Five for more on Mercutio's "open-arse" speech. 

'' Stewart notes that "Marlowe's life dispiayed reckless irreverence and disdain for 

convention. and he was for his time rernarkably open about his same-sex attraction" 

(161). Stewart dso States that "when [Marlowe] was stabbed in the eye in 1593 in a 

tavern in Deptford, London, he was already heading for arrest for treason, and the charge 

of sodomy was not unlikely, since eviclence had been collected against him. Richard 

Baines had reported that Marlowe had uttered the timeless opinion that 'ail they that love 

not Tobacco and Boyes are fooles"' (16 1). 

l 5  All textual references for Shukespeare in Love will be from Norman and Stoppard's 

screenplay unless otherwise noted. 



16 See Chapter Three for a more extensive look at the cross-dressing gender playing that 

occurs in Shakespeare in Love. 

Chapter Two --"Such 1s Love's Transgression": Homosocial and Homoerotic 

Bonds in Romeo and Juliet 

' Romeo and Juliet, 1.1.178. 

' See Chapter Three for a more detailed examination of M e t .  

' See the works of Bray and Foucault, among others. As well, see Chapter Four for a 

detailed examination of sexual differentiation. 

1 Smith has his own version of homosocial bonds that he calls "The Myth of Combatants 

. and Cornrades." 

* Though modem editions of the play, such as the Norton, include a stage direction that 

shows Romeo "drawingT' a weapon at the same time as he yeiis "Draw, Benvolio. Beat 

down their weapons" (3.1.80), there is no similar stage direction given in 42 so it is 

arguable that Romeo is unarmed when he goes between Mercutio and Tybalt. See Jerzy 

Limon's article "Rehabilitating Tybalt: A New Interpretation of the Duel Scene in 

Romeo and Juliet" for more on this view. 

6 James Northcote's 1789 painting, A Funeral Monument of the Capulet Family, Romeo 

and Paris Dead, Juiiet and Friar Lawrence, portrays just such an arrangement with, 

Tybalt's body in the background and the Friar standing in for the grim figure of Death 

just before Juiiet kills herself. See Pesci (33). 



7 In contemporary Verona there is a "gold" statue of Juliet that was placed in the 

courtyard of the Casa di Giulietta just below Juliet's supposed balcony. There is no 

corresponding statue of Rorneo. 

In 1753 this incestuous amngement gained a twist when in a 1752-3 production in 

Williamsburg, Virginia. Lewis Hallam played Romeo, "Haiiarn's wife played Juliet, and 

after his death, Hallam's son Lewis Haiiam Jr. played Romeo opposite his mother on at 

least one occasion" (Halio Guide, 104). Quoting William Winter, Halio also notes that 

"Fanny Kemble acted Juliet on October 1, 1832, in New York opposite a Romeo played 

by her father, Charles Kemble" (Guide, 119). 

9 In Shakespeare's time, the closest identifiable figure to the contemporary "queer" or 

generalized non-normative sexual Other was the sodomite--see Chapter Four for more on 

sodomy and the sodomite. 

'O See Chapter Four for more these sexuai Othea who are often ostracized from 

normative queer society and who thus constitute the pomosexual or "queer's queer." 

Chapter Three -- 44Unseemly Woman In A Seeming Man" or "That Woman 1s A 

Woman!'': Effeminacy, Boy Players, and Other Gender Crossovers 

Romeo and Juliet, 3.3.1 1 1. 

' Norman and Stoppard, Shakespeare in Love, 146. 

The dignment of the centre with Juliet, who is the Sun, shows Shakespeare accepting 

extra-poetically Copernican heliocentric cosmology over Ptolemy's geocentric system. 



- -- 

See Chapter Four for more on other rd-world paradigms that inform Shakespeare's 

adaptation of Romeo and Juliet. 

4 Rackin notes that "In early modem England sumptuary laws imposed elaborate 

regulations on male attire to eosure that men's clothing would express their exact place 

in the social hierarchy. . . . Moreover, throughout the period male and fernaie children 

were dressed in the same attire--in skirts-until they reached the age of seven. The 

physical difference that separated boys fiom girls was insignificant: what mattered was 

the difference in social rank that separated one man fiom another. In Our own culture, by 

contrast, clothing is gendered from birth, but is rarely a reliable indicator of status and 

rank (74). 

Thomas Nashe, in an often quoted comment from Pierce Penilesse His Svpplication to 

the Divell, boasts that "Our Players are not as players beyond sea, a sort of squirting 

baudie Cornedians, that haue whores and comrnon Curtizens to playe womens partes, 

and forbeare no immodest speech or vnchast action that may procure laughter" (215). 

6 The presence of the Italian women actresses may have had some influence for 

Shakespeare's choosing the Italian based story of Romeo and Juliet to adapt in the first 

place. Stephen Orgel states that when the Italian troupes toured with women actresses, 

what the audience "did not see was English women on the professional stage: the 

distinction they [the audience] maintained was not between men and women but between 

'us' and ?hemT--what was appropriate for foreignea was not appropriate for the English, 

and women on display became increasingly associated with Roman Catholicism" (1 1). 

See Chapter Four for more on the foreign Other. 



Franco Zeffirelli chose his lead actors, Olivia Hussey and honard Whiting, for his 

1968 production for almost the same reason. He wanted Young, unknown, and 

inexperienced youths to play the parts so they would be able to inject their youthful 

physicality into the parts. 

8 The first "bad" quarto of Romeo and Juliet was printed in 1597 and the second, the 

more authoritative quarto supposedly derived from Shakespeare's "foul" papen, was 

published in 1599. For an idea of the extent of the reproduction of both the play on its 

own and as part of the Complete Worh of Shakespeare, see Appendix II. 

9 Schmidt confirms the OMord usage of "garish" to mean "gaudy, showy" (Vol 1,467). 

10 If, as Orgel States, "theatres are viable only insofar as they satisQ their audiences" 

(1 1). then what relation does the reality of the fernale spectator and the ferninine gaze 

have with the homonormative stage? Or is that even a viable question? Since the 

homosoci~erotic stage was normative it was not a matter of women choosing the 

homosocial over the heterosocial stage-there was no commercial heterosocial stage to 

choose from. And, udess the women were of the court, they were highly unlikely to 

have seen the Italian troupes on tour and to know that women could be on the stage. 

What does it mean that Shakespeare wrote and adapted to please women audience 

members? Does the answer have more to do with the stage, and seerningiy the theatre, 

being a place of vicarious freedom? These questions go beyond the work of this thesis 

but they bear raising aI i  the same. 

" See Stephen Orgel's Impersonationc The Performance of Gender in Shakespeare's 

England for similar cornmentary regarding Davidson. 



. - - . . .- . . -- 

l 2  When Viola and Will fmt  make love, after Thomas has kissed Will on the boat, Viola 

enten her bedroom dressed as Thomas but with her hair down and her wig in her hands. 

Will, similarly, cornes in fiom the balcony. They cross the mom and embrace 

passionately. Viola says "1 do not know how to undress a man"(68). To which Will 

replies 'Tt is strange to me. too" (69). John Madden States, on the DVD "John Madden 

Commentary Track," that 

1 would have preferred, and the intention of the scene originaiiy was, that she 

should be dressed as a boy at this point. But, having to do with extraordinary 

make-up requirements and the amount of time it would have lost me in the 

shooting process, we tried to keep certain scenes with Gwyneth as a boy in 

one part of the scheduie and Gwyneth as a girl in another part. And 1 

decided that. possibly, she could have taken her wig and moustache off on 

the way back up [the stairs], but 1 wish 1 hadn't done that. 

If Madden had stuck to his original plans then. possibly, the femininity of ViolalThomas 

would not have been quite so over-determined. 

l 3  Critics often confiate the notion of performance with the performative when they are 

related yet distinct engagements. Simply, performance is when the performative 

becomes more visible. According to Butler's theory, the basic bbsrate" of any material 

being is performative; there is no essential k ing  that exists outside of culturally ascribed 

signifying systems-if there is a reaiiy-real "it" is beyond lmguage and thus unknowable. 

Thus, race, class, religion, age, physical ability, gender, any discursive category of 

existence, are only constituted perfonnatively. A performance occurs when one or more 



elements of a person's being seerningly becomes more visible and manipulable such as 

when Viola cross-dresses and performs the boy player, Thomas Kent. The arbitrariness 

and the constnicted reaiity of gender is revealed through her performance but she never 

escapes the performative as Viola's performance is necessady socially scripted 

according to what constitutes "a boy player" in her world. 

14 For more on Butler's notion of the performative, see her Gender Trouble: Feminism 

and the Subversion of Identity (1990) and her Bodies mat  Mattec On the Discursive 

Limits of "Sex" (1993). 

Is For an in depth study of Cushman see Lisa Merriil's When Romeo Wm a Woman: 

Charlotte Cushman and Her Circle of Female Spectators. 

l 6  Kaufman notes that "Tromette (trô'-mët) noun 1: the archetypa1 heroine of a Troma 

film 2: a proactive, intelligent femaie self-starter who appeals on ail levels to both sexes 

(as well as to genderless space mutants) 3: a thick Iinguine noodle with a creamy 

calamari sauce most common in the northem-most province of the Middle East 4: a 

fiercely pointed rnind in a lushly curvaceous body; a beautiful woman with a large muid 

and srnail clothes" (Kaufman and Gunn 186). 

Chapter Four -- '"Tis But Thy Name That Is My Enemy9': Naming, Identity, and 

the Queer9s Queer 

I Romeo and Juliet? 2.1.80. 



' Those who are non-sexual, or who are not sexuaily active in a sociaily visible way, are 

subsumed with the system of compulsory heterosexuaiity and labelied as heterosexual 

until proven otherwise. 

' Even the transgendered person depends on the dual gendered ascription system to 

6 6 trans-," that is, to cross-over, from one gender to the other. 

4 See Bray's Homosexuality in Renaissance England, Foucault's History of Sexuality: 

Volume One An Introduction, Fademan's Surpassing the Love of Men: Romantic 

Friendship and Love Between Women from the Renaissance tu the Present, Jonathan 

Ned Katz' s The Invention of Heterosexuality. 

Hillman and Mazzio comment on the multiple elements that were involved in the 

ongoing process of national and social identity differentiation that occurred in the early 

modem penod. They state: 

The transformations undergone by European culture and society during this 

penod have been characterized variously as "the ultîmate desertion of the 

universai for the particular," or the end of the "age of resemblance" and the 

beginning of modernity's "analytico-referentid discoune." It is not difficult 

to list elements that contributed to (and were given ixnpetus by) this 

pervasive sense of fragmentation: the "more atomistic and individudistic" 

society associated with the advent of print technology and the end of 

feudalism; the schisms in the church; the Copernican revolution, which 

shook notions of microcosmic-rnacrocosmic correspondence and symrnetry; 

or the rise of anatomy and its corresponding "culture of dissection." These 
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impulses[s] to . . . distinction and individuation put increasing stress on the 

possibility of the recuperation of part into whole. The negotiation between 

parts and wholes thus became an especially vexed issue in the somatic 

structures of early modem Europe. (xiii) 

Add to the above the colonial '~discovery" of the New Worid and the rise of capitalism 

and the whole of Europe was in the process of being disturbed From its normative 

understandings of the world and its place at the centre. 

Juliet's question asks "Why are you Romeo?" rather than "Where are you, Romeo?" 

which the line is often misread as. 

' For extended studies of the macrocosrnic implications of the early modem stage, see 

Kent T. van den Berg's Playhouse and Cosmos: Shakespearean Theater as Metaphor 

(1985) and Steven Mullaney's The Place of the Stage: License, Play, and Power in 

Renaissance England (1988). 

For more on English conceptualizations of My. see Murray J. Levith's Shakespeare's 

Italian Settings and Plays ( 1989) and Shakespeare 's Itaiy: Functions of Italian 

Locations in Renaissance Drama (1993) edited by  Michele Marrapodi et ai.-see 

particularly the essays on Romeo and Juliet. 

It could be argued that the time difference for the start of sexual identity formation, 

between the seventeenth century [the Mollies] posited by Bray and Foucault and Dante's 

designation of the sodomites as solely lusthil in the fourteenth cenniry, is reflective of 

the difierence in sentiment and cultural paradigms between the continent, in particular, 

Italy, and England. Considering that Italy was figured at the forefiont of Renaissance 



thought, and considering that Marco Polo had recently completed his journey 

[qproximately from 127 1 to 12951 to Asia, thus exposing the readers of his travel 

narratives to the exotic world of the eastern Other, it is not mcuit to sunnise that the 

Italians entered the process of differentiation slightly earlier than the English. As a point 

in case for English delayhesitancy in cultural matten, 1 have already discussed in 

Chapter Three, the fact that the Italians allowed women ont0 the public stage alrnost a 

century before the English. 

'O~nne Fausto-Sterling, in her article 'The Five Sexes: Why Male and Female Are Not 

Enough," cornments on the reaiity that "Western culture is deeply committed to the idea 

that there are only two sexes. Even language refuses other possibilities" (20). She 

elaborates: 

But if the state and the legal system have an interest in maintaining a two- 

party sexud system, they are in defiance of nature. For biologicdly 

speaking, there are many gradations running from female to male; and 

depending on how one calls the shots, one can argue that dong that spectmm 

lie at least five sexes-and perhaps even more. 

For some thne medical investigators have recognized the concept of the 

intesexual body. But the standard medical iiteratwe uses the terni intersex 

as a catch-ail [like the early modem sodomite] for three major subgroups 

with some mixture of male and female characteristics: the so-calied true 

hermaphrodites, whom 1 c d  h e m ,  who possess one testis and one ovary 

(the sperm- and egg-producing vessels, or gonads); the male 



pseudohermaphrodites (the 'menns'), who have testes and some aspects of 

the female genitalia but no ovaries; and the female pseudohermaphrodites 

(the 'fems'), who have ovaries and some aspects of the male genitalia but 

lack testes. Each of those categories is in itself complex; the percentage of 

male and female charactenstics, for instance, c m  Vary enormously among 

members of the same subgroup. Moreover, the inner lives of the people in 

each subgroup-their special needs and their problem, attractions and 

repulsions--have gone unexplored by science. But on the basis of what is 

known about them 1 suggest that the three intersexes, hem, merm and ferm, 

deserve to be considered additional sexes each in its own right. Indeed, 1 

would argue hirther that sex is a vast, infinitely malleable continuum that 

defies the constraints of even five categones. (2 1; my emphasis) 

It is the "inner lives" of ail people, not just the intersexed, that are beyond the knowledge 

of extemal observers, that is most dismptive to the current signification systems. As 1 

argue earlier in my commenu on Gwyneth Paitrow, how can one classify sexual identity 

based on strict object-affection relationship if one canot  even classify the 4'sexes'9 that 

are lusting and being lusted after? 

' ' 1 am using the older, and more histoncally specific, terms "hornosexual" and "lesbian" 

rather than "homoerotic" and "femoerotic" in this part of my discussion because these 

are the more iimited, sociaiiy recognized, sexualized identity signifiers that the new 

queer and the pomosexual stand in contrast to as opposed to the "homoerotic" and the 



"femoerotic," which are more descriptive of sexualized gender specific relations than 

rtctuai identities. 

'' Al1 quotes will be fiom Shore's füm unless othenvise stated. 

l 3  Luhrmann re-released this Song in 1999, known as 'The Sunscreen Song," with an 

extended dialogue of a man passing on his words of learning and advice to the next 

generation. 

14 The indigo Girls@ also use the Song "Sornewhere" in their work as they make 

intertextual references to the Song and to the film West Side Story in their Song "Romeo 

and Juliet." 

'' Joanna Kadi posits a pomosexuai, queer's queer agenda for social change: 

1 want the same things from the queer movement that 1 want from other 

social-change movements: a clear agenda, an inclusive definition of the 

group in question, an integrated analysis of al1 oppressions, a focus or\ 

coalition building. 

Fint, I want the queer movement to articulate a clear agenda of endhg 

heterosexisthomophobic oppression, of integrating and welcoming ail 

queen into the movement, of supporting liberation movements for disabled 

peoplelpeople of color/worIcing-class and working-poor peopldwomen. 1 

want non-disabled queea at disability rights rallies stating support and a 

willingness to go to bat. 1 want non-union-member queers on picket lines. 1 

wait for the &y when we reap the benefits of soiidarity work, and straîght 



folks in wheelchairs and heterosexual weifare rnothers speak at our demos 

and advocate on ow behalf. 

Second, 1 want a queer movement with a clear policy defining queer people 

and welcoming anyone who self-identifies as queer. While this seems so 

basic it's not worth mentioning, in reality it's criticdly important because so 

many queers have been Ieft Our of the movement's stated and unstated 

definitions. Bisexuals and transgender/transsexual people expenence routine 

exclusion, as do queers of color, queen in wheelchairs. working- 

poor/working-class queers. The queer movernent needs to clearly articulate 

who we are, state that atyone who self-identifies as queer is weicome, and 

then--here's the tough part--not freak out when the drag queens and kings, 

the trannies, and the high femmes arrive in full force. Or in full drag, which 

may be even scarier. 

Third, the queer movernent needs an integrated analysis of a i l  oppressions. 

For queers to focus only on homophobia and heterosexisrn, without 

understanding racism, classism, impenalism, sexism. and ableism, is moraliy 

wrong and politically dangerous. This type of shallow analysis ignores the 

presence of queers living with more than one oppression, indirectly supports 

other oppressions through complicit silence, situates Our stmggle outside of 

other liberation movements, feeds isolation, and cuts us off fiom the power 

of connecting with others in smiggle. 
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Fourth, while 1 always support coalition building, it's especiaiiy important 

dunng this particular tirne, when overt nght-wing individuals and groups 

continue to gain political power. Coalition building displays an 

understanding of the comected strands of ail oppressions, and f d y  situates 

queers within the context of the stniggle for social justice. It a f f i i  the 

identity of queen who belong to more than one oppressed group, and allows 

us to do what we need to do--for example, connect our stmggle to end racism 

with our stniggle to end heterosexism. And coalition building, which 

directiy challenges divide-and-conquer strategies, presents a fiercer challenge 

to the powers that be than a single-issue campaign ever could. (154-5) 

l6 Freud and psychoanalysis cannot stand up to the questions posed by pornosexuality 

since psychoanalysis requires two genders from which to work and to which to reduce 

everything. Anyone writing now has to consider psychoanalysis if only because the 

theories, in al1 their variations. are so embedded in the writing and the critiques of works 

over much of the last century. Psychoanalysis is inescapable. hence my usage of the 

ierms, especiaiiy throughout Chapter Three, relying on unexamined understandings of 

active/passive splits that are, themselves, over-determined in masculine and ferninine 

tenns. 



Chapter Five - That  In Thy Likeness Thou Appear To Us'': Adaptation as a 

Queer Pomosexual Process 

Romeo and Juliet, 2.1.2 1. 

Holdemess and McCuilough's List for Romeo and Juliet oniy goes up to 1978, though 

the essay was published in 1994, and it does not include film versions such as West Side 

Story or Romanoff and Julie?-presumably because they are not "straightforward" 

enough, even though West Side Story commanded enough cultural capital to win ten 

Academy Awards. 1 wonder if Luhrmann's version of the play would qualifj for this 

list, especially since most critics do not realize that it contains more lines of 

Shakespeare's original play than the much adored ZeffuelIli version? Pilkington notes 

that Zeffirelli kept "only 1,044.5 lines in Romeo and Juliet. . . . that would mean 

approximately . . . thirty-five per cent of Romeo and Julieî" (165) was cut. Barry M. 

Parker in his 1979 Folger Shakespeare Filmography defines adaptations as "based 

directly or indirectly on plots or characters created by Shakespeare, but . . . not 

considered to be strict interpretations of any particular play" (25). Parker does list West 

Side Story though he dernotes it to the category of "Musicais." 

' The displacement of the queer Other to the Nom is physicaily represented in the reaim 

of contemporary Shakespearean theatre through the existence of "The Other Place." 

''The Other Place" is the Royal Shakespeare Company's third and srnailest theatre in 

Stratford-Upon-Avon, England. According to the "RSC S u m e r  Festival 2000" 

program calendar, ''The Other Place" is "[tlhe RSC's studio space dedicated to radical 
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interpretations of ciassical texts as well as rarely perfomed and new plays." 'Tne Other 

Place" is thus a theatre of the rnargins that serves to reinforce the hegemony of 

normative Shakespeare while containing the "radical," the non-normative, and the 

supposedly "rare." 

4 Gunn adds: 

Lloyd gave me a few cirafts of the script to go fiom. 1 read a bit of them, 

thought they were pig shit, and threw them away. 1 started a new script. 1 

had Juliet working as a stripper. Instead of having the love scene on a 

balcony, I would have it in one of those Little booths where women do the 

live dildo shows, while a man watches them thmugh glas and talks to them 

through a speaker while jerking off. That was romantic. i'd have Tromeo as 

a crack dealer. Sounded good, red good. 1 wrote about twelve pages, read 

them. Pig shit. 1 threw them away. Stvted typing again- This time, God 

flowed through my fingers. 

"Two households, as diff'rent as dried plurns and pears. . . ." (290-1) 

Trorneo & Jdiet has also been the focus of studies in univenity film, English, and 

cultural studies courses sirnilx to the Spring 1999 English course 491F Shakespeare in 

American Popular Culture, which ran as part of the Interdepartmental Program in Film 

S tudies at the University of Massachusetts. 

See Halio's bbHandy-Dandy: 41/42 Romeo and Juliet" in his Shakespeare's Romeo 

and Juliet: Texts, Contexts, and Interpretation for more on this process of adaptation. 



- - - -  - - ' According to official website (http://www.rn~aa.ore;) for the Motion Pictute 

Association of America (MPAA), the bLVoluntary Movie Rating S ystem" is as fouows: 

G 

PG 

PG- 1 3 

R 

NC- 17 

GENERAL AUDIENCES 

PARENTAL GUIDANCE 

S LJGGESTED 

PARENTS STRONGLY 

CAUTlONED 

RESTRICTED 

Al1 ages admitted. 

Some material may not be suitable for 

chikiren. 

Some material may be inappropriate 

for children under 13. 

Under 17 requires accompanying 

parent or adult guardian. 

NO ONE 17 AND UNDER ADMlTïED 

According to Jack Vdenti, President of the MPAA since 1966, "[tlhe basic mission of 

the rating system is a simple one: to offer to parents some advance information about 

rnovies so that parents can decide what movies they want their children to see or not to 

see. . . . Indeed, if you are 18 or over, or if you have no children, the rating system has no 

meaning for you. Ratings are meant for parents, no one else." Valenti's statement is not 

exactly m e  since movie theatres and video stores choose what Nms to show/rent based 

on their ratings-this includes having a rating in the fmt place. The National Association 

of Theatre Owners (NATO) "estimates that about 85% of the theater owners in the 

nation [United States] subscnbe to the rating system" (Valenti). NATO is joined by The 

Video Software Dealers Association (VSDA) in their "Pledge to Parents" to foiiow the 

ntings. 



See Halio' s 'Textual History" (1- 1 1) in his Romeo and Juliet: A Guide to the Play for 

a brief and genenlized comparative summary of various editions of Romeo and Juliet. I 

have also included a list of editions of Shakespeare's Romeo and Juliet listing the 

various editors in the Appendices of this thesis. 1 have kept the editions separate from 

the other adaptations in Appendix III only to make the publishing record of both the 

editorid adaptations and the non-editorial adaptations more obvious. If 1 were to be 

more precise in my inclusionary practice 1 would merge Appendix II and III into one 

chronological list of adaptations. In this case naming becomes a politicai necessity to 

distinguish one form of adaptation from another. 

See Appendix 1 for a list of sources and potential sources for Shakespeare's adaptation 

of Ronzeo and Juliet. 

'O As well, Dante was involved in the strife between the Black and the White Guelfs 

which involved his being banished fiom Florence in a marner similar to Romeo. The 

Capulets and the Montagues are not actuaily in Purgatory, they are just mentioned when 

Dante is on the second Tenace of Ante-Purgatory-specificdly when he is taking to the 

poet Sordello of the second level of the "Unshriven." 
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Appendix 1: Sources, and Potential Sources, for Shakespeare's Adaptation of 

Romeo and Juliet (Listecl in chronological order by year of f i  

releasdproduction) (Not Necessarily Listed in Bibliography).' 
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500c. Xenophon. Ephesiaca. (story) 

1 32 1 .  Dante, Alighieri. The Divine Comedy. 2 P urgatory (Il Pzirgatorio). (poem) 

1382c. Chaucer. Troilus and Criseyde. (poem) 

1476. Salernitano, Masuccio. Il Novellino. (story) 

1530~. d a  Porto, Luigi. lstoria novellamente ritruvata di due Nobili Amunti con la loro 

pietosa morte intervenuta nella Città di Verona nel Temp dei S. Bartholomeo 

della Scala. (nove1) 

1 542. Sevin, Adrian. Halquadrich and Burglipha. (story) 

1 553. Clizia. L 'infelice Amore di due fedelissimi Amanti. (poem) 

1 554. Bandello, Matteo. 'Giulia e Romeo." Le Novelle del Bandello. (novel) 

1 5 59. Boias tuau, Pierre. Histoires Tragiques e-xtraictes des Oeuvres italiens de Bandel. 

(novel based on Bandello) 

See Geoffrey BuUough's Narrative and Drarnatic Sources of Shakespeare. Vol 1 Early 

Cornedies, Poems, Romeo and Juliet for more detailed discussion o f  some of these 

sources in relation to Shakespeare's adaptation. 



1562. Brooke, Arthur. The Tragicall Hisrorye of Romeus and luliet. (poem) 

1 563. Garter, Bernard. Two English Lovers. (novel) 

1567. Painter, William. "Rhomeo and Jdietta." The second Tome of the Palace of 

Pleasure conteyning manifolde store of goodly Histories, Tragicall matters and 

other Morall arguemnts chosen and selected out of divers good and 

cornmendable Authors by William Painter. (story) 

1578. Groto, Luigi. La Hadnana, tragedia nova. (play) 

1590-2. Shakespeare, William. Two Gentlemen of Verona. (play) 

1 59 1 .  Sidney, Philip. Astrophil and Stella. (poem) 

1 592. Daniel, Samuel. Cornplaint of Rosamond. (poem) 

1593. Eliot, John. Ortho-epia Gallica: EZiuts Fruits for the French. (story) 

1594-6. Shakespeare, William. A Midsummer Night's Drenm. (play) 

1596. Nashe, Thomas. Have With You to Saffron- Walden. (story) 



Appendix II: Editions of Shakespeare's Romeo and Juliet (Listed in chronologicai 

order by year of publication) (Not Necessarily Listed In ~ibliography)' 

1597. An Excellent conceited Tragedie of Romeo and Iuliet. As it hath been ofen (with 

great apploarise) plaid publiquely, by the right Honourable the L of Hunsdon his 

Servants. Printed by John Danter. (QI). 

1599. The Most Excellent and lamentable Tragedie, of Romeo and Iuliet. Newly 

corrected, augmente4 and amended: As it hath bene sundry times publiquely 

acted, by the right Honourable the Lord Chamberlaine his Seruants. Pnnted by 

Thomas Creede. (42). 

1609. The Most Excellent and Lamentable Tragedie of Romeo and Juliet. Printed for 

John Smethwick. (43) (based on 42). 

1623. The Most Excellent and Lamentable Tragedie of Romeo and Juliet. Pnnted for 

John Smethwicke. (44) (based on 42). 

1 623. Mr. William Shakespeares Cornedies, Histories, & Tragedies. First Folio. (F). 

(based on 42). 

1 632. Mr. William Shakespeares Cornedies, Histories, & Tragedies. Second Folio. 

1637. Romeo and Juliet. Printed by R. Young for John Smethwicke. (Q5). 

' This list is compiled from a varîety of  sources, including Romeo and Juliet (New 

Cambridge Shakespeare) edited by G. Blakemore Evans, Romeo and Juliet (Arden 

Shakespeare) edited by B r h  Gibbons, and Romeo and Juliet: A New Varionon Edition 

of Shakespeare edited b y Horace Howard Fumess. 



Mr. William Shakespeares Comedies, Histories, & Trag edies. The Third 

Impression. Third Folio. 

Mr. William Shakespeares Comedies, Histories, & Tragedies. The Fourth Edition. 

Fourth Folio. 

The Works of Mr William Shakespear; in six volumes Adom 'd with cuts. Revis'd 

and Corrected, with an account of the life and writings of the author. By 

N[icholas] Rowe Esq. 

The Works of Mr William Shakespear; in six volumes Adom'd with cuts. Revis'd 

and Corrected, with an account of the life and writings of the author. By 

N[icholas] Rowe Esq. 2" Edition. 

The Works of Mr Wiltium Shakespeac in six volumes Adorn 'd with cuts. Revis'd 

and Corrected, rvith an account of the life and writings of the author. By 

N[icholas] Rowe Esq. 3* Edition. 

The Works of Shakespear Collected and Corrected by Mr. [Alexander] Pope. 

The Works of Shakespenr Collected and Corrected by Mr. [Alexander] Pope. 2"d 

Edition. 

The Works of Shakespeare in seven volumes. Collated with the Oldest Copies, and 

Co rrected; with Notes, Explanatory and Critical By Mr. [Lewis] nie0 bald. 

The Works of Shakespeare in seven volumes. Collated with the Oldest Copies, and 

Corrected; with Notes, Explanatory and Critical By Mr. [Lewis] Theobald. 2nd 

Edition. 

The Cumplete Works of Shakespeare. Eds. Irving Etibner and George Lyman 

Kittred~e. 



1743. The Works of Shakespear Carefully Revised und Corrected by  the former 

Editions. Ed. Thomas Hammer. 

1747. The Works of Shakespear: in Eight Volumes, the Genuine Text (Collated With AlZ 

the Former Editions, and Then Corrected and Emended) Is Here Settled: Being 

Restored From the Bl~cnders of the First Editors. and the Interpolations of the 

Two Last; With a Comment and Notes, Critical and Explanatory, by  Mr. Pope 

and Mr. [William] Warburton. 

1765. The Plays of William Shakespeare To which are added Notes by  Sam[uel] 

Johnson. 

1768. Mr. William Shakespeare his Comedies, Histories, and Tragedies. Ed. Edward 

Capell. 

1768. Works. Ed. Joseph Rann. 

177 1. Romeo et Juliette. 

1773. The Plays of William Shakespeare To which are added Notes by  Sam[uel] 

Johnson and George Steevens. 

1776. Romeo und Juliet, Ed, F. Weisse. 

1778. The PIays of William Shakespeare To which are added Notes by  Sam[tiei] 

Johnson and George Sreevens. 2nd Edition. 

1779. Romeo und Juliet, mit Gesang. Ed. F. W. Gotter. 

1790. The Plays and Poems of William Shakespeare: in 10 Volumes, Collated Verbatim 

With the Most Authentick Copies, and Revised; With the Corrections and 

Illustrations by Vurious Commentators; With Esscrys and Notes by Edmond 

Malone. 



1793. The Plays of William Shakespeare To which are udded Notes by Sam[uel] 

Johnson and George Steevens. 3" Edition. 

1796. Romeo und Juliet. Ed. C. F. Bretzner. 

1796. Romeo und Juliet. Eds. A. W.  and Caroline Schlegel. 

1807. The Drumatick Works of William Shakespeare. Printed complete. with Dr. 

Samuel Johnson 's preface and notes. To which is prefied the life of the author. 

znd Edition. 

1808. Romeo und Juliet, Quodlibet von Karakteren. 

1809. Romeo und Juliet, dramatisches Gedicht. Ed. J. V .  Soden. 

18 12. Romeo e Giulietta, Rornanzo Storico d i  Regnault de Warin. 

18 12. Romeo und Juliet. Ed. H. Dœring. 

18 18. Romeo und Juliet. Ed. J. H. Voss. 

18 18c. Romiyo-O-Juliyet. 

182 1. Works. Ed. James Boswell. 

1826. The Drarnatic Works of William Shakespeare with Notes by Samuel Weller 

Singer. 

1826. Romeo e Giulietta, tndotta dail' hglese. 

183 1. Runzeo e Giulietta, tradotta da Barbieri. 

1836. Romeo und Julie. Ed. E. Ortlepp. 

1838. The Pictorial Edition of the Works of Shakespeare. Ed. Charles Knight. 

184 1 .  Romeo und Julie. Ed. C. A- West. 

1842. The Works of William Shakespeare with the various readings, and notes by 

J[o hn] Payne Collier. 



1845. Romeo och Julia, Sorgspel ofvers. af F. A. Dahlgren. 

1847. Romeo a Julia. Tuchlora w pateru gednbj prelozina of Fr. Daucha. 

1848. Rome szi Julietta, trad. de T.  Bahdat. 

1849. Romeo und Julie. Ed. A. W. Schlegel. 

1850~.  Romeo e Giulietta, traduzione di Carcano. 

185 1. Workî. Ed. Henry Hudson. 

1 853. Works. Ed. William Hazlitt. 

1 853. Romeo and Juiiet. Ed. H. Ulrici. 

1853. Romeo en Juliette, Treurspel in 5 bedryven; uit het Engelsch door h a n  Lennep. 

1 853. Romeo und Julie. Ed, F. Jenken. 

1853. The Works of William Shakespeare with the various readings, and notes by 

Jlohn] Payne Collier. 2" Edition. 

1854. Shaksperes Werke. Heraurgegeben und erklart von N[icolaus] Delius. 

1855. The Dramafic Works of William Shakespeare with Notes by Samuel Weller 

Singer. 2nd Edition. 

1855. Romeo und Julie. Ed. E. Lobedanz. 

1857. The Works of William Shakespeare. Ed. Richard Grant White. 

1 857. The Workî of William Shakespeare. The Text revised by the Rev. Alexander Dyce. 

1858. The Plays of Shakespeare. Ed. Howard Staunton. 

1858. The Works of William Shakespeare with the various readings, and notes by 

J[ohn] Payne Collier. 3* Edition. 

1859. Romeo et Juliette. 

1859. Romeo und Julia. Ed. Tycho Mommsen. 



186 1. Romeo a Julia. Ed. J .  Cejka. 

1863. The Works of William Shakespeare. (Cambridge). Eds. William George Clark, 

John Glover, and W. A. Wright. 

1 8 64. The Plays of Wil l iam Shakespeare. Carefully edited by Thomas Keightley . 

1864. Romeo et Juliette, Edition pour le Théâtre. par E. Deschamps. 

1864. W o k .  Eds. Charles and Mary Cowden Clarke. 

1864. The Workr of William Shakespeare. Eds. W .  G. Clark and W. A. Wright. 

1864. The Works of Willium Shakespeare. The Text revised by the Rev. Alexander Dyce. 

2nd Edition. 

1865. Romeo und Julie. Ed. W.  Jordan. 

187 1 .  Romeo and Juliet. (New Variorum Shakespeare). Ed. Horace Howard Furness. 

1875. Romeo and Juliet. Ed. P.A* Daniel. 

1 875. The Works of William Shakespeare. The Text revised by the Rev. Alexander Dyce. 

3d Edition. 

1879. Romeo and Juliet. Ed. W .  J. Rolfe. 

188 1. The Complete Workî of William Shakespeare. Ed. H. N. Hudson. 

189 1. The Complete Works of Shakespeare. (Oxford). Ed. W. I. Craig. 

189 1. Works. (Cambridge). Ed. W.  A. Wright. 

1893. Romeo and Juliet by William Shakespeare with Introduction and Notes by 

K[enneth] Deighton. (MacMillan and Co.). 

1900. Romeo and Juliet. (Arden Shakespeare). Ed. E. Dowden. 

1904. Romeo and Juliet. Ed. E. K. Chambers. 

1906. Works. Ed. W. A. Neilson. 



The Tragedy of Romeo and Juliet. (The Yale Shakespeare). Ed. W. H. Durham. 

Romeo and Juliet. (New Temple). Ed. M. R. Ridley. 

Romeo and Juliet. (Warwick). Ed. J.  E. Crofts. 

Romeo and Juliet. Ed. H.  R. Hoppe. 

Romeo and Juliet. (New Clarendon). Ed. R. E. C. Houghton. 

William Shakespeare, The Complete Works. (Collins). Ed. Peter Alexander. 

The Tragedy of Romeo and Juliet. (Yale Shakespeare, revised). Ed. Richard 

Hosley . 

William Shakespeare, Ihe Complete Works. Ed. Charles Jasper Sisson. 

Romeo and Juliet. (New Cambridge Shakespeare). Eds. John Dover Wilson and 

George Ian Duthie. 

The London Shakespeare; a new annotnted and critical edition of the Complete 

Worh  in six volumes, edited by John Monro. With an introduction by G. W. G. 

Wickham. 

Romeo and Juliet. (Peiican). Ed. J .  E. Hankins. 

Cornplete W o h .  Ed. Hardin Craig. 

Rorneo and Juliet. Ed. G. W. Williams. 

The Tragedy of Romeo and Juliet. (Signet Classic). Ed. J. A. Bryant, Jr. 

Romeo and Juliet. (New Penguin). Ed. T. J. B. Spencer. 

Romeo and Juliet. (The Players' ShakespearelHeinernann). Ed. J. H. Walter. 

The Complete Workr. (Penguin). Ed. Alfred Harbage. 

Romeo and Juliet. (Blackfkiars). Ed. Marvin Swvack- 



1970. Romeo and Juliet. (Edited in Elizabethan SpeIling). Eds. Robert K. Turner, Jr. 

and George Walton Williams. 

1974. The Riverside Shakespeare. Ed. G. Blakemore Evans. 

1980. The Complete W o r h  of Shakespeare. Ed. David Bevington. 

1 980. Romeo and Juliet. (Arden Shakespeare). Ed. Brian Gibbons. 

1982. Romeo and Juliet. (Oxford School Edition). 

1984. Romeo and Juliet. (New Cambridge Shakespeare). Ed. G. Blakemore Evans. 

1985. Romeo and Juliet. (Stratford Festival Edition). Eds. Elliott Hayes and Michal 

Sc honberg. 

L985. The Tragedy of Romeo and Juliet. (Random House School Edition). Eds. 

Maynard Mack and Robert W. Boynton. 

!987. Rorneo and Juliet. (HBJ Shakespeare High School Edition). Ed. Ken Roy. 

1988. The Complete Works. (Oxford Edition). Eds. Stanley Wells and Gary Taylor. 

1988. Romeo and Jlrliet. (Bantam). Ed. David Bevington et al. 

1992. Romeo and Juliet. (Oxford School Edition Revised). Ed. Roma Gill. 

1997. The Complete W o r h  of Shakespeare. (Longman). Ed. David Bevington. 

1997. The Norton Shakespeare (Based on the Oxford Edition). Eds. Stephen Greenblatt 

et ai. 

2000. William Shakespeare's Romeo and Juliet. (Chelsea House). Ed. Harold Bloorn. 



Appendix III: Adaptations of Shakespeare's Romeo and Juliet (Listed in 

chronological order by year of first release/production) (Not Necessariïy 

Listed In Bibüography)' 

1634. Struys, Jacob. Romeo en Juliette. (An Imitation of Shakespeare). (play) 

1 662. Howard, James. Romeo and Juliet (A Tragicomedie). (play) 

1680. Otway. Thomas. The Rise and Fail of Caiuî Marius. (play) 

1744. Cibber, Theophilus. Romeo and Juliet: A Trugedy. (play) 

1746. Sheridan, Thomas. Romeo and Juliet. (play) 

1748. Garrick, David. Romeo and Jtîliet. (play) 

1750~. Cngulet und Montague, or the Tragical Loves of Romeo and Juliet. (play) 

- - - - - - - 

This list is compiled from a variety of over-lapping sources including: Douglas 

Brode's Shakespeare In the Movies, Richard Burt's Unspeakoble Shaxwpeares; the 

online list of adaptations 

( h t t ~ : / / w w w . r o u t l e d g e . c o m / r o u t l e d g e / s h a k e )  that augments those 

included in Adaptations of Shakespeare: A Critical Anthology of Plays From the 

Seventeenth Century to the Present edited by Daniel Fischlin and Mark Fortier, Jay L. 

Halio's Romeo and Juliet. A Guide to the Play; Graham Holdemess and Christopher 

McCullough's "Shakespeare on the Screen: A Selective Fhography," nie Internet 

Movie Database (IMDb) online catalogue; and Flavia Pesci's Romeo and Juliet in the 

Verona of the Shakespearean Legend. 



1770. Chastellux. Roméo et Juliette. (play) 

1772. Ducis, Jean-François. Roméo et Juliette. (play) 

1773. Carrière-Doisin. Roméo et Paquette. (play) 

1773. Sanseverino and S. A. A. Monsignore. Romeo e Giulia, per Musica, in due Atti. 

(musical) 

1778. Benda, Georg Anton. Romeo und Julie. (operdmusic) 

1779. Ducis, Jean-François. Roméo et Juliette; tragédie en cinq actes. (play) 

1789. Northcote, James. A Funeral Monument of the Capulet Family. Romeo and Paris 

Dend, Juliet and Friar Lawrence. (painting) 

1800c. Bertolotti, Davide. Awenture di Giulietta e Romeo. (play) 

1808. Lamb, Charles and Mary. "Rorneo and Juliet." Tales From Shakespeare. (story) 

1809. Füssli, J o h n  H e i ~ c h .  Paris Over Juliet 's Corn. (painting) 

1809. Füssli, Johann Heinrich. Romeo Over Juliet 's Coffin. (painting) 

18 11. Goethe, J o h m  Wolfgang. Arrangement of Romeo and Juliet for the Weimar 

Theatre. (play) 

18 12. Gumery, Richard. Romeo and Juliet Travesty. (play) 

1823. Hayez, Francesco. L'addio di Romeo n Giulietta. (The Farewell of Romeo and 

Juliet) . (painting) 

1823c. Hayez, Francesco. Bacio tra Giulieîta e la nutrice. (Kiss Beiween Giulietta and 

the Nurse). (painting) 

1823c. Hayez, Francesca Gli Sponsali degii Amnnti. (The Lovers' Nuptiais). (painting) 

1824. Beltrami, Giovanni. L 'ultimo bacio dato & Giulietta a Romeo. (JuIiet 's Lost Kiss 

to Romeo). (topa. cameo) 



1826~. Cornerio, Agosîino. Frate Lorenzo consegna il sonnifero a Giulietta. (Friar 

Lawrence Gives Juliet the Sleeping Draught). (painting) 

1826~. Sala, Vitale. Gli Ultimi sospiri di Giulietta e Romeo. (The Lust Sighs of Juliet 

and Romeo) . (painting) 

1826~. Vaccai, Nicola, and Felice Romani. Giulietta e Romeo. (opera) 

1827c. Migliara, Giovanni. Romeo and hliet. (painting) 

182% Sacchi, Luigi. Romeo and Juliet. (miniature enamel painting) 

1830. Bellini, Vincenzo. I Capuleti e I Montecchi. (Die Familien Capuleti und 

Montechi, Romantische Oper in drey Acten). (opera) 

1836. Turner, Joseph Mallord William. Juliet and her Nurse. (painting) 

1 837. Zingarelli, Nicolo. Romeo e Giulietta, a Trrigic Opera in Three Acts. (opera) 

1838. Collin, Alexandre. Romeo and Juliet. (painting) 

1839. Berlioz, Hector. Roméo et Juliette, Sinfonie Dramatique. (music) 

184 1. Cornelius, Peter von. Romeo and Juliet. (painting) 

1845. Delacroix, Eugène. Les A d i e u  de Roméo et Juliette. (The Farewell of Romeo and 

Juliet). (painting) 

1847. Garbarini. Romeo e Giulietta. (play) 

1850-70c. Morelli, Domenico. Romeo and Juliet. (painting) 

185 1. Delacroix, Eugène. Exact title unknown. (Romeo at the Capulet Grave Holding 

Juliet who is Sleeping). (painting) 

1854. A. Pecaîier. Romeo et Juliette, ou Amours et infortunes de deux Amants. (play) 

1 857. Boulanger, Louis. Romeo and Juliet. (painting) 

1859. Hayez, Fancesco. h? Bacio. (The Kiss). (painting) 



l86Oc. Marchetti, Filippo. Romeo e Giulietta. (music) 

1860c. Roi, Pietro. La morte di Giuiietîa e Romeo. (The death of Juliet and Romeo). 

(painting) 

186 1-2. Cremona, TranquiUo. Visita alla tomba di Giulietta e Romeo. (Visit to the 

Grave of Juliet and Romeo). (painting) 

1865. A. Delorme1 and L. De Montchamp. Romeo et Juliette, folie-vaudeville en un 

acte. 

1867. Gounod, Charles-François. Roméo et Juliette. (opera) 

1870. Tchaïkovski, Peter Ilyich. Romeo and Julliet Ouverture-Fantasy. (balletlmusic) 

1870c. Valsecchi, Pietro Bagatti. Romeo and Juliet. (miniature enamel painting) 

1 875. Noël, Antony. Rorneo and Juliet. (marble group) 

1880c. Longley, Emest G. A Modern Romeo and Jïdiet. (play) 

1880~. Steibelt, Daniel. Roméo et Juliette. (music) 

1888. Vannutelli, Scipione. I funerali di Giuliettu Capuleti. (The Burial of Juliet 

Capulet). (painting) 

1890- 19 10. Previati, Gaetano. Romeo and Juliet. (painting) 

1890-1920. Bianca, Ange10 Dall'Oca. Giulietta e Romeo. (Juliet and Romeo). 

(painting) 

1 896- 1900. Edison, Thomas, dir. Romeo and Juiiet. (film) 

1 896- 1900. Méliès, Georges, dir. Romeo and Juliet. (film) 

1900. Maurice, Clément, dir. Romeo and Juliet. (Emilio Cossira). (film) 

1900. Nesbit, E[dith]. "Romeo and Juliet." nie Children's Shakespeare. (story) 

1907. Delvis, Fredenck. A Village Romeo and Juliet. (opera) 



1908. Blackton, J. Stuart, dir. Romeo and Juliet. (Florence Lawrence and Paul Panzer). 

(film) 

1908. Casenni, Mario, dir. Romeo e Giulietta. (Mario Caserini and Maria Gasperini). 

(film) 

1908. Gaumont Co. Romeo and Juliet. (Mary Malone and Godfiey Tearle). (fh) 

1 9 10. Romeo and Juliet. (fh) 

19 i 1. Lo Savio, Gerolamo, dir. Giuliena e Romeo. (Francesca Bertini and Gustav 

Serena). ( f h )  

19 1 1. O'Neil, Barry, dir. Romeo and Juliet. (George A. Lessey and Julia M. Taylor). 

(film) 

19 12. Trimble, Laurence, dir. Indian Romeo and Juliet. (Wallace Reid and Florence 

Turner). (film) 

19 L 3. A Modern Garrick (Pathéplay). (film) 

1914. Société Cinématographique des Auteurs et Gens de Lettres. Roméo et Juliette. 

(film) 

19 16. Edwards, J. Gordon, and Maxwell Karger, dirs. Romeo and Juliet. (Theda Ban 

and Harry Hiiiiard). (fdm) 

1916. Noble, John W., dir. Romeo and Juiiet. (Beverly Bayne and Francis X. 

Bushan). (film) 

1920. Cline, Edward F., and Buster Keaton, dirs. Neighbors. (Backyard; Mailbox). 

(Virginia Fox and Buster Keaton). (film) 

1920. Lubitsch, Ernst, dir. Romeo und Julia im Schnee. (Romeo and Juliet in the 

Snow). (Josefme Dora and Paul Biensfeldt). (film) 



1921. Badger, Clarence G., dir. Doubling For Romeo. (Sylvia Breamer and Wiii 

Rogers). (fih) 

1922. Zandonai, Riccardo. Giulietta e Romeo. (music) 

1923. Milier, Frank, dir. Juliet and Her Romeo. (film) 

1924. M o m s ,  Reggie, and Harry Sweet, dirs. Romeo and Juliet. (Billy Bevan and Dot 

Farle y). (film) 

L 926. McCarey, Leo, dir. Bromo and Juliet. (Laurel and Hardy). (Oliver Hardy and 

Stan Laurel). (film) 

1930. Lorca, Frederico, Garcia. El Piiblico. (The Public). (play) 

1930~. de Pennafort, Onestado. Romeu & Julieta. (play) 

Lee, Rowland V., dir. The GuiZty Generation. (Constance Cummings and Robert 

Young). (film) 

Moser, Frank, dir. Romeo and Juliet. (animated film) 

Prokofiev, Sergei. Romeo and Juliet. (baiiet) 

Cukor, George, dir. Romeo and Juliet. (Leslie Howard and Norma S hearer) . 
(film) 

Douglas, Gordon, dir. Puy As You Exit. (Our Gang). (Darla Hood and Car1 

S witzer). (film) 

Jackson, Wilfred, dir. Mickey 's Grand Opera. (Disney). (Walt Disney). 

(animated film) 

Butler, David, dir. Kentucky. (Richard Greene and Loretta Young). (nlm) 

Castehi, Jose Marie, dir. Julieta y Romeo. (Marta Flores and E ~ q u e  Guitart). 

(film) 



1 940. Fleisc her, Dave, dir. Shakespearian Spinach. (Popeye). (Jack Mercer and Mae 

Questel). (animated film) 

1942. Selim, Kamal, dir. Shuhaddaa El Gharam. (Tbrahim Harnouda and Leila 

Mourad). (film) 

1943. Delgado, Miguel M, dir. Rorneo y Julieta. (Cantinflas and Elena Marques). 

(film) 

1947. B q T  Michael, dir. Romeo and Juliet. (John Bailey and Rosalie Crutchley). 

(TV/ f il m) 

1948. Hussein, Akhtar, dir. Anjuman. (Jaraj and Nargis). (film) 

1949. Cayatte, André, dir. Les Amants de Verone. (Anouk Aimée and Serge Reggiani). 

(film) 

1950-70. Denevi, M. Romeo Before The Corpse of Juliet. (play) 

1953. Laurents, Arthur, with lyrics by Stephen Sondheim. West Side Story. Music by 

Leonard Bernstein, Choreography by Jerome Robbins. (musicaVplay) 

1954. Castellani, Renato, dir. Romeo and Juliet. (Giulietta e Rorneo). (Laurence 

Harvey and Susan Shentall). (film) 

1955. Arnshtarn, Lw, and Leonid Lavrovsky, dirs. Romeo i Julietta. (Galina Ulanova 

and Y u n  Zhdanov). (filmhallet performance) 

1 955. Clayton, Harold, dir. Romeo and Juliet. (Tony B ritton and Virginia McKenna). 

(TV/film) 

1957. Ustinov, Peter. R o m a d a n d  Juliet. (Dig That Juliet). (play) 

1959. Abrarnson, Ham, dir. Romeo och Julia i Ostberlin. (Mons Malm and Jan 

Malmsj O). (Wlfilm) 



Thomas, Gerald, dir. Carry on Teacher. (William Wakefield). (fh) 

Weiss, Jiri, du: Romeo, Julie e ma. (Romeo, Juliet and Darkness; Sweet Light in 

a Dark Room). (Ivan Mistrik and Dana Smutna). (film) 

Ustinov, Peter, dir. Romanoff and Juliet. (Dig That Juliet). (Sandra Dee and John 

Gavin). (film) 

Wise, Robert, and Jerome Robbins, dirs. West Side Story. (Richard Beymer and 

Natalie Wood). USA. (fdm/musicai) 

Thornpson, J. Lee, dir. Taras Bulba. (Yu1 Brynner and Tony Curtis). (film) 

Cullberg, Birgit, dir. Romeo och Julia. (Tvlfilm) 

Freda, Riccardo, dir. Giuletta e Romeo. (Los Amantes de Verona). (Rose-marie 

Dexter and Geronimo Meynier). (film) 

Gorton, Ron, dir. Panic Burton. (Maurice Chevalier and Iayne Mansfield). (film) 

Great Britain Royal Post. "Postage stamp for the cornmernoration of the IV 

centenary anniversary of Shakespeare's birth." (postage stamp) 

Rovira-Beleta, dir. Los Tarantos. (Sara Lezana and Daniel Martin). 

( film/musical) 

Scheerer, Robert, dir. "Naughty Gypsy Yetta." The Danny Kaye Show. No. 40. 

(Irnogene Coca and Danny Kaye). (TV) 

Drum, Val, and Paul Lee, dirs. Romeo and Juliet. (Clive Francis and Angela 

Scoular). (film) 

1965-8c. Michael and the Messengers. "Just Like Romeo and Juliet." (music) 

1966. Czimer, Paul, dir. Romeo and Juliet. (Margot Fonteyn and Rudolf Nureyev). 

(filmhallet performance) 



1967. Cooke, Alan, dir. Romeo and Juliet. (Hywel Bennett and Kika Markharn). 

(TV/film) 

1968. Calunescu, Bob. dir. Romeo si Julieta. (animated film) 

1968. Bffuelli, Franco, dir. Romeo and Juliet. (Giulietta e Romeo). (Obvia Hussey 

and Leonard Whiting). (film) 

1969. Stootsberry, A.P., dir. The Secret Sex Lives of Romeo and Juliet. (Juliet 's Desire; 

The Secret Love Lives of Romeo and Juliet; The Sex Life of Romeo and Juliet). 

(Dicon Carse and Forman Shane). (film) 

1970-90. Germain, Jean-Claude. Rodeo et Juliette. (play) 

1972. Bain, Bill, dir. What Became of Jack and Jill? (Romeo and Juliet '71). (Vanessa 

Howard and Paul Nicholas). (film) 

1973. Trucco, Orestes, dir. Hipdlito y Evita. (Cuando el amor Ilega). (Sabina Olmos 

and Raul Taibo). (film) 

1976. Romeo and Juliet. (Bolshoi Ballet). (ballet performance/film) 

1976. Kemp-Welch, Joan, dir. Romeo and Juliet. (Ann Hasson and Chnstopher 

Neame). (TV/ film) 

1976. Miles, Bernard. "Romeo and Met." Favorite Tales from Shakespeare. 

(IIlustrations by Victor G. Ambrus). (story) 

1977. Bosner, Paul, and George Murceli, dirs. Romeo and Juliet. (Sarah Bade1 and 

Peter McEnery). (TV/film) 

1978. Rakoff, Alvin, dir. Romeo and Juliet. (Patrick Ryecart and Rebecca Saire). 

(Tvlfilm) 

1979. Smith, Clive A., dir. Romie-O and Julie-8. (anSmated film) 



1982. Boggild, Hans. Regimld and Juliet. (play) 

1982. "Romeo and Juliet." Diffrent Strokes. (Conrad Bain and Gary Coleman). (TV) 

1982. Rorneu Y Ulieta. (film) 

1983. Wasserman, Howard, dir. Reincarnation of Serena. (film) 

1983. Woodman, William, dir. The Tragedy of Romeo and Juliet. (Shakespeare 

Collection). (Blanche Baker and Alex Hyde-White). (film) 

1984. Booth, Allen, and Robin White. Ho Mao and Julieta: A Mtzlti-cultural Romeo 

and Juliet. (play) 

1984. Kühn, Siegfried, dir. Romeo und Julie aufdem Doge. (Hont Hiemer and Heide 

QP). (film) 

1985. Garfield, Leon. "Romeo and Juliet." Shakespeare Stories. Illustrated by Michael 

Foreman. (story) 

1985. Téchiné, André, dir. Rendez-vous. (Juliette Binoche and Wadeck S tanczach). 

(film) 

1987. Borgeson, Jess, Adam Long, and Daniel Singer. rite Complear Works of WIlm 

Shkspr (abndged). (The Reduced Shakespeare Co.) (play) 

1987. Ferrara, Abel, dir. China Girl. (James Russo and Sari Chang). ( f h )  

1987. Thomas, Paul, dir. Romeo and Juliet. (Kim Alexis, Jerry Butler, and Nina 

Hartley). (fiim) 

1988. Dire Straits. "Romeo and Juliet." Money For Nothing. (music) 

1988. Thomas, Paul, dir. Romeo and Juliet I l .  (Jaquhe Lorians and N i  Randal). 

(film) 



1989. Serreau, Coline, dir. Romuald and Juliette. (Daniel Auteuil and F i e  

Richard). (film) 

1989. Wise, Robert, dir. Roofops. (Troy Beyer and Jason Gedrick). (fh) 

1990. Acosta, Armando, dir. Romeo-Juliet. (Francesca Anis  and Robert Powell). 

(film) 

1990. MacDonald, Ann-Marie. Gooahight Desdemona (Good Moming Juliet). (play) 

1990c. Arnold, Judith. Just Like Romeo and Juliet. (Harlequin American Romance No. 

16482). (novel) 

1990c. Bishop, Nataiie. A Love Like Romeo and Juliet. (Silhouette Special Edition No 

9840). (novel) 

1991. Shimokawa, Gary K, dir. "Romeo, Juliet, Jake & Jill." Big Brother Joke. 

(TV/ film) 

199 1. Weigl, Petr, dir. A Village Romeo and Juliet. (Ryland Davies). (film) 

1993. Drazan, Anthony, dir. Zebrahead. (Michael Rapaport and N' Bushe Wright). 

(film) 

1992. Gamberg, Efim, dir. Shakespeare the Animaied Tales--Rome0 and Juliet. 

(videolanimated film) 

1992. Groening, Matt, dir. "Bart's Friend F d s  In Love." The Simpsons. (TV/animated 

film) 

1992. Indigo Girls@. "Romeo and Juliet." Rites of Passage. (music) 

1992. Kaufman, Kevin. Romeo &Julia. (film) 

1 992. Rameau, Pierre and His Orchestra. Romeo & Juliet. (music) 



1992. Piwowarski, Radoslaw, dir. Kolejnosc ucwc. (Sequence of Feelings). (Daniel 

Olbrychski and Maria Seweryn). (film) 

1993. Abdul, Sam, dir. Romeo and Julian: A Love Story. (Grant Larson and Johnny 

Rey). (video/film) 

1993. Costello, Elvis, and the Brodsky Quartet. The Juliet Letters. (music) 

1993. Manara, Milo. Giulietta al  balcone. (drawing) 

1993. Monette, Richard, and Norrnan Campbell, dirs. The Shakespeare Collection-- 

Romeo & Juliet. (Stratford Festival Collection). (Antoni Cimolino and Megan 

Follows). (videolplay performance) 

1994. Galen and Dailas Jazz Orchestra. Romeo & Juliet. (music) 

1994. Horrox, Alan, dir. Romeo and Juliet. (Jonathan Firth and Geraidine Somewille). 

(film) 

1994. Luscombe, Christopher, and Malcolm McKee. The Shakespeare Revue. (play) 

1994. Timm, Peter, dit. Einfach nur Liebe. (Simply Love). (Benno Fürmann and 

Regula Grauwiller). (füm) 

1995. Cohen, Joel, and Alec Sokolow, dirs. Munster Mash: 7?ze Movie. (Fronkenstein 

Sings). (Ian Bohem and Candace Carneron Bure). (film) 

1995. Enright, Jim, dir. nte  Romeo Syndrome. (April and T.T. Boy). (videolfilm) 

1996. Aronson, Billy. Romeo and Juliet. (Wishbone Classics, No. 3). (story) 

1996. Baxley, Craig R., dir. Twkted Desire. (Romeo and Juliet Murders). (Daniel 

Baldwin and Melissa Joan Hart). (TVlfilm) 

1996. Bologna, Joseph, and Renée Taylor, dirs. Love Is Al1 niere 1s. (Joseph Bologna 

and Angelina Jolie). (film) 



1996. D'Amato, Joe, dir. Juliet and Romeo. (Mark Davis and Stephania Satori). (film) 

1996. Francke, Robert, dV. Crossing. (music video) 

1996. Hemecker, Ralph, dir. 'Romeo and Juliet." Kindreà, the Embraced. (TV) 

1996. Kaufman, Lloyd, dir. Tromeo & Juliet. (Jane Jensen and Will Keenan). (film) 

1996. Luhrmann, Baz, dir. William Shakespeare's Romeo + Juliet. (Claire Danes and 

Leonardo Di Capno). (film) 

1996. ~ b e r g ,  Alexander, dir. Romeo och Julia. (Jacob Ericksson and Gunilla 

Johansson). (TV/film) 

1996. Spink, Philip, dir. Romie and Julie. (Margot Finley and Joshua Jackson). (film) 

1997. Avi. Romeo and Juliet--Together and Alive at Lat .  (novel) 

1997. Giacchino-Baker, Rosalie. The Story of Mah: A Hmong 'Romeo and Juliet' 

Folktule. (story) 

1997. Hughes, Terry, dir. "Romeo & Juliet & Dick." 3"' Rock From The Sun. (John 

Li thgow). (TV/film) 

1 997. McKillip, Patricia A. "S tar-Crossed." Shakespearean Whodunnits. Ed. Mike 

AsNey. (story) 

1997. Miranda, Marcos, dir. Domain. (Sascha Knopf and Michael Wehrhahn). (film) 

1997. Nicholas, Gregor, dir. Broken English. (Julian Arahanga and Aleksandra 

Vujcic). (film) 

1997. Takahahi, Rurniko, d k  R a n m  '/i: Ranmn and Juliet. (Japanimatiodh) 

1998. Burdett, Lois. Romeo and Juliet For Ki& (Shakespeare Can Be Fun!). 

(story/pIay) 



1998. Disney. nie Lion King II: Simba's Pride. (Matthew Broderick and Neve 

Campbell). (videolanimated f i )  

1998. Koufalis, Randy. Romeo and Juliet Mirror. (mirror with frame) 

1998. Madden, John, dir. Shakespeare In Love. (Joseph Fiennes and Gwyneth 

Paltrow). (film) 

1998. Shakespeare's R + J.  (play) 

1998. Shore, Simon, dir. Get Real. (Brad Gorton and Ben Silverstone). (film) 

1999. Coville, Bruce. William Shakespeare S Romeo and Juliet. LUustrated by Dennis 

Nolan. (story) 

1999. Diegues, Carlos, dir. Ogefeu. (Patricia França and Toni Garrido). (fb) 

1999. Hays, Lynda, dir. Kick. (Russell Page and Rebecca Yates). (film) 

1999. Mann, Terrence and Jerome Korrnan. Romeo and Juliet: The Musical From 

William Shakespeare. (musicaVplay ) 

1999. Momson, Paul, dir. Solomon & Gaenor. (Ioan Gruffudd and Nia Roberts). (film) 

1999. Nussbaum, Joe, dir. George Lucas In Love. (Martin Hynes and Lisa Jakub). 

(film) 

2000. Bartkowiak, Andxzej, dir. Romeu Must Die. (Aaliyah and Jet Li). (film) 

2000. Ben and Jason. Romeo & Juliet Are Drowning. (music) 

2000. Cox, Colin, dir. Romeo and Juliet. (Fran de Leon and Kel Mitchell). 

(video/film) 

2000. Dai, Fan. Butterfy Lovers: A Tale of the Chinese Romeo ami Juliet. (novel) 

2000. Gieras, Gregory, dïr. Little Insects. (Gregory Poppen and Mia Sara). (animated 

film) 



2000. Harris, Rennie. Rome & Jewels. (playIrnusicai) 

2000. Ray, Jeanne. Julie and Romeo. (novel) 

2000. Romeo and Juliet. (Legris and Loudieres). (video/film) 

2000. Romeo and Juliet are Alive and Weil and Living in Maple Bend. (play) 

200 1. Stockweil, John, dir. At Seventeen. (Kirsten Dunst). (film) 




